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ABSTRACT 

A study has been made of reactions produced in nuclear emulsions by the 

112 Mev carbon12 and the 141 Mev carbon13 beams from the sixt,y-inch eyclotron 

at Crocker Laboratory of the University of California, Berkeley. The properties 

and expected behavior of .. carbon nuclei as bombarding partlcles are discussed 

in the light of the reactions observed. 

An analysis is made of the salient features, both general and special, 

of 865 stars produced by 1,390,000 carbon12 ions and of 1114 stars produced 

by 1,845,540 carbonl3 ions. The comparative reaction cross sections are dis

cussed in some detail. The cross section is calculated for the total range 

as given by any initial energy and also for the differential range, as a function 

of the instantaneous energy. A further break-down is made for the cross section 

as it depends on the number of prongs. Three- and four-prong star cross sections 

are higher for carbonl2than for carbon13 and exhibit a detailed structure. 

Analysis shows the structure arises from impact disintegration and stripping 

of the carbon nucleus; these reactions account for the ca,rbonl2 ion having a 

larger cross section than the carbon13 ion has - 0.446 barns for llO Mev carbor:l2 

. compared to 0.388 barns for 120 Mev carbon13• The instantaneous cross section 

of carbon nuclei nearly equals the available geometric cross section for in

elastic reactions until neutron evaporation events from silver and bromine 

reduce the number of charged particle stars. 

The outstanding special type of reaction found is the impact disintegration 
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of the carbon nucleus into three alpha particles and the closely related stripping 

and capture of an alpha particle from the ca.rbon nucleus by the target nucleus. 

'l'hese reaction,s are expl.:i.cable on the basis of the modern alpha particle model 

of the carbon nucleu.:•, the low energy re9uired to break up the carbon nucleus, 
I 

especially :::arbonl2, and the short. d~ Broglie >.ave length of the carbon par·i>icle 

\·ihich permit.s a collision to be concentrated on a r:;ingle alpha particle. A 

number of imps.ct disintegration and strippings are analyzed in deta.il to bring 

out the interesting features of the reaction. 01)ser·vat,ion~3 are madE"; regard:i.ng 

one of the fragments in the reaction be.fore it breaks .in·~o t1-10 alpha 

particles. 

' '2 
Fission. produced by carbon·'-.:> .ions in bismuth-impregn.atecl emulsions is dJs= 

cussed. Jine fission events were found from 1,702,600 tracks. The indicated 

eros;;; section for .fission is half the a.-vailable reacti.on ~ross section,. 

nange-energy data for carbon j_ops have been obtained. Above L~oO lvlev, carbon 

and alpha partieles e.re directly tJompared by passing them through sl:i..ts. BelOI·T 

40 Hev, da.t.a are obtaineQ. from knock--on protons. Comparisons are maQ.e of carbon 

ionf> ·vrith fission fragments and wit.h l:tght particl~s. 
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CHAPTER I 

INW.ODUCTION 

The research described in this report had as its purpose a probing, 

both qualitative and quantitative~ into the properties of 1J2 Nev cl2 

and 121 Hey cD nuclei accelerated in the 60-inch Cyclotron at the 

Crocker Laboratory of the University of California. The deflected 

exterp.al beam ,,;as used in order to obta.in a beam hornogene.o-qs in energy, 

and nucle.?.r emulsions Here employed to record the particle tracks. The 

use of nuclear emulsions permitted a detailed study of the nuclear 

reactions in vrhich the carbon nuclei took part and of accurate regis-

. tration of a range-energy cut'VEl.. Emulsions have the advantage of inte

grating the beam so that beams too small for effective use by other 

te9hniques may be entirely adequate, and at the same time both individual 

and statistical data may be obtained, as contrasted to the usm;.l statis

tical results. The external beam of c12(6+ ) ions is of the order of 106 

particles per second, and the cl.3(6+) beam is about one-sixth as much 

Hhen the gas used in t.he ion source is CCY,z Hith the carbon fraction 

enriched to 52.5 percent cl3G 

Because of the limited beom current, the study and use of tb.e ca:rbon 

beam has been delayed faJ." beyond Hhat 1..rould be expected from the interest 

in it. Carbon nuclei ·Here first. accelerated in the cyclotron by Alvarezl 

in 1940. Subsequent \·JOrk was interrupted by the 1.,rar, after completion of 

1. L. vl. Alvarez, Phys. Rev. ~' 192 (1940). 
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research projects with the carbon beam byTobias;2 and Condit.3 AftE;lr the 

war, attention was centered on obtaining a higher and more consistent 

beam, with special attention to development of an efficient ion source.,4 

Although significant facts vrere uncovered, no single large step was made 

in increasing the beam currento The greatest f?ingle increase' was. at the 

end of 1951 when G. B. Rossi made an uncooled ion sonrce out of graphite, 

exposed to the cyclotron radio-frequency field, and improved the beam b,y 

a fa~tor of ten, bringing it to 106 cl2(6+) per second externally, still 

too low for external bombardments .. 

After the development of a probe target mechanism for the 60-inch 

cyclotron in 1949.., J .. G., Hamilton proposed test bombardments' of aluminum 

and gold 'dth carbon ions in the internal beam to s·ee if it were enough 
.. ' 

higher than the external beam. to produce detectable activity. Internal to 

deflected ratios of about ten to one had been found with alpha particles, 

deuterons and protons.. The first bombardment was in May, 1950. The results 

were surprising.5 The reactions proposed to look for were Al27(cl2; o(,n) 

Cl34( @-+; 33 min) and Aul97(c12pm)At (alpha decay).. These were found in 

a quantity that indicated an internal beam. 103 or lo4 times higher than the 

external beam.. The reason for the high ratio was found to be that the 

·z. C., A. Tobias, PhA,thesis, University of California:, Berkeley (1942), 
Phys., Rev., JQ, 89 (1946) and UCRL Report 1039 (1950). 

3o R. I. Condit, Ph.D. thesis, University of California, Berkeley (1942) 
and Phys. Rev., 62~ 301 (1942) .. 

4o ~o York, R. H .. Hildebrand, T .. M. Putnam and J., G. Hamilton, Phys. Rev., 
1.Q., 446 (1946). 

5o J .. F .. Miller, J .. G. Hamilton, T., M .. Putnam, H .. R., Haymond and G. B., Rossi, 
Phys. Revo 80, 486 (1950)., 
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carbon ions have a multitude of different orbit$ that require different 

magnet currents in order to be resonated to enter the deflector channel. 

There also exists an exponentially increasing beam, in the direction of 

lower energies, of carbon ions that 1.Jould be unable to pass down the 

deflector channel at any magnet settingo 

The internal beam has been developed, principally by A. Ghiorso and 

G .. B. Rossi, into a useful tool for bombardments. A current measuring 

probe has permitted evaluation of the nature of the beam and of parameters 

that affect it. Hm.Jever, the great inhomogeneity of the internal beam has; 

made precise experiments often impossible. In order to gain more definite 

information as to some properties of carbon ions, the external beam of 

homogeneous energy must be studied. The present study is for the purpose 

of considering such details as can be learned from nuclear emulsions. 

There is a ·Hide assortment of features that make carbon nuclei of 

interest as bombarding particleso Perhaps the most obvious is that, in 

one hit on a nucleus,. there will be added tHel ve or thirteen nucleons. 

Naturally, then, any program to develop further transuranic element$ 

would find carbon nuclei of interest.6 The work with carbon ions by 

A. Ghiorso for the Chemistry Group of the University of ~alifornia Radia-

tion Laboratory has been primarily for this purpose. However, carbon nuclei, 

although they carry many nucleons into a reaction~. carry too few neutrons 

to follow along the "Heisenberg valley" in any but the lighter-element 

portion of the nuclide charte With the high excitation they produce, which 

will cause evaporation of more neutrons, they can be expected to produce 

6. A. Ghiorso, S. G. Thompson, K. Street, and G. T. Seaborg, Physo Rev. 
81, 154 (1951) •. 



fission, a process in strong or possibly prohibitive competition in pro

ducing t;ranscalifornixun elements., 7 The present study using emulsions has. 

included some evaluation of the fission process, both in bismuth impregnated 

in emulsions, and in the elements normally present in the emulsion. 

The ability of carbon nuclei to produce highly neutron deficient 

isotopes may be of positive interest in other regions, though it is of 

negative interest in the transuranic. For instance, the shell model of the 

nucleus predicts high stability of nuclides with closed proton or neutron 

shells according to the "magic numbers9 2ll8,20,50,82 and 126o An isotope 

falling into a closed shell should accordingly have a greater release of 

energy than in the normal processes. On these premises, carbon nuclei should 

be efficient in producing radioactive alpha emitters falling into the 82 

neutron shell., Such has been fmmd to be the case ·by the Chemistry Group.,8 

A similar possibility for an alpha active product in the region of the 50 

neutron closed shell "i<J"as considered. Apart from the present program, the 

't-ll"i ter made probe bombardments of zirconium, molybdenum, and niobium foils 

which ·were placed in scintillation and ionization chamber counters o Appar:.. 

entlypositive results vrere iiwalidated by finding bot.h types of counters 

iwuld give cJun:ts from the intense. beta-gamma activity of the neutron 

deficient isot.opes produced by .carbon io:n bombardment. Later more refined 

and extensi\re experiments by R. Wo Hoff and D. F. Martin of the Chemistry 

Group produced the same negative, but inconclusive, results. The use of 

79 Jo M. Hollander, UCRL Report 1396$ July 195lo 

8. J. Oo Rasmussen, UCRL-1473 Revo (Deco 1951). 
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emulsions to see if alphas come from such foils has not been made but might 

be appropriate. In the case of reactions which might end in the 50 proton 

closed shell, the research described herein gives same fairly definite 

evidenceo 

Most of the questions on which evidence is sought in this emulsion 

study are of a general nature regarding the compound nucleus. For it is 

concerning the compound nucleus that almost all the visual information 

applies; the beta-gamma radioactivity of the pt"oduct nucleus is not seeno 

We seek information on whether the reaction cross section using carbon 

nuclei is significantly higher or lower than 1.:ri th other bombarding particles 

and how the distribution of prongs in number and direction compares& Will 

the flow of a considerable number of nucleons at one moment into a nucleus 

produce any unusual features or increase the nsticking probabilityu in 

forming a compound nucleus? Will the processes in the compound nucleus be 

affected by the spatial correlation existing among the entering nucleons? 

Will the high angular momentum brought into an off-center collision by a 

carbon nucleus decrease the cross section for formation of a compound 

nucleus far below the geometric cross section? How will high angular 

momentum in a compound nucleus affect the particles it evaporates? Not all 

of these quest~ons may find definite answers, especial~ if one effect tends 

to balance another. However, pieces of evidence can be expected regarding 

the model for the nucleus - .the shell structure, atatiatical Fermi gas, 

liquid d~op and alpha particle modelso 

Aside from statistical data and qualitative observations on the general 

nature of carbon-induced reactions, it is interesting to look for special 

types of reactions. It was a surprise not to find the anticipated 
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11hammer tracksf>1 that would come :from Li8 (or B8) ejected by the compoun.cl 

nucleus. A. look-out was also kept for delayed proton or alpha emission 

:from the product nucleus. The evidence in this respect is not conclusive.,' 

The outstanding special reaction that shoi.red up urunistakably and in 

striking quantity "t.ras the impact disintegration of the carbon nucleus into 

an alpha and Be8, and the closely related stripping and capture of an alpha 
. .. 

from the ~arbon nucleus, leaving Be8., T4e evidence from these processes. will 

be discussed in some detail in Chapter V. 

Since a cl3 beam >vas available, it was used as a· foil with which to 

compare the cl2 bombardments'of emulsions. The _differences, where they 

occur, are interesting., In impact disintegration and stripping, for example, 

one would expect rather different behavior :from c12- and cl3 0 • 

In order to evaluate some of the-data, it has been necessary to obtain 

a range-energy curve for carbon nuclei in emulsions., However, the data for · 

such a curve are of interest in their own right, for the information they 

give and the considerations they involve regarding the mechanism of slowing 

dovm and stopping of the carbon ion. For instance, the nuclear collisions 

near the end of the carbon range could be important in a study of radiation 

damage., The type of Bragg ionization curve that should be produced by 
' ' 

carbon ions is of interest to medical physics in studylng the effect on cells 

of the ionization produced by heavy nuclei. A. group under C. Ao Tobias is 

currE}ntly engaged in. such_ research i·li th ·the external carbon beam., 

.. ··.;-; '. 
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CHAPTER. II 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

In order to understand the limitations on the carbon beam, both as to 

size and homogeneity in energy, same background information might be 

pertinent concerning it. 

Just how the completely stripped carbon nuclei are produced is un-

knowne The ionization potentials of the individual electrons in the carbon 

atomare:9 

I 11.264 volts 
II 24.376 volts; 
III 47.864 volts 
IV 64 ... 476 volts 
V 39lo986 volts 
VI 489e84 volts 

However~. the potential drop across the arc in the ion source as shown by 

meters rarely exceeds 300 volts and may be as low as 200 voltse In. compari-

son, when helium atoms are being stripped in the ion source, it is found 

that 250 to 300 volts is optimum, as would be expected in order to have 

about five times the ionization potential of the last electron to be stripped. 

A suggestion in the case of carbon is that plasma oscillations may supply 

the extra voltage needed by electrons to strip the last two electrons from 

the carbon. However, this specUlation is belied, at least as any 

considerable mechanism, by good evidence that the carbon particles do not 

come from a line source (the ion source) but from the neighborhood around 

the ion source. Even before the internal beam vras explored, there was 

9. Atomic Energy Levels, Vol. I, Sec. I, Circular 467, Nat. Bure Stds. 
(1949). 
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clear evidence as to the non~localized origin of the carbon beam. Since the 

60-inch cyclotron is of fixed frequency and the magnetic field for resonance 

is B ~ ....!:!_ W, \ve should have Bcl2(6 +) = · 2.000096 , using M/Z. values 
Z.e EJie4(2:+) 2.001396 

for stripped nuclei derived from Mattauch and Fiammersfeld's. tables.lO A 

magnetization curve for the 6o-inch cyclotron shors that at alpha resonance 

(magnet field current = 290.,45 amperes; and magnet field at center= 15,279 

oersteds, Jane 10, 1952), dB/di = 29.3 oerstedS per ampere. These values 

imply that cl2(6+) resonance should lie about 0.33 amperes below alpha 

resonance. Figure 1 shows an experimental resonance curve obtained from 

the set-up sho\.J'll in ~igs. 2, 3 and 4, using an ionization chamber connected 

through a pulse height discriminator to a counting rate meter. A single 

slit was used, ·open 0.15 inches at the cyclotron snout, to pass the full 

width of the resonance curve. The curve is suggestive rather than 

absolute .·since conditions may change l.Ji th the cyclotron parameters such 

as the oscillator power used. The curve is so wide that it overlaps alpha~ 
i 

which, even though they are from residual helium in the tank and likely 

come principally from outside the ion cone, give quite a sharp resonance. 

In the tracks picked up on photographic plates there is further evidence 

of low carbon energies, spreading down to. zero, and of their off-center 

orbits, unless proper precautions are taken to exclude them. These particles 

emerge from the gap bet-v1een the dees (see Fig. 2) as shown by the fact 

that they persist when the deflector is turned do\.Jn and that they can be 

cut out by a suitable blocking probe. 

10. J., Mattauch and A. Flammersfeid: Isotopic Report. (1949)· 
. TUbingen. 
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MAGNET COIL TANK ION SOURCE 

SLIT NO. I 

THRU j WATER SHIELDING 

BEAM DETECTION AND PLATE EXPOSURE APPARATUS -FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3. 

BEAM DETECTION AND EMULSION EXPOSURE APPARATUS 

The beam enters through No. 1 slit at the right; No. 2 slit was inserted 

after this photograph was taken. near the weld seam; No. 3 slit is hidden 

by the foil wheel. The plate exposure chamber is to the left of the foil 

wheel~ followed by the beam detection apparatus. In the foreground is 

the electrometer tube. at the end of a vacuum coaxial line. 
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FIGURE 4. 

BEAM DETECTION APPARATUS 

The two ionization chambers are of drum type. Between them is the Fara

day cup for collecting the carbon ion charge in vacuum. 
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~vo principal suggestions have been made to account for stripping 

outside the ion source. One is that the stripping is by a sheet of vertical~ 

oscillating electrons trapped in a potential well formed between the dees 

and an off-center ion source during each half cycle of the oscillator. The 

energies given these electrons can amount to a considerable fraction of the 

dee voltage~ Such an electrqp. sheet has been discussed by R. R. Wilsonoll 

The other suggestion, by E. M. McMillan, is based on the fact that stripping 

can be produced by atomic, collisions if once the velocity of the ions can 

be brought to match the "orbital~ velocity of the electron to be stripped • 

. The mechanism to a?hieve such a velocity for incompletely ionized carbon 

atoms is present. can be resonance-accelerated with the cyclotron 

' . frequency the third harmonic of the ion Is orbital frequency. Harnonic 

acc.eleration was noted by La1vrence and Livingston in 1932:.12 Orbital 

frequency, Y orbit = L ..9... B where q is the ion charge. If qjM or 
2TT M 

B, or both, are adjusted so that the cyclotron frequency is an odd multiple 

of ion frequency, the ion will cross the dee gaps each revolution at the 

proper instant. Using his current measuring probe, A"' Ghiorso has shmm 

the presence of a beam of cl2(2-r) greater than 100 microamperes at the 23 

inch radius. This beam, unlike the c(6-r) beam, is sharply defined. Indeed 

the heating from it is a serious problem in probe: bombardment •. c(2i-) will 

have one-ninth the energy of c(6+) vJhen they are at the same radius. 

Hence, the energy at 25 inches would be about 12.5 Mev, while the velocity 

·of the sixth electron corresponds to a cl2 energy of 10.73 Mev. McMillan 

11. R. R. ~lilson:, Phys .. Rev. 2.§, 459 (1939). 

12., E. 0. La:tvrence and M. s. Livingston, Phys. Rev. 4Q, 24 (1932). 
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suggests that the c(2-r) ions may lose one or more electrons in collision 

either with gas atoms in the tank or with ions being circulated by the 

cyclotrone In the new state of ionization, the orbital radius of curvature 

will be different and the ion ldll not be in synchronism with the cyclo

tron frequency, unless it 1<1as completely stripped. Accordingly, as it 

crosses the dee gaps in its off-center orbit, it will sometimes be 

accelerated, sometimes decelerated. Its orbit will precess. Finally, it 

will undergo another collision. If the collision is 1vith a beam particle, 

further ionization will be achieved more easily than if the collision is 

with a gas atom. Finally, c(6+) 1<1ill be, formed and, if its phase is 

correct, it will be accelerated by the cyclotron. Ghiorso has shown that 

the c(2~) beam can be reduced by increasing the tank pressure, but he 

has not been able to utilize the process to increase the c(6+) beam. It 

~s interesting to notice that the external carbon beam, although it is 

very br.oad, is situated where it should be ivith respect to alphas. However, 

the internal carbon beam found by Ghiorso and Hollander (ref e 7, Fig. 2) 

i~ about four amperes below the alpha peak and the sharp c(2i-) resonance is 

lower than the c(6+) peak, although, according to qjM value, it should be 

slightly higher. 

The heterogeneity of the carbon ions in energy and in the direction 

at which they may emerge from the target snout, as well as the resonance 

curve coinciding near its peak with alphas, indicates that same care must 

be taken to select the beam for exposing nuclear plates. Accordingly, the 

apparB;tus shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 was built. The first part of it is an 

extension snout ivith three equally spaced slits over a distance of 26 inches. 
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These slits can be narrm-1ed to select as narrow- an energy spectrum as 

desirede The first slit is centered and adjustable only in t.ridth. The 

second and third slit are adjustable in width by rotating the rod leading 

through the Wilson seal and can be traversed b.1 pushing this rod in or out 

by a scret·l mechanism~ All the mechanical adjustments can. be made \-rhile 

the beam is on by using an extension rod leading through the \·Ja ter tanks., 

The extension snout i.s followed by a foil t-rheel with ttvelve >dndowso The 

foils permit a study of the range of the ions selected by finding their 

Bragg curve or their extinction point using the first ionization chrunber., 

Also, sufficient foils may be interposed to pass only alphas and permit 

determination of the alpha beam limits, 111hich change with how recently the 

cyclotron 1.vas used to accelera·te alphas o Thus can simply be found the 

magnet set~ing necessary to reduce alpha contamination on the nuclear plates 

to any desired level., 

Each ionization chamber is built in the form of a drum vdth nitrogen 

at atmosphere pressure flowing slowly inside and with vacuum outside., The 

beam passes through the drum heads, w.h.ich are of 1.,4 mil dural, about the 

minimum which will hold atmospheric pressure over the unsupported diameter 

of 3-1/4 inches., Inside the chamber are three r'o:Us on rings insulated by 

teflon. The middle foil is the signal electrode and the outer two are high 

voltage plates Hith separate leads, so that .they may be gi.ven the same or 

opposite polarityo As discussed by Rossi and Staub,13 if the two plates 

have opposite polarity, a particle, say an alpha, passing all the t.ray 

through, will give t1...ro pulses which nearly .can.cel each o·ther. On the other 

13. B. Bo Rossi and H. Ho Staub: Ionization Chambers and Counters, 
McGraw-Hill Book Coo, New York (1949). 
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hand, if a particle, say a carbon ion, is stopped in the middle foil by 

interposing the correct foil in the foil ,,;heel, it will give a pulse only 

in the front side of the chamber. This arrangement permitted studying the 

carbon beam when the alpha background \oJ"as strong. However, at the peak of 

alphas the accumulation of imperfect cancelling was enough· to overbalance 

the carbon beam. The drum ~pe chamber has another good feature. Since the 

ions pass through the plates far from any edge, there is no edge effect to 

give different pip heights depending on how near the particle passes to one 

plate or the other. The pips seen on an oscilloscope from the drum chambers; 

are of very uniform height if the energy is homogeneous. Thus, the effective

ness of the adjustments: in getting rid of unwanted particles could be judged. 

In the ionization chamber used here, the ions are collected directly 

along the line of the particle track, a condition enhancing recombination 

and, hence, reducingthe pip heights. Since the amount of recombination 

will depend on .the density of ionization, it can11ot be expected that the 

pulse heights will correctly represent the Bragg ionization curve. Hence, 

a curve 't'lhich was obtained using just the front half of the ionization chamber, 

with a sensitive region of 0.3 mil Al equivalent, should give a lower 

ratio of peak to initial ionization than the true one although, from the 

considerations to be discussed in Chapter VII, we expect a lower ratio for 

carbon nuclei than for alphas. It gave a ratio of 3.5 to 1, the lowest 

reading being taken after the minimum thicknesa of 2.0 mils Al equivalent 

necessary to enter the sensitive region. The range was about 5J.5 mg/cm2 

Al for the carbon ions (of approximately 112 Mev energy). The recombination 

effect could be reduced, retaining the other good features of the chamber, 
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by tilting the drum so that collection is at an angle. Since the Hedical 

Physics group studying ionization effects on cells plans a precise evalua

tion of the carbon particle ionization, modification and refinement of the 

equi~~ent described here was not undertaken. 

With a blank opening in the foil wheel, the carbon ion range is 

sufficient for the nuclei to pass completely through the first chamber 

before they reach the region of electron pickup.. They are again in vacuum 

and their total charge vrill be collected by the electrometer Faraday cup., 

The bottom of this cup is sufficient to stop carbon ions but it will pass 

alphas unless foils are used to terminate the alpha range in the bottom of 

the cup., Since alphas normally pass through the cup, it has 't-Talls on both 

sides., These walls are shallm-1 (half an inch high) since the cup is in a. 

magnetic field of about 6000 oerstedso Because of the small beam at the time, 

precautions 1rere taken that are not novr required, such as the vacuum coaxial 

lead dmm the brass tube shown in Fig., 3 to the electrometer tube.. L., K .. 

Neher and K .. D., JeriY~ns designed and built the electrometer circuits., 

Beyond the Faraday cup was.a second ionization chamber identical to the 

first., Its primary purpose 'tvas for use in case it uas found desirable to 

obliterate the alpha beam background qy using an anticoincidence circuit .. 

The time constant of the ionization chambers was made such that the 

pulses shoun by the signal foil were due to electron collection, regardless 

of which direction'the electrons actually traveled., The electron collection 

time was about one microsecond. The lead from the ionization chambers went 

to a.UCRL stan1ard preamplifier a few feet away where the magnetic field 

intensity was essentially zero. F.rom there the signal went to a UCRL 
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standard linear amplifier and through a discriminator to either a scaler or 

a counting rate meter. Another lead from the linear amplifier want to an 

oscilloscope at the control room desk to peri:irl.t maxii:irl.zing the beam. 

Prior to exposing a set of nuclear emUlsion plates, the desired conditions 
. 

were selected 1lSing narrow collimating slits. Leaving Number 2 slit full 

open, Numbers 1 and 3 slits were closed to a width of, say, 0.1 inch and 

Number 3 slit traversed to maximize the beam coming dow.n the deflector channel. 

To center this beam for the nuclear plate, the apparatus as a whole was swung 

the measured displacement of Number 3 slit, which was then put back on center. 

Number 2 slit was now closed to the same width as the others and traversed to 

maximize the beam. If cl2 were being used, an effective lower limit for alphas 

was found and the indicated magnet current held at the value for the exposure. 

The three slits were opened to half an inch each to give a desirable beam width 

on the plate. It was found that opening the slits to this value did not essen-

tially increase the main gaussian energy distribution in the beam. The meas

urement of ranges on c12 plates, for example, shows consistently an average 

for the full energy particles of close to 170 microns with a maximum likeli-· 

hood estimate of the standard deviation in the individual ranges of close to 

six microns. From the range~energy curve at 170 microns range,~E/~R = 0.392 Mev 

per micron. Therefore, the standard deviation in energy should be about 2.4 Mev, 

assuming that almost all this range dispersion'is due to energy variation. The 

energy spread which can be passed by the three slits concerned here may be est-

imated from a calculation vrl1ich was made for the three very narrow slits of the 

beam-energy measuring arm (shown in Fig. 44, Chapter VII). For a beam with a 

uniform distribution of energies and angles of incidence, passing through three 

evenly-spaced slits over a chord length of 25 inches in a magnet field of 6400 
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oersteds <r [E(Mev)} = 68.6 W, where W is the slit \-Tidth (inches). In the 

present case, the field is not at all uniform, but its average value is not 

far from 6400 oersteds. Also, the slits cover 26 inches rather than 25 incheso 

But as an approximation we can use the value given above for~ [EJ o We see 

that a' = 2o4 Mev requires a slit width of only Oo035 inches. Why, then, the 

low standard deviation with the slits open half an inch? The answer is that 

there is not a uniform distribution in energy and in angle of approach to the 

slits. The slits were maximized for the beam from the deflector, meaning that 

this group with relatively small spread in energy came through the slits at 

normal incidenceo Particles of other energies had to come from a narrow angle 

prescribed by the gap between the dees. Consequently, the main group of part

icles from the deflector stands out alone, and its standard deviation is not 

larger than 2.4 Mev, no matter how wide the slits~ Other tracks do appear on 

the plates but are well separated by the following characteristics: (l) Range 

measurements shm• effectively no tracks until a group is reached with range 

about 90-110 microns. Below it there are other apparent groupings becoming 

less distinct from each other. The blank between the 170 and 110 micron 

groups is evidently due to the blank region in energy and angle between the 

deflected beam and the beam escaping through the dee gaps with off-center 

orbits. (2) The photographic plate acts as a fourth slit. Although a part

icle of low energy may pass the three slits, it must fall on the inside edge 

of·the beam at the plate. Consequently, it is simple to select a swath as 

a stopping point to cut off extraneous particles at a negligible level of 

significanceo 

After a probe port was constructed that permitted a probe to be inserted 
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on a radial line directly bet1veen the dees, it 1vas possible to build a 

blocking probe to cut out the i!iternal beam almost completely while letting 

the deflected beam pass through a slit in the probe. This probe is shown 

in position in Figure 2. It was used in exposing some of the later plates, 

and in all the range-energy measurements. 

The photographic chamber was directly behind the foil wheel. The 

nuclear plates , . .J'ere brought up in a cassette which was butted up against 

the vacuum lock on the chamber, and the cassette was pumped down by a 

vacuum line at the lock. After the principal outgassing of the plates was 

over, in two or three minutes, the vacuum line was closed off and the vacuum 

lock gate slid down to permit shoving the plate on its tray into the exposure 

chamber. The tray normally held the plate at an angle of tilt of 4 degrees 

to the beam; if desired, the tray itself could be tilted to add 5 degrees 

more. Tilt is desirable to give easy distinction between surface scratches 

and tracks, to remove the main portion of tracks from any surface fog, to 

define a distinct point where a track enters the emulsion, and to give a 

higher probability for particles coming from a nuclear reaction to lie in 

the emulsion. Most of the. plates were·exposed at the 5 degree tilt. The 9 

degree tilt was used principally for the bismuth-impregnated plates so that 

the two tracks from fission would have a better chance of lying in the 

emulsion. 

With the usual beam intensities, exposure times were about 20 seconds 

for cl2 beams and 2 minutes for c13 beams. These gave a density of tracks 

where almost all of the tracks.were quite distinct from each other, but 

dense enough that events could be found without excessive travel and yet 

searching could be done v1ith a dry objective, with its good depth of focus, 
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rather than with an imm.ersion objective which Hould require continual focusing 

up :;md do1:m while traversing. 

Ilford nuclear emulsions were used. As a matter of personal preference 

the large plates, .3-l/4o x 4-l/4u, were used rather than 1n x 3° plates. 

With the large plates, peeling at the edges -vras no problem such as it can be 

. with small plates. Further, oil was less likely to run off large plates. 

A larger number of tracks could be surveyed, all produced at the same time, 

than on small plates. 

The plates after exposure were sent to the n~clear emulsion group of 

the University of California Radiation Laboratory where they '"'ere given the 

standard processing. Almost all of the plates were free of surface fogging 

and had .no troublesome background. In order not to change the track lengths, 

the plates were not scrubbed. There \vere a few extraneous tracks, mainly 

knock-on protons py neutrons and stars from naturally alpha-radioactive atoms 

scattered in the emulsion. These were mostly five-prong stars, which were 

usually in their characteristic grouping of t~ee from one origin, followed 

by two more from an origin slightly removed due to the migration of the 

atom. These natural alpha stars Here in all stages of fa..din_g of the latent 

image since some of the large plates used were several years old. 

Both E.-1 and D-1 emulsions i-rere used and 100 microns was chosen as a 

suitable thickness to permit catching most of the emergent prongs and still 

to be easily processed. The D-1 emulsions were used only for study of 

fission. They are too insensitive for easy identification of tracks. With 

E-1 emulsions, identification is s.fumple if the tracks are more than about 

ten microns long unless they are rising or digging steeply. In E-1 

emulsions a carbon track could only be mistaken for an alpha very close to 
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the end of their tracks. The presence ·of a small amotuit of alpha contamina

tion in the cl2 beam was welcome since it g~ve a ready ·basis of compa:dson of 

an alpha track for any range up to 500 microns, and showed ·hovT, for example, 

an alpha deflected sharply dmmHard might look. For identification of proton 

tracks there could always be found protons of various ranges, knocked-on by 

carbon ions or by alphas·. No· attempt \vas made to classify particles into 

sub-groups under singly-charged, doubly-charged and higher charged. 

The E-1 emulsions give a solid track for carbon ions, with 'possibly a 

fe'" gaps vi hen the remaining range is under 15 microns (carbon nuclei pick up 

their inner two electrons at about 1.3 microns range).· No study of gaps has 

been attempted in this research. A thorough study from counting gaps near 

the end of carbon tracks in D-1 emulsion has been made by P. C. Giles and 

Wo H. Barkas.14 Up to about 50 microns from its end in E-1 emulsion, the 

Carbon track iS COVered ,,.ri th a lilf'urU Of d -rays {knock-On electronS) 1 

especially heavy in the first .50 microns and tapering down from there on. 

The cS -ray fur is familiar to those who have studied the heavj nuclei 

appearing in cosmic radiation. \fuere a great length of track is available 

to perm.i t estimating velocity, the number of d -rays lying between two 

selected energy values, per unit track length, has been used by S~rensenl5 

to give quite an accurate estimate of the charge number, z, of the particle, 

since for the same velocity the number of these ; 's varies as z2. Sorensen 

estimates electron tracks should.be long enough to be separately distinguish

able (in electron-sensitive emulsions) if the energy is above 10 kilovolts, 

l4o P. c. Giles and W. H. Barkas, Phys. Rev. ~' 756 (1952). 

15. s. o. c. Sorensen, Phil. Mag. !J..Q, 947 (194-9). 
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which implies that v/c is approximately 0.2. The maximum velocity that can 

be transferred to an electron is twice that of the nucleus colliding •{ith 

it., A 112 Mev cl2 ion has.~ v/c = o. :141 arid, hence, the maximum velocity 

an electron could acquire vrould give v/c = 0.,282. The density of electron 

spurs above a given length along a track varies not only directly as z2 

but inverseley as v2., Consequently, for a very energetic particle, the 

spur density increases as the velocity decreases until a maximum is reached 

as the velocity falls below an efficient point for producing spurs of the 

selected length., Blau, Rudin and Lindenbaum,l6 from photodensitometer 

readings have guessed that this maximum occurs 'I.Jhen the nucleus has 

approximately v/c :f. o.J., On this basis, the density of d-rays at the 

· beginning of the tracks in this study is \.Jell belo-vr the maximum., 

The E-1 emulsion is sensitive enough that an alpha track appears: 

considerably heavier than a proton track except at the end where there 

would be a·possibility of mistaking one for the other .. In tracks of moderate 

length, the alpha is further distinguished from a proton by the rate of 

change of track density., It is true that alphas and protons of the same 

velocity have the same range (except for the small additive constant due to 

electron pickup by the alpha extending its range)., And the dE/dX curves 

as a function of velocity are identical in shape for the t1-.1·o particles: 

{except in about the last 6 microns of range)., The magnitude of dE/dX 

is four times as great for the alpha as for the proton, since it varies as. 

Z~, but the alpha had four times the energy to lose.. One would at first 

think the rate of increase of track density imuld be the same for the two 

16., M. Blau, R., Rudin and s .. Lindenbaum, Rev., Sci., Instr. 21, 978 (1950) .. 
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and such Hould be the case except for the nature of the photographic process. 

There is room for only about three grains. per micron and, when one particle 

gives quite a dense track, the rate of increase in the number of grains per 

unit ~ength, relative to the change in aE/dX per unit length, is less than 

\iTould be the case for a more lightly ionizing particle. Blaul7 h~s pu~ . 

this fact into an equation which permits distinguishing bet He en particles: 

by grain counting. In addition to the effect just described, the proton 

track density peaks sharply in the last six microns compared to that of an 

alph~ due to the shape of the dE/dX curves there. 

The microscopes used in the survey of the nuclear plates '\vere tviO 

Zeiss Jena microscopes \·lith laboratory-type stages (rectangular, with x.

and y_.coordinate scales). Each had apochromatic objective lenses and 

compensated eyepieces. They vrere equipped with 10 and 20 power dry objec

tives, 60 and 90 power oil-immersion objectives, and 7 and 10 povrer eye

pieceso An additional magnification of 1.5 is built into the body tube. 

In order to facilitate measuring track lengths exceeding the length 

of an eyepiece scale, a superstage micrometer was designed and built by 

Silge and Kuhne, San Francisco. It cru1 measure any length in the x-direc

tion up to 1 centimeter (far beyond the range required). The plate holder 

clamps ~-rere removed from the dove-tailed groove in which they lock and a 

sliding bar was fitted into this groove \vith the plate holder clamps fastened 

to it. No change was made in the position of the plate on the stage. The 

fixed part of the superstage~ 1rras clamped at either ertd in the dove-tailed 

groove, with a reinforcing bar connecting the two ends. One end supplied 

17o M. Blau, Phys. Rev. 12, 279 (1950). 
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a spring loading on the sliding bar while the other end contained a Zeiss 

precision screw of 1/2 mm pitch that made contact vdth the sliding bar 

through a small hardened steel ball. Thus, the sliding bar and the plate 

vrere moved on the superstage, independently of the x-coordinate coarse 

adjustment and in the sariJ.e manner. The drum for the superstage is call-

brated in 2 micron unitso Lengths can be estimated to the nearest tenth of 

a unit but the accuraqy of the screw is not expected to be better than 

about 1 micron. To permit holding small and large plates, an adjustable 

plate holder bracket was bu,il t of dural. To measure angles on the pJa. tes, 
• 

a simple goniometer eyepiece 'tvas built. It should be accurate to about 

half a degree. A sketch of the superstage micrometer is shown in Fige 7 

and a photograph of the microscope stage, with a large plate in position, 

in Figtll"e 6. A view of the laboratory arrangement of the microscopes is 

shown in Figure 5o 

The technique used in searching plates vms as follows: Scanning to 

locate events was done with 20X objective and 7X eyepieces ( total magni-

fication, 20 x lo5 x 7= 210), giving a field of view of 620 micronso The 

lOX objective was found inadequate for searching since tracks of protons 

could easily be missed. The oil-immersion 60X objective was required for 

scarming some of the denser bismuth-loaded plates, giving a field of view 

of 220 microns with 7X eyepieces. With the 620 micron field of view, swath~ 

were overlapped by moving only 400 microns by the millimeter scale and 

vernier of the 'j -axis. With the 220 micron field of view, swaths were 

spaced 200 microns apart; failure to overlap was guarded against by 

observing that the field of view in a new swath actually overlapped the old 

field of vie'tv .. 
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FIGURE 5. 

LABORATORY ARRANGEMENT OF MICROSCOPES 
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FIGURE 6. 

MICROSCOPE STAGE 

The independent superstage micrometer is shown and the modified bracket 

to hold large plates. 
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It was soon fotmd L'llefficient to search \-lith a dry objective through 

a cover glass (to give the optically correct dist,ance for vihich the lenses 

are designed), noting do~m coordinates of possible events and later going 

back to look at these under oil immersion. Instead, it was found better 

to apply a uniform layer of cedarwood oil on the region of the plate to be 

searched, using it as a sort of cover glass for the dry objectiveo It 

had the excellent feature of almost completely obliterating all surface 

scratches. ll.hen a possible event was seen, it was centered in the field of 

view and the 90X immersion objective rotated into position. Thus, every

thing on the plate that might be of interest could be examined Hith a 

minimum of trouble. The oil was kept from running off the plate during 

a search by 1-1iping a small border of the emulsion with acetone, follo\ved 

by wiping it with water. Enough water was left on the emulsion to form 

a boundary the oil did not passe 

One technician working over a period of about six months assisted 

in surveying the plates to locate events e The following data were 

taken for each event, or questionable event, located: 

1) A sketch of the event, Hith coordinates. 

2) The number of emergent prongs. 

3) A tentative designation of prongs as protons, alphas, heavier 

than alpha, or product nucleus:. 

4) Distance from the beginning of the track to event. 

5) Approximate ranges of the longer prongs. 

6) Notation as to inclination of a prong in the emulsion and vlhether 

it went out the top or bottom. 
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7) Distribution of prongs by 60 degree sectors·, 1vith the forv!ard 

sector centered in the direction of the entering carbon nucleus. 

8) Special features of' interest. 

After the survey of a plate vas completed, range measurements were 

made of 100 tracks, 25 in each of four areas spaced to give a true estil:nate 

of the mean range if the range should differ in different portions of the 

beam. No significant variation tvas fotmd. To avoid any personal bias in 

selection of tracks to measure, the selection was prescribed: If the 

track beginning lay in the two middle reticule divisions and did not 

deviate by more than one reticule width in its range, it Has to be measured 

unless it dipped or rose noticeably from its course. To avoid a chance 

of re-reading, the next track chosen was the first one after the end of 

the preceding track., Tracks that crossed or joined others were not read, 

Any small hook on the end of the track ,,.ras straightened au·~ visually and 

its extended length measured. In this respect the range iWU.ld differ from 

that found by penetration of a foil but the correction iwuld be small., 

Ranges of belo1.r normal energy carbon particles 1-mre read if they uere over 

half the normal range. Hovrever, these Here discarded in computing the 

mean and standard deviation in range on the usual criterion that, if their-· 

range i-JaS more than 5 standard deviations from the mean estimated '1-Jith 

them included, they vJere not included. · Dy virtue of the gap betvJeen the 

full energy and the lower energies, probably no particles coming fram 

bet1-1een the dees were included in computing the mean range. 

Next, cross swaths were made at about six'values of the x-coordinate, 

selected along the region surveyed. On these cross swaths a count Has 
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made of all carbon tracks which had their beginning in the field of viewe 

Cross counts were usually made under 60 x lo5 x 7 magnification (field of 

view, 220 microns) e Under this polr1E3r there were not so many carbon tracks 

abreast as to cause confusion in counting, yet the field of view is consider

ably larger than the length of the anomalously short carbon trackse Also, 

the magnification is adequate to detect lvhether a track has the fur of a 

"trueu carbon at the beginning. Carbon tracks less than about half range 

could be unmistakably identified from their track beginnings and \·Jere 

excluded frdm the count. The question arose concerning the group of range 

about 100 to 110 microns. These have enough ~-rays that they might not be 

distinguished from full-range carbons unless the track were followed do1rm 

in the emulsion to see its full range or outside the field of view, which 

was impracticalo It was decided to count them as if they were full range. 

The error in doing so is on the conservative (low) side in calculating 

a reaction cross section. The error at most would be very small, since 

onl1 a small fraction of the tracks in the area.used is of this short 

length. The error is lessened by the fact that carbon particles of this 

range have a fair cross section for producing eventse A few events (about 

six) were seen that seemed quite definitely not to come from full range 

carbon particleso FUrther, the purely statistical fluctuation in the 

number of events is enough to hide the effect of including the medium range 

particles as, being of full range., 

After the cross counts of a plate were completed, the values were 

plotted on graph paper at the proper abscissae, a smooth curve was drawn 

through the points and the area under the curve was measured with a 



planimeter. \Jhen multiplied by the conversion factors, this area gave the 

total number of tracks in the area surveyed. 

Since the emulsions \J"ere e:h.""posed in a vacuum, questions arise as to 

the effects of vacuum on the composition and thickness of emulsion. The 

emulsion contains a considerabJe percentage of 1-1ater in solution in the 

gelatin and glycerin. In a vacuum some of this water should be pumped 

out, changing the percentages of the elements in the emulsion and, conse-

quently, affecting the reaction cross section and the stopping po1-1er of 

th 1 • ~-? "11 • l8 d d f t t . e emu s2on. w2 ~CLnS has rna e a detaile study of the e fee on s opp2ng 

pm-1er and range of removing 'l.vater from the emulsion. Ilford, in the 

technical leaflet accompanying the emulsions, gives the elemental compo

sition based on a density of 3.915 gm/cm?(see Table 3 .. 2, Chapter III)., 

This density implies the presence of "tiTater in the emulsion since they 

quote a density for dry emulsion of 4 .. 18 gmjcm3, according to Wilkins. If 

vJe assume that vJater is absorbed by simple mixture, 1-1hich has been confirmed 

by severaJ. experimenters, then it is simple to calculate the amount of 

·Hater v:hen the c1ensi ty is 3 o 915 gmf cm3. If one am3 of dry emulsion of density Po 

absorbs w grams of Hater, then the ne·H volume of (1 + w)cm3 ·1r1ill have a 

density ~ , given by f= 1'tJlw o If fo =4.l.S and f.=3 .. 915, w must equal 

0 .. 09 gm of i<18. ter / cm3 of dry emulsion. From experimental data on w vs. 

relative humidity of the atmosphere in which the plate is in equilibrium, 

w= Oo09 corresponds to a relative humidity of about 30 percent. Under 

any condition Hhere the absorbed vmter differs from that quoted, the 

stopping power of the emulsion should be corrected., Unfortunately, little 

18., J. J., \.Jilkins, A..,E.,R.E. Report G/R .. 664, Rari·Iell, England (1951). 
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is known as to ho\v to calculate accurately the change in '-Tater content 

when a plate is put in vacuum and \nlldns only points out the variety 

of conditions under which range-energy plates have been exposedc The 

matter has been discussed with A. J. Oliverl9, of the Film Group of the 

University of California Radiation' Laboratory, who has made extensive 

studies o.f the properties of nuclear emulsions<. He states that it must 

not be assumed that putting an emulsion under vacuum will remove all the 

watero An unprocessed 200 micron C-2 emulsion, in equilibrium at 38-40 

percent relative humidity (R.H.), showed only about one percent shrinkag~ 

in thickness after being under vacuum for 45 hoursc In contrast, plates 

brought from 40 percent R.,H& to equilibrium a:t 10 percent R.H. showed 

a shrinkage of about 5 percent. On this basis, the 45 hours of pumping 

might correspond to a change in RoH. of about 6 percent. For the 100 

micron emulsions used with carbon ions, the pumping of water would be 

faster than in the case of the 200 micron emulsions., It is quite apparent 

·on first putting nuclear emulsions under vacuum that they are outgassing, 

which would include giving out water vapor. But after about five minutes, 

the outgassing rate has become negligible" ~fuen plates start at the 

fairly low relative humidity of 40 percent, probably the best representa-

tion of the true·situation is the finding by Bradner, Smith, Barkas and 

Bishop20 that no significant difference in stopping power could be 

detected bet'!r1een 'pumping times of six minutes and six hoursc . All the 

19., Ao J. Oliver, private communication. 

20. H., Bradner, F. M., Smith, W. H. Barlcas and A., So Bishop, Phys .. Rev., 
77, 462 (1950). 
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plates in the present study were under vacuum for at least six minutes 

before bombardment and the range-energy plates were· under vacuum for at 

least 20 minutes before using them. The completely "dry" emulsion Wilkins 

uses as a standard can probably not be prepared by evacuation but only by 

heating above the boiling point of water for some time. 

Oliver has measured the density of some Ilford C-2 emulsions at 40 ' 

percent R.H. and found it to be only 3.82 gm/cm~ with an error small enough 

to rule out its being as high as 3.915 gm/cm3. This low density of his 

srunple may have been due to manufacturing variations; in the constituenta 

of the dry emulsion. However, it points out the fUtility of trying to 

make a correction to stopping pmver for a small variation in Hater content 

unless the composition of the emulsion batch is precisely known and the 

effect of such factors as evacuation.can be calcula~ed accurately. Appar

ently the vacuum pumping on the 100 micron plates used in this study would 

give a smaller effect than the 45 hours of pumping on 200 micron plates. 

There the change of 6 percent in the R.H. value implied a decrease, Aw, 

of about 0.,0084 gm of water per cm3 of emulsion (see Fig. 1, ref. 18) •. If 

f.:. 3.82 gm/cm3 to start vrith, w = 0.,1276, and the pumping would bring 

it down to 0.119, which is still not lower than the water content calcu

lated for the composition as Ilford gives it. The best approximation appears 

to be to use their composition l..rithout correction in the present case. 

Information is required as to how to measure depth in emulsion after 

it is processedo The emulsion shrinks by a factor of about 2.3 during 

processing. The emulsion was exposed to the beam at virtually its fUll 

thickness, the one percent shrinkage observed by Oliver being negligible. 
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In calculating dip angles in emulsions, the depth of focus: of a high power 

objective may be used. The 90X objective should permit depth measure-

ments accurate to les~ than one micron of motion of the microscope lensese 

This motion is read on a drum scale on the vertical adjustment and, for 

oil immersion objectives, equals the distance in the shrunken emulsiono 

To obtain the distance in the unprocessed emulsion, the depth read from 
the microscope should be multiplied by 2.3. For convenience, where the 

depth measurement was not critical, the readings were multiplied qy 2o0 

in this study rather than 2.3. It must be borne in mind that emulsions 

even after processing expand and shrink as the relative hiffiidity changes, 

as the unprocessed emulsions do. Where a precise measure in depth is 

required, the relative humidity should be controlledo21 

21. J. M. McAlister and D. Wo Keam, Proc. Phys. Soc.,, London, ~' 
91 (1951). 
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CHAPTER III 

GENERALITIES ON REACTIONS. 

The general properties of nuclear reactions from incident c12 and c13 

particles follow quite closely what one would expect from a consideration 

of their nature as heavy, classical particlese Those used in this research 

have enough energy over the major part of their range to surmount any Coulomb 

barrier theymeet and yet they are not in the region of relativistic veloci-

ties. 

The velocity of carbon nuclei from the 60-inch Cyclotron is 4o24 x · 

109 cm/seco, giving (3 = O.UJ. (for 112 Mev cl2) o For this velocity they 

have a very short de Broglie wave length because of their large ~ass. 

~ - n ::::. lo24$ X lQ-14 em for the full velocity part,icle in /\ - "'MV"' 
the laboratory system. )r is the de Broglie wave-length divided by 2Tr • 

This short quantum mechanical wave length means that a well defined wave 

packet can be formed to represent the carbon particle, and that '~e may 

follow it along a well-defined trajectoryo The classical picture of a 

nuclear collision as one sphere strildng another is in this case well jus ti-

fied by quantum mechanics, more so than would be the use of the Born 

approximation where a wave treatment is used to represent a random :impact 

parameter and a weak interaction. The classical picture, is however, an 

approximation to the true and complete picture, which is more accurately 

portrayed by quantum mechanics if we used a solu~ion free of approximations. 

The criteria for a classical treatment are discussed rather completely in 

Chapter VII., 



In the present connection 1,.re may say that ;tl_1e criterion of a wave 

packet small with respect to the size of the struck particle is well 

satisfied: ~ << a, where a is the nuclear radius. For Agl07, •. 

a.:: ro Al/3 = 6o5 X lo-13 em, (using ro :1.37 X lo-13 em) while~ in the 

center of mass system, using the reduced mass, W~ MAe , and the rela-
~+MA.g 

tive velocity is~ ?\ c M = (-'r T~b) (Mc+MAI7\_.lJ.2. ~!abo Thus, a is approxi-
o " J.S:>. My- 107"7 /\. 

Ag 
mately 47 times the wave length at full velocity., A. consequence of this 

short Have length is that He may picture almost classically the orbital 

angular momentum carried into a nucleus by a carbon particle o Quantum 

mechanically, the magnitude of the orbital angular momentum vector is 

V L(L+l)' 1i Hhere L is the quantum number:- 0,1,2) • • • Classically, angular 

momentum is given by jA-vb Hhere b denotes the impact parameter, namely the 

distance between the centers of the two nuclei measured perpendicular to 

their line ~'of motion. We may t.Jrite~ vb as_.~ .. Therefore, fairly 

accurately, L~ "* . The greatest value of ~"~here a cl2 nucleus sur-
C.,M .. 

mounts the Coulomb and centrifugal potential barriers of the Agl07 

nucleus will occur at the maximum velocity, and from a calculation such 

as that for Table 3.,4, later in this chapter, is (for 110 Mev Cl2) 

bmax= 7 .. 290 x 1ar13 cm., This value of ~ax corresponds to 

L ,....._. 7 .. 290 X lQ-13 - 52 
,_ 119 (1.,24$ X lo-14) - 0 This: is an extremely large angular 

107 
momentum quantum number, and it is principally contributed to by the large 

mass of the carbon particle, though the size of the particle also enters. 

A. second criterion for the validity of an orbital treatment in follmv-

ing the details of a collision comes from the requirement that the uncertainty 

~· .. \ 
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in the original momentum of a particle must be much less than the momentum 

it transfers. - Again, see Chapter VII. This criterion may be expressed as: 

Z1 is the charge number of the incident particle, Zz of the struck particle. 

In Chapter VII, since energy loss through electron collision& is being 

considered, Zz:l, and in that case, for 120 Nev c12, ~=0.598, so that the 

classical picture could not accurately be used until a lmJ velocity was 

reached. However, in the present application to nuclear collisions, with 

the exception of collisions with hydrogen nuclei, Z2 ranges from 6 to 47 

and the classical picture is justified. It will be useful and accurate to 

calculate collision details using classical mechanics. 

The use of carbon nuclei as bombarding particles is of considerable 

interest because they offer a means of introducing a large excitation 

energy into a nucleus without the use of the exceptionally high velocities 

necessary in the case of less massive particleso There should be no effect 

of nuclear transparency or of direct knock-on of imbedded individual 

nucleons in the target nucleus. The nuclear reactions from carbon particles 

should consequently give quite direct information as to the processes from 

compound nuclei at high excitation. There are two reservations: (1) Al-

though an imbedded nucleon Hill not be knocked-on, the wave length is short 

enough that surface particles may be (more will be said of this later in 

discussing impact disintegration of cl2); (2) The high angular momentum 

that can be carried by carbon nuclei into the reaction may influence the 

outcome of the compound nucleus. 
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The excitation introduced into a compound nucleus by the bombarding 

particle is t>wfold - (1) from the discrepancy between the mass: the 

compotu1d nucleus should have for maximum stability and the sum of the 

masses of the bombarding and struck particles, and (2) from the kinetic 

energy in the center of mass system carried into the compound nucleus. 

The excitation from mass conversion into energy is sho\ill in Table 3.1 for 

the principaJ. consti·tuents · of the photographic emulsion. The mass 

excesses, M..-A, for the lighter elements and compound nuclei are from 

Mattauch and Flammersfeld.lO They give the mass excesses, evaluated from 

spectroscopic and reaction energy data principally, only up through argon. 

For the heavier atoms., the mass .excess.es are taken from masses calculated 

by N. Metropolis and G., Reitvriesner22 using the Eniac digital computer . 

to find the masses according to a semi-empirical formula given by Fermi • 

. This formula, for the mass M of an atom of atomic number A and nuclear 

charge z., is: 

1\f(A,Z.) = l.,OJ.464A+O .. O]M.2/3 

and { 1 for A even, Z, odd 
A= -1 for A even, Z. even 

0 for A odd. 

o .. o41905Z +0.04J.905 (z-z )2+o .. o36 A 
~ ~ ~. A3/4 

The formula is quite accurate for medium and high masses but is badly in 

error for low masses in comparison with the values given by Mattauch and 

Flammersfeld. 

22. N. Metropolis and G .. Reitldesner: Table of Atomic Hasses:. 
USAEC Report NP-19SO (1950). 



Target 
Nucleus 

TABLE 3.1 -44-

EXCITATION OF COMPOUND NUCLEUS FROM MASS DIFFERENCES.10~' 22 
(M-A = Mass Excess, in milli mass units, mMU) 

1 MU is equivalent to 931 Mev. 

Target (M-A) Target+ Compound Compound AMASS Excitation of 
(mMU] Incident Nucleus Nucleus [mMlil compound nucleus 

(M-A) [inM1iJ 
-

(M-A) [mMtiJ Ex (Mev] 

Incident Particle:. 6cl2 (M-A = +3.855± 0.023 mMUf) 

47Agl09 -51.83 -47.9$ !121 -45.08 -2.90 -2.70 
·• 53 

Agl07 -51.79 -47o94 rll9 -43.78 -4.16 -J.$7 

35 
Br81 -52o66 -4$.81 41Nb93; -54.44 -t-5.63 +5.24 

Br79 =53o01 -49.16 Nb91 -53.19 +4.03 +3o75 

8016 o.oooo t3.S55i.023 s·2S 14 ~ -14. 55:!-.11 -tl8.40±oll i-17 .12:t.l0 

7 Nl4 ¥10 540..:t". 024 ltu.J95~033 l3Al26 -3. 72:t.26 +15.11±.26 ... 14.06±-.24 

6a,J..2 I+J 0 855±. 023 +-7. 710±. 032 12~4 -7 .46.±.0$ +15.17±-.09 +14.11±o08 

lHl r8.1297t.0032 t 11. 984-r. 023 7Nl3 +9 0 996.:t 028 +lo988±037 +-1. 85.t. 03 

Incident Particle: 013 
6' (M-A = 1"7 .576t:.023) 

Agl09 -44.25 rl22 -44 .. 34 +0.09 +o.o8 

Agl07 -44.21 . rl20 -43.57 -0.64 -Oo60 

Br81 -45.08 Nb94 -53o34 1"8o26 +'lo69 

Br79 -45.43 Nb92 -52.78 t7.35 +6.84 

ol6 -¥1o5.76 si29 -14.55 +-22ol3 +20o6 

Nl4 +15o116 Al27 -10o26 +25o38 +23.6 

012 t-11.431 ~5 -6.29 +17 0 72 +16.5 

l Hl +15.706 W4 ¥7.540 -t8.166 +7.6 

83Bi209 160.25 +67 .. 83 8~C2~2 rt-86. 57 -18.74 -17.43 
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TABLE 3o2 . -45~ 

CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF ILFOBD EMULSIONS AT "NORMAL HUMIDITY". 

Element f Atom R !Area,- S Coulomb KEcm KElab to Residual 
(gm/mn3) Percent (em x 1ol3 Percent V(mev} KEJ.ab exceed range {fl) 

VCoul • 

c12 as the incident particle on non-loaded emulsions (G-2, Brl, Brl) 0 

Ag L85 12.766 9.657 26.78 42o00 .8999 46.67 46.5 
Br - 1.34 12 .. 482 . 9. 036 22.92 33.43 .8694 38.45 35 .. 7 
I Oc,052 0.305 10.022 0.69 45.64 .9136 49.96 51.1 
G 0.27 16.735 6.273 14.81 8.26 .5000 16.52 13.7 
H 0.056 41.357 4.510 18.92 1.91 .0775 24.64 20.8 
0 0.27 12 .. 562 6.588 12.26 10.48 .5714 18.34 15.2 
s 0.010 Oo232 7.486 0.29 18.45 .7273 25.37 2L3 
N 0.067 3.560 6.4.39 3.32 9.38 .5386 17.42 14.3 . ' 

c13 as the incident particle on bismuth-loaded emulsions (D-1). 

Ag ·1.39 9.530 9 .. 743 20.09 41.63 .. 8924 46.65 
Br LOl 9.348 9.120 17 •. 27 33,;12 .8601 38.51 
I 0.039 0.227 10.105 0.51 45.27 .9071 49.91 
0 0.33 20.323 6.357 18.24 8.15 .4802 16.97 
H 0.047 34.488 4.595 .. 16.17 1.88 .0720 26.11 
0 0.43 19.878 6.673 19 .• 66 10.35 .5517 18.76 
s 0.002 0.046 7.571 Oo06 18.24 .. 7111 25.65 
N Oo062 3.274 6o52~ 3.09 9o26 .5187 17~85 
Na 0.06 lo930 7.117 2.17 13.34 o6388 20.88 
Bi Oo27 .0.956 11.350 2.74 63.11 .9414 67.,04 

R = r1+r2 where subscript 1 denotes the incident particle (cl2 or c13) and 2 denotes 
the t~rget nucleus. 

R = r 0 (Af/3tA~/3 ) r
0 
= 1.37 x lo-13 em 

Percent of the total nucle~ area for the ith element Si is given b,yg 

si = (f ah, .'AI13j'jA~/312 x 100 · 
. k (, a)i (Ai +Aa73)2 

"c ul b = ZlZ2e2 o om. . R 

KEcm :: M2 
KElab ~M~1"'!"+~M~2 

KE0m means the ~in~tic energy of the carbQn nucleus relative to the center of mass, and 
would more appropriately be written KEe/cm• . . 

The resid~l range given is .that which, th~ incident carbon has when it first fails to 
go over the Cou1omq barrier in·a head-on oollision. 

I 
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It is to be remarked that not in every case is energy liberated by 

the fusion of incident and target particle into a compound nucleus e In 

some cases additional energy must be supplied. Further, the excitations: 

from adding c13 are in every case higher than those from cl2. 

The excitation of the compound nucleus from the kinetic energy 

transported into it must be computed in the center of mass system, which 

means that the carbon nucleus can put almos·t; all of its kinetic energy into 

excitation of the heavy nuclei, silver and!. bromine, but only l/13th of the 

Cl2 kinetic energy into the compound nucleus formed in a collision with 

hydrogen. It must be remembered, too, that there is a titcut-off11 energy 

belo\v which neither kin~tic energy nor mass conversion excitation can 

be added to the compound nucleus. The cut-off is dete,rmined, for S-type 

collisions (L=O), by the Coulomb barrier, and for collisions of non-zero 

angular momentum by the sum of the Coulomb and 1'centrif'ugal potential"' 

barriers. In Table 3.2 the constituents of the emulsion are given, 

according to Ilford, for "'normal humidity" (density=3.915 gm/cm3), and 

the Coulomb barriers are calculated as well as the fraction of the 

kinetic energy available in the center of mass syst~m to surmount the 

Coulomb barrier and excite the nucleus. The table is for the case L~O 

only. Coulomb barriers are calculated using r=rcarbon+rtarget where 

the term on' the right hand side is taken as roA-1/3 with r 0 =le37 x lo-13 em, 

from the i.·JOrk by Cook,McMillan, Peterson and Sewell23 on the measurement of 

total cross sections f'or f'ast neutrons. See also the discussion--by Fernbach, .. 

23. L. Jo Cook, E. N. McMillan, J. M. Peterson and D. C. Sewell, 
Phys. Revo ]2, 7 (1949). 
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Serber and Taylor.24 This value for r 0 will be used throughout this paper 

in preference to other values givene One reason for preferring it is that 

it is based on a separate consideration-of the bombarding and target 

nuclei, whilethe value deduced from alpha radioactivity (for example, 

ro = 1.,48 x lo-13 given by Perlman, Ghiorso and Seaborg25)is based on the 

effective radius of the nucleus, con~idering the alphaparticle as a point 

charge .. · Since the radius of the bombarding carbon nuclei must certain~ 

be taken into account, the latter value of r
0 

is not used here despite 

its good fit for alpha emission iri the heavy region of the nuclide chart. 

In Table 3 .. 2 the kinetic energy necessary to surmount the Coulomb 

barrier has been calculated as a lmver limit beyond which reactions lvill 

not occur. VIe can explicitly neglect any· effect of tunneling through the 

Cotilomb barrier because of the large mass of the carbon particle which cuts; 

the penetrability to the vanishing point .. · The transparency, G, of a 

potential energy barrier higher than the kinetic energy of a particle is 

given, in the W. K. B. approximation by: 

G: exp [-tf b v 2]1( U(r)-E)•d'r] 

where f is the reduced mass of the bombarding and struck particles; 

U(r) is the potential energy £'unction, which is, in the case of a Coulomb 
. . 2 

barrier, U(r)= z,zpe ; E is the initial energy of the incident particle; 
r 

a is the value of r 1..rhen U = E, and b is the radius at which Coulomb forces 

are overbalanced-by the short-range nuclear forces., If, for example, we 

24. S. Fernbach, R .. Serber and T.· B_., Taylor, Phys.; Rev., J2, 1352 (1949) .. 

25. I .. Perlman, A .. Ghiorso, and G. T. Seaberg, Phys. Rev .. ']1,.26(1950) .. 
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compare the transparency for c12 and an alpha of the same initial velocity, 

we see that for cl2, p = 12 M2. while for an alpha u-4 Mz a ratio of 
12+M2 ' I - 4+Mz' 

close to 3 to lo Uc = 3UC(. and Ec = 3 Ecc. • The result is that quite 

closely Gc12 ~ ~3 \>!here G~ is already a small number. Again the clasei

cal behavior of the carbon particle stands out. 

One of the important sets of data in evaluating the nuclear reactions 

induced by a particle is the cross section. In the present study, conditions 

are favorable for obtaining details concerning the cross section in 

emulsion which might be difficult in experiments with other particles 

where the tracks are faint or excessively long or the energy ill-defined. 

A record was kept of the distance from the beginning of the track to each 

evente When subtracted from the average range for that plate,· it gave 

the expected average residual range, which was converted into the energy 

at the time of the event by use of the experimental range-energy curve. 

For each plate a sampling gave the best estimate of the mean range and of 

the standard deviation of the individuals from this mean. ·rn a typical 

case for c12, the results were: 

-- 172.06 microns (slant range) 

cr{a} ~ s = = 6.11 microns 

where the terminology means (following Arley and Buch26): ... The true 

-(unla10wn) mean p has the estimate R, the average from the sample, and the 

26. N. Arley and K. R. Buch: Introduction to the Theory of Probability 
and Statistics,. (1950) John\Uley & Sons, Neitl York. 
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true standard deviation of the individual values of R has the estimate s, 

obtained from the sample0 • Estimates can also be given for the standard 

deviation in R and in a. 

r.r{ :a.} pj·;n :0.,52· microns 

The mean and standard deviation of the initial range can be converted 

into a mean value and standard deviation of the energy at the time of 

the event as follows: Assume th.at at full energy, 0"'{ Eo}.:::: ko OW { R
0 
f 

where the subscript denotes the original values and ko is the slope of 

the range-energy curve at that point. This conversion should be nearly 

correct., cr{ R0 }:6oO microns' fixes cr-{ E0 } at about 2.,4 Mev., It is 

true that 1rJith a monoenergetic beam there vlould be an appreciable (J'" { R0 } 

arising from straggling and uncertainties in measuremento But for carbon 

part'icles, the straggling is only about 0.6 percent ·of the range (about 

1.,0 micron on the full range) and other contributions are similarlY smallo 

Since the sum of independent dispersions is given by the square root of 

the sum of their squares, it is apparent that nearly the whole contribu

tion to (j { R0 } must be that caused by a dispersion in initial energy. 

Now the residual range R at the time of the event has the eXpectation 

C { R}~R0-X, where X is the distance to the event, and 

CJ{R} = ~ { R0 -X} = i fiZ { Ro] + (]'"2 {X} ·• (f'2 £X] is nearly 

zero, since X is .quite pre.cisely lmmm. Therefore,. (J{ a} 9! cr{ R0 1 
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1-Jherever' ·t.he event occ'lirs, along the track. Similarly, for the energy E 

at the tin:e of the event, ~{E} = . v rr2 {Eo} + rr 2 { ~ E} I. 

a-- { A E J is never greater than cr { E0 } and usually is mucl~ smaller. 

Hence, cr { E 1 ~ (/ {Eo 1 = ko ~ { R01 . The standard deviation in 

the energy at the_. eyent .is essentially cqn::;tant at the value 2.4 Mev and 

the standard deviation in the residual range is that of the original range. 

~ { E} is indicated at several points by themrizontal bar on the cross 

section curves of Figures 8, 9, and 10~ 

There are certain features which must be understood to interpret the 

cross section curves. First, the eA~erimental cross section cannot include 

all inelastic reactions created qy the bombarding particle but only those 

giving charged heavy particlese Neutrons, gamma rays and betas are not 

seen~ Second, it is not possible to sort out the cross section of the 

different elements in the emulsion. Sometimes an event can be assigned 

fairly 1-rell to the lighter or the heavier elements of the emulsion but 

not Hell enough to permit computing individual cross sections from such 

data'. Third, the acceptance of something seen in the emulsion as an 

inelastic nuclear event requires setting up certain criteria in cases that 

are not self-evident. 

The bases on -vrhich events are accepted in this study are given belowo 

To begin vrith, 11 zerolll and one-prong stars are excluded. r.tzero111-prong stars; 

have been used by. others as a classification under 1-rhich to estimate 

stars 1nissed in scanning and inelastic processes not classified-as stars. 

v.Ji thout doubt there must. be a feH stars missed in the areas surveyed in 

the E-l·plates exposed to carbon nuclei, but their number should be very 
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small in view of the clarity of the tracks and the low background. A 

larger number might be missed in the bismuth-loaded D-1 emulsions. There 

are special types of investigations at high velocities with different 

distinctions in cla13sifying prongs where "zero" and one-prong stars are 

appropriate classificationso27,28 In the present study, all prongs or 

spurs, regardless of length, are counted.if they come from the star. 

Therefore, the product nucleus is counted as a prong, provided it is visi-

bleo In a small number of cases, no track of a product nucleus seemed to 

be present. Because of the dense ionization at the center of the star 

and the presence o'f cr -rays along the entering track, care must be taken 

not to 

spur • 

count a J -ray or a random alignment of a few grains as a true 

~-rays have tortuous paths while spurs from heavy ions are straight. 

. Also, spurs were excluded from counting if they definitely came from 

the entering track or the product nucleus at a detectable distance from 

the prong. One such case of a prong just preceding the event is shown 

in the photograph of Figure 34o A number of such prongs have been found 

on·the product nucleus since it may be relatively heavy and of low velocity 

and, hence, in stopping may undergo many nuclear collisions giving rise 

to prongs nearly at 90 degreese This behavior is discussed in Chapter VII. 

However, there are a number of stars where visible displacements appear 

between true prongs of the star o A displacement of the order of a micron 

(about the max.:imuni) would correspond approximately to a t.ime of the order 

27o Go· Bernardini, E. T., Booth, and S. J. Lindenbaum, Phys .. Rev.~' 
826 (1952}o 

28o Ho Fishman and A$ M. Perry, Physo Revo 86, 167 (1952)o 
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.·of l0-14 secondso 

The presence of cosmic ray stars, thorium stars, and cross tracks 

from protons knoc~ed on by neutrons, can sometimes cause uncertainty as to 

whether a carbon-induced star is present. About half a dozen cosniic ray 

stars were definitely seen. They could not have been carbon stars since 

they uere belovJ the surface of the emtllsion, Hi th no entering carbon track. 

What, then, of a star on the surface i.dth no detectable length of entering 

carbon track? If the fori.,Jru.~d collimation of the prongs 1..ras correct, these 

probably were carbon-induced, and the frequency of carbon stars versus 

cosmic ray stars vrould argue very strongly for the production by carbon 

particles. However, those i...rhere one or two microns of entering track 

could not be seen were rare (about six) and ·they were cast out. The error 

in doing so is almost el:Un:inated in calculating the cross section curves 

by cutting off the calculation at the highest completely filled energy 

·interval. 

Stars from atoms decaying through the natural radioactive series 

often occur. Most of these are five-prong stars from the portion of the 

thorium series beginning with Th228& Often there is a detectable displace

ment of the atom during the series of reactions but, in the cases where 

there is not, there will sometimes be a star 1~1. th its center exactly on 

the carbon track., These can almost unmistakably be eliminated by the 

agreement in the lengths of the tracks with those from the thorium stars· 

and by the fact that the carbon direction and energy are normalo Random 

proton tracks crossing a carbon track in perfect coincidence can similarly 

be excluded with reliability by the fact that neither the carbon nor the 
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proton seems to have been affected. Sometimes the proton direction can be 

seen by a variation in the density of grains .. 

Th~ stars that must be examiJ:led most closely to distinguish bet>-reen 

elastic and inelas;tic events.are the two-prong stars .. Elastic two-prong 

·events caD. be classified rather closely. Hith. c12 there is only one case 

wher'e the angle between two elastic forks, in the laboratory system, can 

' . 
be less than 90 degrees~ .That is in the case where carbon knocks-on a 

pr'oton. For elastic collisions. of qarbon with .:heavier nuclei than itself, 

the struck particle·makes a short track nearly bisecting the external angle 
• ' ~ r ' 

bet.weerithe ~ntering and leaving carbon tracks. The heavier the nucleus 

t~e more nearly' the angle is bisected,. because.· the struck nucleus acts 

more closely like a rigid wall; absorbing .little energy from the carbon, 

and .. giving an angle of reflection equal to. the angle of incidence both 

compare:d to the direction of the impulse., For ·,Cl2 on cl2, the angle between 

the two prongs is al1..ro.ys exactly 90 degrees e Such a collision is shown in 

Figure 22A.,. In the case of bombardments with cD; elastic collisions ivi th 

cl2 can give an angle less. than 90 degrees between the two prongs but the 

angle· wi11'not b~ much less., · Any t\-w-prong event, compatible in angle and 

energy wit~ being elastic., -was so classified., 

· For tv~prm:ig: event's. where. one prong is definitely an alpha particle, 

there is· no qtiestion - the event is inelastic, because helium is not one 

of the emulsion constituents. \-lhen orie prong is a proton, the inelastic 

events can be Separated from' the elastiC collisions as· follo~JS: 

(1) .c12 can'never he deflected more. than 4°48' by an elastic collision 

with a proton. This is seen by setting in the 
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tan e = s1n 2. <; 
i- cos 2p 
M2 

where e is the deflection of the incident particle of mass M
1
in the 

laboratory system and f is the laboratory angle the struck particle 

makes 1>1ith the incident particle. The maximUill e occurs when 

and if 

or in the present case, the precise tan Smax =~ • 

(2) If the proton track goes backHard in the emulsion ( f >90°), the 

event was classified as a star. If the event i..rere from collision of C 

with H, it would be a (p,p') inelastic scattering from the proton's view

point. (3) There are, of course, inelastic scatterings of protons into 

fo~rard angles by the carbon nucleus. Neither the angle nar- the energy 

unbalance is.generally enough to distinguish these from elastic events 

•-lith any certainty. So far as :i,s known, all of these 1.-rere classified 

as elastic and no correction 1-1as made to compensate.. (4) There is a 

case of a t1-:o-prong star with one prong a proton Hhere the angle condition 

for an elastic knock-on is satisfied but there "muld be a gross discrepancy 

in the energy taken from the carbon nucleus if it \fere the hea\Ty nucleus 

after the event. The discrepancy shoi-:S that there uas not a collision 

vii th a proton, either elastic or inelastic, but i-Ii th a heavier nucleus 

Hhich emitted a single proton into a forward angle. Such events vrere, of 

course, classified as inelastic two-prong stars. 
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The cross sections of the aggregate of elements in the emulsion for 

production of stars by incident cl2 and cl3 are compared in Figure 8, from 

the data of Table 3~~The cross section was computed by the formula: 

(3.1) 

where n is the number of events produced by the N. total incident particles 

v.rhen their energy uas less. than or equal to any selected energy, Ei, 'vhich 

one wishes to consider as the incident energy of the particles. Ei may 

be taken as the original energy from the cyclotron, E0 , or any arbitrary 

lesser value. R(Ei) is their residual range at the energy ~ from the 

range-energy curves, and so is quite accu.rately lmown for a prescribed Ei• 

{l a is the atomic density in the emulsions. 

6.023 x lo23 (atoms/gm at wt) 
Mi (gm/gm at vJt) 

The distinction should be noted that the cross sections in Fig. 8 are a 

function of- the initial ldnetic energy of the carbon ion, not of the 

instantaneous kinetic energys Therefore, ~(!1) is an integral or 

average type of curve, a function of the upper limit of the integral and, 

hence, depending on all the energies lower than the particular Ei• The 

cross section as a function of the instantaneous energy is a differential 

'curve which may be called the excitation function or the instantaneous 

cross section. For it we can v~ite: 

O"'(E E + A E)= ~n (E,E + AE) . ·or O""(E) = 1 
· ' N ba Lix(E,E +A Er' ~ \ • N ra 

dn(E) 
dX (3.2) 
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Since the ~(Ei) cvxves in Fige 8 appear to have some fine structure, 

especial]y in the case of the cl2 curve, similar curves Here plotted for 

each number of prongs, both for cl2 and cl3o These are shown in Figs. 9 

and 10 and are quite enlighteningo The two-prong star curve is regular, 

(except for a step rise at the beginning in the cl3 case) as are the .five-

and six-prong curveso The latter are rising slm.rly as is to be expected. 

The three-prong star curve, however, shm1s a complex structure o To a 

lesser extent, the four-prong curve appears to be similaro. The causes for 

these deviations are quite certainly the stripping and impact disintegration 

of the cJ2. nucleus, as vlill be seen even more clearly in the instantaneous 

cross section curves of Figs.. 12 and 13, which •·Till be discussed later. 

In calculating n(Ei) :f.'rom Eqo (3ol), the curve is smoothed by the 

fa.ct that n cannot be precise]y lmovm as a function of E.. We get R(Ei) 

from the range-energy curve, but how can be knovJ 1·Jhether an event occurred 

when the residual range. was less than R(Ei)? Only by measuring the distance 

X to the event and subtracting it from the average range for the plate.. A.s 

we saw, because of the considerable standard deviation in R, nearly the 

same for each plate, we can only say that a definite X corresponds to an 

expected energy value \vith a ~ { E} ~ 2o4 Heve Since the cross section 

curve is an integral curve taking all events up to a given energy value, 

the uncertainty in E at the time of the event is of little importance 

except at the very lovr end of the curve and at the highest energy point of 

the curveo 

For both cl2 and cl3, the highest energy point is too lowe Both 

curves were stopped iiTi th the last 5 Mev energy interval completely filled 
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on all the plates. (This accounts for on~ 849 cl2 stars entering the 

calculation out of 865 found on the plates, and on~ 1065 c13 stars out 

of 1114 on the plates 1..rhere the distance to the event was recorded. To 

speed up the search for bismuth fission, the data recorded were curtailed 

on later plates.) On some of the plates the last energy interval lTaS 

barely filled. Consequently, there Has not the contribution from the next 

higher interval that 1wuld normally occur as a resUlt of the uncertainty 

in lmmlledge of the energ-y- at the time of the event. 

At the lovJ energy end of the curve, the fluctuations are expected 

to be quite violent both because of the small number of events and of 

the uncertainty in energy. It will be noticed that there are perhaps 

more events a~ low energies than 1-~ould be expected since the lowest 

Coulomb barrier requires 16., 5 l{ev ldnetic energy. It would be the ~ priori 

logical conclusion that the very lovJ energy tail viaS due to the carbon 

particles t..rhich initially. had a greater than average energy and, hence, 

now have a longer residual range than is indicated. Hov1ever, there is 

some evidence for the existence of reactions at low energies, possibly even 

lo-v1er than the lowest Coulomb barrier. The possibility and the evidence 

are discussed in Chapter V. 

'r.he standard deviation shown in the value of the cross section in 

Fig. 8 is sole~ that due to the statistical y-;; fluctuation to be 

expected in the number of ~vents on '..rhich the curve vras based. 

In the calculation of the cross section, ~(Ei)Jall of the residual 

range of the carbon particle vTas used. This is the usual procedure for 

calculating the cros.s section in emulsion since the cut-off energy below 
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which a reaction cannot be produced varies with the different constituents. 

Hm..rever, such a procedure prejudices the result in comparing a short range 

particle to a longer range one. The low energy cross section would be 

larger if we counted only the nuclei the particle met in the effective part 

of its rangee The range occurs in the formula only for the purpose of 

giving the number of nuclei in the distance the particle penetrates. 

Another factor that affects the value of the cross section found is 

what atoms are included in calculating the atomic densityo tfuen the bom

barding particle is a proton or a neutron, it is evident that a star cannot 

be produced in a collision with hydrogen nucleuso Hence, the hydrogen 

atoms of the emulsion are excluded in calctllating ~.. The usual procedure 

is to do the same when the bombarding particle is a deuteron.. However, 

with carbon particles the hydrogen nuclei can produce a star and, in the 

curves shotm. each hydrogen a tom has been counted with exactly the same 

probability weight for creating a reaction as every other atom in the 

emulsion.. Such a procedure is faulty in two respects: (l) The hydrogen 

nuclei should not be counted at a value higher than their comparative 

effective geometric cross section; (2) Reaction possibilities of carbon 

with hydrogen nuclei for producing stars are poore 

Regarding the latter, we may say that the carbon nucleus is able to 

get but a small fraction of its energy into a reaction with a protono Let 

us consider c12-induced reactions first, then those from cl30 Twelve

thirteenths of the kinetic energy of cl2 remains as energy of motion of 

the entire systemo The possible reactions of 112 Mev cl2 on hydrogen are 

exac·Uy those of 9 .. 3 Mev protons on cl2.. From Tables 3 .. 1 and 3o2 the total 
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exci·tation of the compound nucleus even at full energy is (1/13) (112 Mev) 

+ 1. 85, or 10.53 Hev. There seems to be only one reaction from cl2 at this 

energy with a charged particle coming out. That reaction is a12(p,p')c12• 

The (p,d) reaction, if it exists, and the (p,pn) reaction have too high 

thresholds. One might ask about a c12 (p,oc)B9 reaction. Nothing appears 

to exist in the literature about this reaction, the compound nucleus seeming 

to decay by other means. The reaction would give a complete disintegration 

since B9 is unstable to break-up into Be8t p by about 0.26 Mev10 ( or by 

0.186 Nev) 29. It breaks up in about lo-21 seconds. The resulting star 

would look like an impact disintegration plus a proton, with no trace of a 

product nucleus. No star fulfilling these specifications seems to be 

present. Therefore, the threshold must be too high. From mass excesses 

alone, the threshold for the reaction would be 7.53 Mev10 in the center of 

mass system, with 10.53 Mev excitation available from 112 Mev c12• However, 

the mass excesses are based on the ground state. In the ground state cl2 

has even parity and B9 odd. Consequently, the proton cannot be captured 

in the s-state but must be in the p-state. 

F'or c13 on hydrogen the reaction possibilities are better. Besides 

the (p,p 1 ) reaction, (p,d) and (p,OC) reactions appear to be easily 

reached, requiring respectively a minimum of 2.70 Mev and 4.14 Mev29• This 

fact apparently accounts for the early sharp rise in the ~(Ei) curve for 

two-prong stars from c13 and for its value being consistently higher than 

that from c12 (Figures 9 and 10). No routine analysis has been made of 

29. tv. F. Hornyak, T. Lauritsen, P. Morrison and W. A. Fowler, 
Rev. Hod. Phys. 22, 291 (1950). 
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two-prong stars containing an alpha to see if they were a (p,ol ) reaction, 

but a feH cases (three or four) could not fail to be noticed since they occur-

red early enough, with low enough energy alpha eniitted, that the sum of 

the distance traveled by the entering cl3 and the product nucleus were 

noticeab~ longer than the range of cl3 ionso 

As a general feature of carbon reactions on hydrogen we notice that 

the cut-off energy determined by availability of kinetic energy in the 

center of mass system to cross. the_ Coulomb barrier is not particularly 

low, since it is higher than that for reactions with carbon, nitrogen or 
' 

oxygen.. In compensation there is some possibility for a proton to turmel 

through the barrier. Hydrogen a toms are by far the most numerous type in 

the emulsion - 41 .. 3 percent of the total., If hydrogen were excluded in 

calculating the cross section, the cl2 cross section at 110 Mev would go 

from 0.,450 barns to This figure is.not quoted 

with the idea that hydrogen should be excluded but rather to see the 

order of magnitude· from such a modifi~ation. 

A more_ reasonable modification, especially in vie1v of the classical 

behavior qf the_ carbon'ion, would be to attribute reaction cross sections 

to the emulsion constituents in proportion to their geometric cross 

secti9n, that is ~1 
••• --

By definition of cross section: n -N 
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Here the effective range of the carbon ion for each constituent, Reff., 

has; been inserted since an average or total range need no longer be 

used. Reff .. =. R (110 Hev) - &residual at Coulomb barrier from Table 3.2. 

1r1e may use Table 3.2 to get each ( f a)k O""k in terms of a sta~dard 

fr j ,say OW Ag' since by our assmnption 

crk = cr. 
J 

or· f k O""k = ~ 0"" j ~ 
J 

The calculated cross sections, ~ (1:~), for reactions induced by 

110 J:fev cl2~, are given beloH. The total ntunber of reactions at 110 

·1-1ev >vas taken as that actually found, rather than malting the correction 

for the unfilled adjacent energy interval. 

Element Ag Br . I c H 0 s N 

()j (Ei:llO Mev) 

(barns:) 

1.135· 0,994 1.22Z 0.479 0.248 0.528 0.682 0.505 

The reaction cross section in each case is 38.7-percent of the geometric 

area calculated by 1fr
0
2 (Ajl/3+ Acl/.3)2. 

On the srune basis of assigning reaction cross sections according 

to geometric area, it is of interest to group the elements. according to 

masa into three groups. The percent of the events. attributable to 



each group on an area basis is as follows: 

(1) Ag, Br, I: 45.96 percent 

(2) c,o,s,N: 33 .. 96 percent. 

(3) H: 20 .. 08 percent 

An even closer and considerably more informative comparison of the 

experimental reaction cross section with the geometric one can be made 

from the following considerations. Like the experil11ental cross. section, 

the available geometric reaction area varies idth the energy of the 

incident particle, since the collision area which leads to penetration 

to the inner nuclear forces is limited by the Coulomb and centrifugal 

barriers. This geometric area will be called the "penetrability cross· 

section111 , Cip, after Heidmann and Bethe. 30 The best comparison of the 

experimental reaction cross section and the available geometric area 

will be from their values as functions of the instantaneous energy, E., 

Hence, from equation (3 .,2), the experimental a- (E, E + .A E) has been 

computed :(Table 3.,3) for comparison with (j'p(E) (Table 3.,4)., The 

latter was calculated only for cl2. 
crp is (classicalzy) zero below the kinetic energy necessary to 

cross the Coulomb barrier (given ill Table 3.2)., Above that energy it 

at first rises sharply, then more slowly, because of the !Jcentrifugal 

potential111 barrier, which is especially important in the case of a heaVy, 

large incident particle,. The centrifugal potential energy is a fic

titious term that arises from taldng a· two-body collision problem in 

the center of mass system and, after converting.to an equivalent one-body 

30o J. Heidmann and H .. A., Bethe, Phys., Rew., g, 274 (1951) .. 
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TABLE 3o3 

Ei R(Ei)' Cumulative number of events for Cumu- <'1' (Ei) O""(E,E:tAE) Avero Noo 
(Mev) (p) ESE; classified according t'o prongs lative (barns) (barns) Prongs 

2 1 3 4 5 6 7-' 8 -tutals n(E, E-#-AE) 
:AHRf N l.;G 

5 4oJ 0 0 0 OoOOOO OoOOO OaOO 
10 8o5 0 1 1 Oo0116 Oo022 JoQQ 
15 12o4 1 3 4 Oo0287 Oo068 2o67 
20 16o6 3 3 6 Oo0322 Oe042J 2o00 
25 2L2 4 7 11 0~0462 Oo0967 . 2o80 
30 26o0 5 16 21 Oo0719 Oo1854 2o90 
35 3L8 8 30 0 38 Oo-106J Oo261Q 2e82 
40 37~7 11 45 4 60 0.1417 0.;3320 3 .. 05 
45 44.3 17 58 8 83 Oo1667 0.3102 2 .. 91 
50 5lol 22 72 16 0 110 Oo1915 Oo3534 3o11 
55 58o2 24 89 29 1 143 Oo2187 Oo41J5 3oJ9 
60 65o9 34 105 42 1 182 Oo2458 Oo451Q Jo08 
65 74o0 41 118 53 2 0 214 0 .. 2575 Oo3516 Jo19 
70 8Jol 51 135 72 3 2 263 Oo2816 Oo4790 JoJ5 
75 92o2 59 158 85 4 2 308 Oo2975 0~440 3o16 
80 102o0 65 180 103 6 3 0 357 0.3114 Oo445 3oJ9 
85 112oJ 75 216 123 12 5 1 432 OoJ424 Oo648 3o4J 
90 123o0 89 251 152 15 7 1 0 515 Oo3726 Oo690 3o3J 
95 134o0 99 281 186 20 9 1 1 597 OoJ965 Oo66J 3o55 

100 145o0 111 313 220 28 14 1 1 688 Oo4220 Oo7J6 3 .. 58 
105 157,o0 123 338 248 42 18 1 1 771 Oo4J70 0'.615 Jo67 
110 169o1 136 369 268 54 19 2 1 849 Oo4465 Oo574 3.49 

CARBQN 13 
·, 

5 4o3 0 OoOOOO 0"0000 OoOO 
10 8o4 0 0 OoOOOO OoOOOO OaOO 
15 12o5 2 0 2 OoQ1Q7 Oo0J27 2o00 
20 16o5 2 2 4 Oo0162 Oo0333 3o00 
25 2lo0 5 9 14 Oo0445 Ool498 2o70 
30 25o7 10 11 0 21 Oo0545 Oo0983 2o29 
35 31ol 22 19 1 42 Oo090Q Oo259J 2o48 
40 37o0 28 27 4 59 Oo106J Ool922 2o82 
45 43oJ 32 37 4 73 Oo1124 0 .. 1482 2 .. 71 
50 49o6 40 47 7 94 Oo1263 Oo2223 2o76 
55 56o5 48 73 12 133 Ool570 Oo3770 2o92 
60 63o7 58 93 19 0 170 0.1780 Oo3425 2o92 
65 71.4' 65 115 28 1 209 Oo1952 OoJJ80 3ol0 
70 79.6 76 135 41 1 253 Oo212Q Oo3575 3o05 
75 88o4 85 154 59 3 0 301 Oo2267 Oo36J4 Jo27 
80 97o5 100 185 72 3 1 361 Oo2467 Oo4395 3o02 
85 107oJ 1.21 204 102 8 1 436 Oo2707 Oo51QO Jo25 
90 117oJ 141 237 129 8 1 516 Oo29JQ Oo533Q 3o09 
95 127o5 150 275 153 14 2 594 Os6107 Oo510Q 3oJ8 

100 1J8o7 172 305 185 28 4 694 Oo3J38 Oo5950 3o44 
105 149o8 188 334 219 31 7 779 Oo3463 Oo5105 3oJ9 
110 16lo0 205 368 256 39 9 877 OoJ6JO Oo5835. 3o4J 
115 173o0 230 402 290 43 12 977 Oo38U 0.5555 3o26 
120 185o3 245 437 322 48 13 1065 0.3880 Oo4770 3oJ4 
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· problem by u.·.sing. th. e reduced mass, (u :::= :t-11 H2 ' d 1 t• din t ., - , an re a J.ve coor a es:, 
1>11+M2 

then changing from a t\vo-dimensional problem to a one-di1·n.ensionaJ. . one by 

making use of an. integral of the motion, the constant angular momentum, L. 

In quantum mechanics, the angular momentum is quantized, and in analyzing 

collisions, each L value is treated separately and the result finally 

summed. The reader is referred to Heidmann and Bethe's article.30 Because 

of the closely classical nature of collisions from carbon ions i<''l n.uclei of 

comparable or greater mass. and because of the great number of L values 

that would be involved, the exact quantum mechanical treatment will be 

replaced here by the classical appro:x::Unation, 1-lhich ·v.rill be closely correct 

except in the case of C on H, which is not o~ much importance. In the 

classical t\vo-<Bm.ensional center of mass problem, L == )1V
0
b where v0 is 

the relative velocity before encountering potentials. 

The centrifugal potential energy term is: Vcf= :r,2 ~ 1.;here r is 2F .. 
the distance between the particles at any tliae. 

When b=O, Vcf=O. If b should equal R (particles passing by, juE?t 

touching), Vcf = K Ecm where KE is the initial kinetic energy i-.d. th respect 

to the center of mass. Therefore, in calculating bmax, the maxtinum impact 

parameter at which the par~icle can cross the fixed Coulomb barrier, we. 

see that beginning at t.he ·point ·Hhere KEcm= Vcoulomb, ~ax rises sharply 

· from zero and, as the KEcm increases, ~nax asymptotically approaches R. 

R denotes the distance necessary for a penetration to the inner nuclear 



'"I'·,'' • 

forces 1 namely, R= :r0 (A11/~~l/3') .. · The penetrabi.lity cross· section; 
. ' 

or instantane'ous,· geometric cross section for nuclear reaction~ will~ 'of 
.;· ' ... · "'::._'±.·· _,: . . • ' .. 

·. co'llt'se, <be ·give~ by ~ (Jp = "ir~aoc.. To find ~a.x:l At closest elastic· . 

. approach!~ Ve~~ + Vcf = (KEcm),.il'J.iti~l~· which g~Ves . 
'. 

(l ~ Vgqpl) , 
. REcm 

(. (]" p) i :for -the· c.ollision of the i th tyye of nucleus; 1<ri th carbon can be 

converted into the . composite penetrability cross section~ (j" p!~ ·by the 
. ' 

definiti6n. of_·:Q':" (E$E +A E) g 

. . .. 

~p =.· .. !_·~ .. ;'~t,f~;i·. ·( cr.p· .) a~ 
v .... .. ... . . . - ~ 

·.· ·. ,&L. ~ ( 0 )a 
. • .• ~ \ ~ .. 1 

where ('0"" p)~artial9 ,i'. is the contribution of ( O"'J?}i wei~hted accord:tng to 

~he frac:tio~,hUllJ.ber. of the ith nuc~ei to th~ total.9 

/, · ) . . ' .. ·· · .· . (fa);( (O"'p)i 

\Of. pa~fl~/J l . ·.:=:: ·: .. · .. :Z (. f>a)i , 

'The· tabu~ated ·~~¥ts of this calculatiol'l. for cl2 are given in TablE? .3o4o 

I· 
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TABLE 3.4 

PENETRABILITY CROSS SECTIONS. FOR NUCLEI IN EMULSION UNDER cl2 BOMBARDMENT. 

Element Atom bmax (em x lol3) for Coulomb and centrifugal barrier penetration, 
Percent for stated KE, Rh of cl2. KElab(Mev) 

' . ~u jU 4U ;u bU csu lOO l:GO ' 

Ag 0.,000 o.ooo. o.ooo 2.492 4.551 6.233 7.052 7.549 
Br o.ooo OoOOO L777 4.,343 5.414 6.512 7.089 7.449 
c 2.618 4.205 4.806 5.133 5.340 5.588 .· 5.732 5.825 
H OoOOO 1.905 2.794 3.212 3.462 3.751 3.915 4.020 
0 1.898 4.107 4.848 5.242 5.489 5.784 5.953 6.064 
N 2.314 4.170. 4.838 5.198 5.~5 5.695 5.851 5.953 

.·Classical Penetrability Cross Section, Op= 7Tb;ax (barns) 
". ~ •... .1.' 

Ag .0000 .0000 .oooo .1951 .6507 1.220 1 .. 562 1.790 
Br .0000 .oooo .0992 .5926 .9208 1.332 1.579 1.743 
c; .2151 .5555 .7256 .8277 .8958 0.981 1.032 1.066 
H .oooo .1140 .2452 .3241 .3765 0.442 .0.482 0.508 
0 .1131 .5299 .7384 .8633 .9465 1.051 1.113 1.155 
N .168~ .5463 0 7353 .8488 .9246 1.0~9 1.076 1.113 

<~p) partial(barns)::(oJ i (f>a.J i 

· Z.. (Pa) i 

Ag{-ti) 13.071 .oooo .oooo .oooo o0255 .0850 .1595 .2042 .2340 
Br 12.482 .oooo .oooo o0124 .0740 .1149 .. 1663 .1971 .2176 
c 16.735 .0360 .0930 .1214 .1385 .1499 ol642 .1727 .1784 
H 41.357 oOOOO .0471 .1014 .1340 o1557 .1828 .1993 .2100 
o(ts) 12.794 .0142 .0678 .0945 .1104 .1211 .1345 .1424 .1478 
N 3.560 o0060 o0194 .0262 o0302 .0329 .0363 .0383 .0396 -

Total op .0562 .2273 o35.59 .5126 .6595 .8436 o9540 1.0274 

I . 

-
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To reduce the amount of calculation, iodine and sulphur were not 

included' until the f'inal partial cross sections, tvhen their atomic 

:fractions were included as if' they Here respectively silver and oxygen., 

Compare f'irst the experimental instantaneous. cross section for c12 

and its penetrability cross section as given in Figuxe llo Up to about 

50 Hev, the curves agree quite t"ell in 'magnitude., This is approximatel:-.r 

the point where silver and bromine contributions to the cross section rise 

sharplyo The geometric curve, although it has some detailed structure, 

does not seem to correspond in detail to that of' the experimental curveo 

It should be borne in mind that while the experimental curve is for 

charged particle· emission only, the geometric curV-e includes as well the 

reactions t"rhere only neutrons are emitted. Such reactions are according 

to theory30,.:3lof appreciable quantit; only with the heavi~r elements o:lf 

the emu~sion. This· consideration should account for most of the 

differenge between the two curves • 
. -. ' 

Ii?. order tp make sure that the considerable diverging betHeen the 
'. :, . :~. ·, ..... ·-~- ,. ' 

two curves.in the region 50 to 75 Mev is not due to some phenomenon 

pee~ to cl2 alone (such as its impact disintegration)~ the experimental 

cross section for oD was plotted in the same figure (1idthout showing the 

standard deviations)o This curve shous at once that the ef'f'ect is present 

for both c12 and c13 and is almost exactly the same in detailo Hence 1 

ascribing the divergence to pure neutron stars is given greater,credibilityo 

Horning and Baumhoff'31 calculate that under deuteron bombardment at .35 Mev 

.31 e W., Horning and Lo Baumhoff, Phys. Rev o J.2 .370 (1949) o 
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incident energv, silver· and bromine are aJI11ost certain ·to evaporate neutrons 

only. As the deuteron energy increases, the cross section for producing a. 

charged-prong star rises rapidly, from about one-tenth the geometric cross 

section at 35 l1ev to over nine-tenths at 190 Nev. Heiclmann.and Bethe, 

considering excitation fran 17 Hev 7'-rays", calculate that copper will 

evapore .. te about 83 percent neutrons; and the percentage of neutrons increases 

rapidly Hith Z'. At iodine, they say pro·tons are absent and tvro-neutron 

emission begins to be possible. \<Jhen bromine is the target nucleus in the 

present case of carbon ion bombardment, pure neutron stars should occur· as 

predicted for deuteron or photon bombardment and, since the pure neutron 

stars favor lmJ excitation, the effect on the experimental cro:3S section 

is seen early. \.fuen it disappears, it does so rapidly, giving the sharp 

rise to the curve bet1·1een 75 and 85 Nev. Hith silver as the target, the 

effect probably does not eY.ist. The reason for this is that Ag -t- C 

gives, as compotmd nucleus, iodine isotopes 1-rhich are already far neutron 

deficiente As a consequence, the production of pure neutron stars will be 

highly improbable. \Jhen bromine Has the target ·of the carbon ions, the 

compound nucleus lay on or near the stability curve. 

A factor v!hich might cause a gradual divergence betueen the actual 

cross section ru1d the penetrability cross section is that bnpact para

meters corresponding to high angular momenta might prevent the occurrence 

of some reactions even after p~netration of the barrier, and, hence, give 

a ttstic:lr..ing probabilit.ytt less than one. An effect in the other direction, 

giving the experimental cross section an advantage over the geometric, 
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may be found in impact disintegration and stripping of the carbon nucleus, 

provided it can occur in cases where the carbon nucleus ,,.Jou:l;d have been 

tu1able to penetrate the barriers of the target nucleus. In Chapter V the 

question 't'lill be discussed. 

Since the excitation curves of c12 and cl3 for stars of all numbers 

of prongs shm.red a considerable similarity except for a greater rise at low 

energy for the c12 curve, it 1..ras thought of interest to see if the sim

ilarity could be seen in the three-prong and four~prong excitation func

tions individually. These are the cases where a divergence due to 

stripping and impact disintegration should appearo Figures 12 and 13 

are plots for three-prong and four-prong stars respectively, with the 

statistical fluctuation of the points indicated for clZ only& The data 

can be obtained for Table 3.3o In judging the trends indicated by the 

plotted points, it must be borne in mind that the number of points per 

energy interval is ·inadequate to give a \.Jell-determined curvee Curves: 

have been sketched in visually to give the best fit for the c12 and c13 

pointso However, no attempt has been made to pass an analytical curve 

through the data according to the theory of errorso The drawn curves: 

are subjective; the reader may wish to draw curves emphasizing the similar

ity rather than the difference betl..reen the two particleso For instance, 

the cl3 curve drawn has minimized some indication of a high energy hump 

such as c12 haso Further, on the high energy. end of each curve, there is 

a falling-off which, since it occurs for both cl2 and cl3, might be real. 

There is no reason why the unfilled interval beyond the last should have 

an effect reaching the next to the last interval. 

/ 
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There are differences bet1...reen the· curves, h01-1ever, 1...rhich would be 

recognized by all observers. Especial~ in the three-prong star curves, 

there is a sharp rise in the excitation function fo~ cl2 at low energies 

which is not duplicated in the case of cl3o This is the nstripping hump•. 

T'.ae preference of lm..r energies by the stripping phenomenon will be 

discussed in Chapter V. For the four-prong star excitation function, ' 

there is a similar but smaller difference in the rise at .the low energy 

end; the hump that is the difference betHeen the two is caused by impact 

disintegration, which is greater for cl2 than for cl3. 

A. point of interest regarding the magnitude of the cross ~ection may 

be to compare it with the crass section in emulsion found for other particleso 

Considerable caution is required because of the different circumstances -

differences in energy, type of incident particl~, how the geometric crosa 

section is computed, et ceterae A full discussion is not given here. The 

reader should consult the original article for the details of the 

calcula tionso 

For protons, Germain32 has meast\red the cross section at various 

energies from 95 to 340 Hev in sensitive emulsions (Ilford G-5) o The 

cross section rises, not smooth~, from about Ool3 barn at 95 Mev to 

about Oo29 barn at 340 Hev .. At 340 Hev, the mean free path is 73 cmo 

Hydrogen in the emulsion is, of course, excluded in calculating the number 

of atoms per unit volume., Bernardini, Booth, and Lindenbaum,27 using 

protons of 350 to 400 Mev in G-5 emulsion and including all inelastic 

processes~ (stars of two or more prongs, one-prong stars, tt:zero"-prong 

32. Lo So Germain, Phys. Rev., 82, 596 (1951). 
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stars, nstops11 and inelastic scatterings greater than 10 degrees), got a 

mean free path of approximately 54± 9 em and quote the mean free path 

based on geometric cross sections as 25 em. 

For deuterons, the study by Gardner and Peterson33 gives no estimate 

of cross section since the plates 1.rere desensitized, which prevented 

counting the number of 'incident deuterons. 

For alpha particles from 50 to 200 Mev in Eastman N~ emulsions, 

Gardner34 found a cross section rising from 0 .. 1 barn at 50 Mev to a 

maximum of 0 .. 3 barn at 130 Mev and falling to about Ool5 barn at 200 Mev. 

All the elements of the emulsion were used in computing this cross section. 

In the present study the cross section values, ~(Ei), from carbon 

bombardment were still increasing with energy at the highest energies 

available. For cJ2 at 110 Mev, cr (Ei) = 0.446 barn, based on 849 stars. 

For cD at 120 Mev (nearly the same velocity as 110 Mev cl2) Q""(~)=o.388 

barn, based on 1065 stars. In the case of cl2, all the plates used were 

E-1, which is quite a sensitive emulsione For instance, a proton with 

a range of 3000 microns (over 26 Mev) from a cosmic ray event was easily 

followed., Accordingly, it is unlikely that stars were missed because of 

invisibility of the prongso The percentage of stars missed in scanning or 

misinterpreted as elastic is believed not large. Further, the estimate 

of the total number of tracks on a plate should not be off by more than 

about two percent., Hence, the main uncertainty in the cross section is 

the statistical fluctuation in the number of events, which is sho~m on the 

33., Eo Gardner and V .. Peterson, Phys. Rev .. 1.2, 364 (1949) o 

34., Eo Gardner, Phys .. Rev., ]2, 379 (1949). 
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curves of Figure 8. 

There is a real discrepancy between the cross sections from cl2 and 

cl3 bombardment. Several reasons for a difference between the two can 

be put fo~~ard. The first is that most of the cl3 plates were Ilford 

D-1 loaded with bismuth, a much more insensitive emulsion than the E-1 

used with c12o Hence, events were more easily overlookede .Ther~ must be 

some truth in this. However, a partial check is available, since two 

plates of cl.3 on E-1 emulsion 1-vere read. They contained 2.38 stars in 

.382,000 tracks, giving a cross section of 0.409 ± 0.026 barn., This is · 

higher than the average for the other cl.3 plates but is definitely below 

the c12 cross section. A second reason for the discrepancy can be found 

in the impact disintegration and stripping of cl2, a much more improbable 

process in the case of cl.3 bombardment. This is quite surely the main 

source of difference bet1t1een the cross sections. A third factor that 

might produce a small difference between cl2 and cl3 is that the cl.3 

carries an extra neutron into the compound nucle~s, which consequently is 

less neutron deficient than in the c12 case and, hence, is likely to have 

more pure neutron starso To conterbalance, cl3 has more star reactions 

with hydrogen than cl2 does. 

The D-1 bismuth-loaded emulsions 1d thout doubt had an effect on the 

finding and classification of stars. In the D-1 emulsion, tracks of 

protons and alphas are more difficult to identify than in the E-1, and 

protons of moderate range can easily be missed. For instance, a proton 

of range 600 microns (about 10 Mev) would probably be missed unless the 

star had been located by a heavier prong and the region carefully searched. 
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Because of the great momentum carried into a reaction by a carbon ion, 

the forward velocity of evaporated particles may be considerable if the 

particle velocity in the center of mass system adds onto the center of 

mass motion. Accordingly, two-prong stars can easily be missed in D-1 

emulsion" 

In Fig .. J4 is shown the distribution of stars fr<;>m cl2 and cl3 

according to the number of prongs per star. For comparison these curves 

have been normalized to ~. percentage basiso The number of stars on which 

each point is based is written in adjacent to the point. Regarding the 

prediction in the last paragraph that many two-prong stars from c13 will 

be missed, we notice that, on the contrary cl3 shows a higher percentage 

of tuo~prong stars than does c12
o There are two evident reasons why. 

The first is the real contribution to the number of two-prong stars of 

of cl3 by its reactions with hydrogen. The second is an apparent contribu

tion to cl3 tH·o-prong. stars which is actually a deficiency in the per

centage of c12~ two-prong stars because of the large number of three- and 

four-prong stars contributed by stripping and impact disintegratione 

The general shape of the curves is similar to that for other bombarding 

particles. The most probable number of prongs for evaporation stars seems 

almost universally to be three~ Horning and Baumhoff,31 interpreting 

the data of Gardner and Peterson33 on deuteron bombardment, have given a 

theoretical discussion of the number of prongs expected from a star. The 

average number of prongs is a better criterion than is the most probable 

numbere For cl2 of initial energy 110 Mev, the average number of prongs 

from the totality of stars is 3.36; for cl3 of 120 Mev, it is 3 .. 17.. As 
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with the cross section, the detail can be shown best by plotting the 

average number of prongs for stars produced in an energy interval, 

n (E,E + AE). Such a plot has been made in Figo 15 and appro:x:ima.te 

curves sketched in. For both cl2 and cl3 the curves rise slowly as expected 

It is interesting that the c13 curve lies below that for Cl2o Perhaps this 

is attributable in the low energy region to the three- and four-prong 

stars from stripping and impact disintegration of cl2 compared to the 

greater prevalence of the· two-prong stars from c13., In the high energy 

region it may be due to four-prong stars from impact disintegration and 

possibly to cases of complete or partial double disintegration. 

The concavity or convexity of the prong number distribution in Fig. 14 

at four-prongs is a fair indication of the excitation of the compound 

nucleus., For instance, Gardner and Peterson found, for deuterons of 35 

and 90 Mev, curves that were concave at four prongs but, at 130 and 190 

Mev, curves that were convex. In the case of carbon ions the curves are 

convex at the four-prong point. The similarity of the prong-distribution 

curves for evaporation stars is that the history of a compound nucleus is 

independent of how it was formed for a given composition of neutrons and 

protons and a given excitation. The carbon ions will not give the direct 

knock-on of particles found in cosmic rays and in high velocity nucleon 

bombardments, but the subsequent de-excitation of the compound nucleus 

formed will be describable in the same terms. Carbon ions will, of 

course, tend to give compound nuclei of somewhat different composition 

(proton rich) than results from other particles. The silver and bromine 

nuclei are the only components in emulsion where the inelastic events can 
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well be described by the compound nucleus model. Carbon, oxygen, and 

nitrogen are too easily broken up directly into alphas and protons to be 

treated on the same basis. 

A characterization of reactions that is not of great importance 

but that shows clear~ the difference between bombarding particles is the 

distribution of prongs into sectors. General~, sixty-degree sectors 

have been used, 1v.ith the center lines of the sectors oriented with 

respect to the incident particle direction at oo, 60°, 120° and 180 

degreeso In the sectors at 600 and at 120°, the average for the right 

and left sectors is given. Figure 16 shows the distribution by sector 

from c12 and cl3 bombardment compared with the distributions found by 

others for alphas, deuterons and neutrons of roughly comparable energy. 

The great difference is, of course, due to the momentum carried into the 

reactione In the case of c12 and cl3 the product nucleus almost always 

goes into the directly forward sector. As would be expected, cl3 gives a 

little higher peak in the forward sector than does c12. Table 3.5, giving 

the data for Figure 16, is below. 

There is one feature of the distribution into sectors that is quite 

different from what one would naively expect and which gives some impor

tant information about the reactions. It shows up in the distribution 

by sectors only if such a distribution is plotted for various energies. 

For a given incident particle, the velocity of the system - target plus 

bombarding nucleus - 1v.ith respect to the laboratory frame of reference, 

will vary with the incident velocity and the target mass, thus: 
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TABLE 3.,_5 

DISTRIBUTION OF STAR PRONGS BY. 60 DEGREE SECTOR 

Bombarding Particle Percent in 60 degree sector 

oo ;:t 60° j: 120? 180° 
Average Average 

112 Mev cl2 59.,60 14 .. 00 4 .. 56 3 .. 34 
I 

121 Mev cl3 6L85 13.,10 4 .. 55 2.81 

130 Mev deuterons33 33 .. 66 19.35 10 .. 50 6.62 

50-200 Mev alphas34 N43 .. 00 1\121.,50 N5.,00 IV3.00 

~150 Mev neutrons35 A129 .. 00 N20 .. 00 Nl2 .. 00 NlO.OO 

35.. E. W. Titterton, Phil. Mag. ~' 109 (1951). 
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If we assume an isotropic distribution of prongs with respect to angle 

in the center of ~ass system, then the higher the velocity of the given 

incident particles, the more we expect the prongs in the emulsion - the 

laboratory frame of reference - to be directed forward! This relation 

should hold separately for each of the target particles. The reasoning 

is logically correct. But the observed data give just the opposite 

indication. Gardner and Peterson33 in their Fig. 5 for angular distri

bution of prongs from deuter~ns of energies of 35, 90, 130 and 190 Mev, 

show that, as the incident energy increases, the proportion of prongs into 

the forward sector decreases. 

The same result was observed for carbon ions, although it was 

recognized in a different way than by plotting the sector distribution 

versus energy. It possibly points out the effect a little more clearly. 

In analyzing the stars, a sequence on one plate was noticed where the 

ejection of a backward prong seemed to come preferentially when the 

distance to the event was short - that is, when the energy or momentum 

carried into the reaction was high. Qualitatively, these also appeared 

to be stars of a small number of prongs. It looked almost like a 0 splash" 

effect from the disruption of a considerable surface area by a forward 

moving plug of nucleonse To study the observation statistically, the 

measured distance to each event with one or more backward prongs was 

tabulated for the stars classed according to the number of their prongs 

and the average of these compared to the average for all stars of that 

class with and without backward prongs. Since the average range varies 

a little from plate to plate, the distance to each event was put in 
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terms of the fraction of the average range for that plate and finally 

a true fractional average was found for all plates, which was 

LL 
i j 

where i denotes the plate and j the event on it; Xij is the distance to 

the even~Eri the average range of particles on that plate, and ni the 

number of events of the given type on the plate. The data are summarized 

in Table 3.6 and plotted in Fig. 17 for cl2 and cl3. Note the effect 

for cl2o For some plotted points the number of events averaged in 

(indicated alongside the point) is too small to be meaningful, but the 

other points are well determinedo They indicate definitely that the 

higher the incident velocity for a given type of event, the less likely 

is the ejection of particles to be in the forward hemisphere in the 

emulsion. Especially marked is the effect for a small number of prongs -

two- and three-prong stars., For two-prong stars, assuming the total 

mean range is·about 171 microns, the average distance to all two-prong 

events is 70.6 microns, while the average to those with a backward prong 

is 58.4 micronso For three-prong stars, the average for all stars is 

73.2 microns, while the average to events idth one or more backward prongs 

is 62e2 microns, and to those with two or more backward prongs is 49.4 

microns. 

For cl3, oddly enough, the effect is not as distinct •. The data 

indicate almost the same mean range for events with backward prongs as 
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TABLE 3.6 

AVERAGE DISTANCE TO EVENTS WITH BACKWARD PRONGS COMPARED TO 

AVERAGE DISTANCE FOR ALL EVENTS. 

Number of prong1 Number and fractional average distance for 
Al.J. .I!.Ven'ts Events with l or more Events with 2 or more 

prongs backward in prongs backward in 
laboratory laboratory 

!Number u~sliance .Numoer u~sliance 11~umoer D~stance 

: CARBON 12 

2 139 .4127 32 o3414 - -
3 378 .4283 145 .3636 24 .2892 
4 271 .3578 102 .3449 13 .1817 
5 55 .2162 22 .1897 5 .. 3301 
6 19 .. 2665 7 .2967 - -

Possible and probable strippings and impact disintegrations 

3 155 .5199 36 .5080 4 .. 5911 
4 103 .4089 28 .3975 1 .1470 

c12 events after subtracting possible and probable stripping and impact disintegration 

3 223 .3647 109 .3159 20 .. 2288 
4 168 .3264 74 .3250 12 .1846 

CARBON 13 

2 253 .4467 78 .4659 - -
3 457 .4293 155 .4218 25 .3890 
4 337 .3446 108 .3537 12 .2943 
5 54 .2716 24 .2553 - -
6 13 .2526 - - = - ' 
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for all events. Of course, the same average indicates the effect is 

present, because it 1..rould be expected that the probability of a backward 

prong in the emulsion would increase as the incident velocity decreased 

· so that an isotropic distribution in the center of mass system was more 

nearly isotropic in the laboratory·system. However, the effect is 

markedly less than for cl2. It will tw."n out that cl.3 is the anomalous 

case, not cl2. 

In cl2 the possibility existed that the observed results were due 

not so much to a short range for back ejection as to an undu~ long 

range for forward ejection. The mechanism for such an effect was apparent 

- stripping and impact disintegration of the cl2 nucleus. Accordingly, 

from the data in Chapter V, all possible and probable cases of stripping 

and impact disintegration were considered separately, as shovm in Table 3.6. 

These cases did have a considerab~ longer than average range and a 

smaller percentage of b 9.ckward prongs. Hovreyer, the backward prongs 

occurred at a long range, too. The result was that, when these cases 

were subtracted out, the distance ratio of backward- prong events to the 

totality wa~ hardly affected. The set of curves was merely displaced 

toward shorter ranges for three- and four-prong stars, to put them 

properly in line between the two- and five-prong stars. 

To look at the effect in c12 in further detail, a histogram(Fig •. 18) 

Has plotted for the three-prong stars as a function of range intervals. 

The top part of the figures gives the ntunber of all three-prong stars in 

the in·terval compared to the number with one or more prongs backward and 

t'\-ro or more prongs bacla..rard. The lOi.rer half of Fig. 18 plots in histogram 
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form the percentage of the stars in the interval that have one or more 

prongs backward. Sketched in for comparison is an approximate curve of 

what distribution might possibly be expected from a consideration of the 

mass and velocity of the incident particle. The only deterrr~ned point 

on this curve is the one at full range (zero velocity) where the labora

tory and center of mass systems coincide. At that point the fraction with 

a backward prong should be 0.75 since a three-prong star in the emulsion 

is, nearly without exception, a two-prong star in the center of mass 

system, and the probability of neither of these two-prongs going back

ward is 0.25, if we assQme a random distribution in angle. The curve has 

been extended to shorter ranges with an eye to making the total number of 

events with backward prongs as given by it equal to the total actually 

found. It has been curved to indicate somewhat the variation of incident 

velocity with range. The histogram, although it gives a little indication 

of a rise at low velocities, quite evidently runs almost counter to the 

curve drawn in. 

The possible explanations of the observed effect are limited to a 

few quite definite causes. Three ~dll be discussed, of which the third 

is the most probable. 

(1) "Splash 11 • When a particle with the spatial extent and the mass 

of a carbon ion hits a nucleus larger than itself, a.mass motion of a 

"plug 11 of nucleons may likely be set up which persists for some distance 

into the nucleus, far enough that the entering surface is considerably 

indented or disrupted. It is true that the velocities of nucleons inside 

the target nucleus are comparable to the velocity of the carbon particle 
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but they have no net mass motion. The readjustment in the wake of the 

entering nucleons could produce the emission of one or more particles 

backward. This 1vould occur in a frame of reference nearly at rest with 

respect to the laboratory system. 

(2) Emitted particle velocity a steep function of excitation. It 

is evident that, with so heavy a bombarding particle as carbon, having a 

respectably high velocity, there will be considerable momentum of the 

center of mass system with respect to the laboratory. In the case of 

the lighter target elements, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen this 

momentu.I.!l will imply a forvrard velocity which acts as a cut-off velocity 

for backward ejection of particles, especially when there is a considerable 

lateral component to the velocity. So we expect the forvrard ejection in 

the emulsion at high incident velocities to be even greater than in the 

case of bombardment with single nucleons of the same energy, although the 

carbon ion lacks the possibility of directly k:nclcld.:ng out a nucleon. The 

forvrard velocity effect of the center of mass might be overbalanced if 

the velocity of the emitted particles were a steeper function of the 

excitation energy - that is, of the incident carbon velocity - than the 

velocity of the center of mass is. It is quite believable that such is 

the case. Then, there could result a more nearly isotropic laboratory 

distribution at a high velocity than at an intermediate velocity l.Jhere 

the center of mass velocity gave the larger effect. The phenomenon 

would have to reverse again to give isotropy at the very low velocities. 

It seems quite unlikely that the emitted velocity as a function of 

excitation could be manipulated to give the magnitude of effect observed 

here. 
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(3) EKcitation function steeper for heavy particles than for light 

particleso Because of the heavier mass.of silver and bromine compared 

to tr~t of the light components of the emulsion, the center of mass 

system in the case qf collision with silver and bromine •rill be moving 

more slowly. If evaporation of particles from the compound nucleus is 

isotropic in the center of mass system, there will result a more nearly 

isotropic particle distribution in the emulsion from silver and.bromine 

than from carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, for which the forward 

ejection is prominent. Nevertheless, it is true that for each type of 

target nucleus individually, the average distance to its stars with 

backward prongs should be longer than the average to all its starso The 

factor which can invert the inequality in considering the aggregate of 

stars from all the target nuclei in the emulsion is for the heavy and 

the light nuclei to have quite different excitation functions, as they 

surely do haveo This is the explanation that can account for the 

observed effect, probably in its entirety, without recourse to the other 

possibilities mentionedo In the case of the excitation function, it is 

not merely the Coulomb barrier penetration, since the barrier even of 

silver can be crossed at rather moderate velocitieso It is rather the 

leveling off of the function for the lighter nuclei while it is still 

rising for the heavier nucleio To a considerable extent the curves may 

be ascribed to the effect of the centrifugal potential. The geometric 

penetrability cross sections, based on Coulomb and centrifugal barrier 

penetration and the geometric size of the carbon and target nuclei, are 

shown for hydrogen, oxygen, bromine and silver in Fig. 19, taken from the 

data of Table 3o4o 
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Horning and Baumhoff, interpreting the data of Gardner and Peterson 

on deuteron stars at various energies, arrived at the assignment of low 

deuteron energy stars to the lighter emulsion elements and of the high 

deuteron energy stars to the heavier elements by a consideration·of the 

average number of prongs as a function of energy, rath.er than by 

considering the distribution by sector which ~dner and Peterson give .. 

They point out that at low energies, the silver and bromine stars do 

not contribute prongs because of their high probability of giving pure 

neutron stars., They calculate. that the mean number of yisible prongs 

(excluding some high energy protons) due to evaporated charged particles 

(this excludes a prong formed by the product nucleus) will vary for 

silver and bromine from 1.,1 at 35 Mev deuteron energy to 3 .. 3 at 190 Mev, 

while the nun1ber of prongs from the light components of the emulsion 

ivill change very slo-vlly since these elements can easily be broken upo 

Hence, to obtain the nearly constant average number of prongs actual~ 

found, they reason that the low energy stars must be nearly all due to 

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and the high energy stars predominantly to 

silver and brominee ·others27,36 have similarly ascribed the high energy 

stars to silver and bromine~ even beyond their relative geometric areas 

when effects of rn1clear transparency in the light elements entero 

The slope of the curves for the mean rn1mber of prongs with carbon 

bombardment indicates that the role played by silver and bromine at high 

energies is probably not quite as important as in the case of the lighter 

bombarding particles., For deuterons,33 the mean number of prongs appears 

36., M .. Blau and Ao R., Oliver, Bulletin, Amer., Physo Soco, 27, No., 3, 
Po 6~ (1952) o 
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to be nearly constant from 90 to 190 Mev but lm·rer at 35 Mev. One reason, 

of course, for the difference in the case of carbon is the absence of any 

transparency effect in the light target nuclei. Another is the high 

centrifugal potential 1vhich causes the penetrabil:i:ty cross section to rise 

more slol-rly for the heavy target nuclei. Another may be that, since the 

carbon particles introduce high excitation at a much less relative veloc

ity than in the case of lighter particles, they are less apt to knock 

off a chip and more likely to break the target nuclei up into many 

particleso 

The analysis of the backward prongs from.cl2 indicated the correct

ness of the original observation that the backward prongs at short 

distances come predominantly in cases where there is only one or two 

prongs other than the product nucleus. This is an indication both of 

the location of the effect in the rapid rise of the bromine and silver 

reaction cross sections and of the approximate number of charged,prongs 

emitted by such particles at that excitation. Although silver is not 

inclined to evaporate many neutrons under carbon bombardment, there is 

a mechanism (the 11magic11 numbers of the closed shells) to limit the 

number of its charged particles and, at the same time, to make them 

more energetic. This is discussed in Chapter IV. 

If the backward-prong behavior of cl2 is normal, what can we say· 

about the behavior of clJ l-Jhich, by comparison, is anomalous? For the 

two-prong stars of clJ, where the distance to those with backward prongs 

is longer than the distance for all stars of the class, we can conclude 

that the data show the two-prong stars from hydrogen reactions, or from 



lighter elements in general, overbalance the cases of single particle 

evaporation from silver and bromine., For three- and four-prong stars 

there is no immediate explanation for the failure of the silver and 

bromine excitation functions to show up. The three-prong stars, however, 

are nearly normal., 

In the present study no analysis has been made of the range and 

consequent energy distribution of the evaporated prongs. The reason 

for the omission is that the large momentum imparted by carbon ions to 

the center of mass system with respect to the laboratory and the lack of 

knowledge as to what target nucleus \vas hit make it difficult to obtain 

any information that might sho1 .. r a discrepancy with theoretical energy 

distributions.. The detailed energy distributions for neutrons and 

charged particles evaporated from the compound nucleus have been ,.mrked 

out theoretically30i31,37,38,39140 on the basis of the statistical gas 

model and \vould seem to be ivell grounded., Le Couteur41 has made a small 

correction for very high excitations such as are found in cosmic ray 

stars to take account of a thermal expansion effect of the nucleus and 

a possible lowering of barriers for charged particle emission.. The case 

of excitation from carbon particle bombardment barely borders on the lm-.rer 

37o J., Frenkel, Phys., ZeitsoSovljetunion,2, 533 (1936)(InEnglish) .. 

38., V .. F., Weisskopf, Phys., Rev., ~' 295(1937)e 

39o V,. F., l-leisskopf and D., H., Ewing, Phys. Rev., 2J.., 472 (1940)., 

40., V., F., Weis'skopf in Lecture Series in Nuclear Physics, (NDDC 1175) 
US AEC (1947) (Los Alamos Lecture Notes) .. 

41., K., J .. J..e Couteur, Proc., Phys., Soc.,, London, A63, 259 (1950). 
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edge of the effects he considers. 

It may be of some interest to mention the longest range protons 

and alphas found from carbon bombardment even though the energy with 

r~spect to the center of·mass is not kno,in. From cl2_induced inelastic 

< events, the longest proton track 'tvas 1780 microns (approximately 20 Mev) 
'·' .· ~~· ~ . 

before it werit outiof the emulsion, the second longest was over 1350 

mic~ons (about 17 Mev). From there on down, the spacing in range is 

closer. These were forward ejections. The longest at approximately 90 

degrees was 900 microns (about 13.2 Mev) and the longest almost directly 

backward was 725 microns (approximately 11.6 Mev) at 146 degrees. Another 

was 750 microns at 127 degrees. Alphas from c12 events ranged up to 896 

microns (E·==52.56 Mev), projected directly forward. The next longest 

from c12 was 770 microns (48 •. 12 Mev). These two alphas, and the first 

two below, are discussed in Chapter v • 

. From c13 bombardment the ranges are similar. Alphas of 898 microns 
·,.-. 

and 793 microns occurred in four-prong events (two other alphas plus the 

struck nucleus) and an alpha of 800 microns (49.2 Mev) from a five-

prong star. 

Knock-on protons from both c12 and aD were found which exceeded 

those from inelastic events by a small amount. From c12, the longest 

knock-on seen was 1812 microns (nearly 20 Mev) and, from c13, there was 

one which went out of the emulsion (E-1) after 1950 microns (E )·20.7 Mev). 

The range of knock-on protons is limited by the fact that, unless a 

particle be absorbed and re-emitted, it cannot acquire a velocity more 

'\ t~.an twice .that of the heavy body striking it. This limitation would 
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permit protons up io nearly 37 Mev.. However, a. blow to give such a 

range cannot be delivered by the Coulomb field of the carbon nu.cl.eus as 

a whole and, if the interaction i·l6re betvreen a proton of the nucleus and 

t.he struck proton9 not more than 10 Mev could be delivered unless the 

momentum. of the.proton in the nucleus added on to the mass motion.. Short

range nuclear forces could deliver the blow but presumably should be 

repulsive.. Exchange forces in the nucleus are repulsive if the function 

of the interaetion bet;,men the particles is anti-symmetric~ This is 

partly so when the energy levels of the t"t-ro particles are different., 

Parzen and Schif.r42 and Jastr~3 have discussed the exis·tence of short 

range repulsive forces in the nucleus .. 

From an excited compound nucleus the relative probabilities for 

emission of neutrons, protons and alphas have been discussed in the 

articles cited re~garding the energy distribution of these particles., The 

assumption is made that the particles are emitted in succession, "t-Ji th 

.intervening time adequate for several passages of particles across the 

nucleus. to permit near equilibrium conditions to exist at each emission. 

Neutrons are most easily. evaporated because they see no Coulomb barrier; 

hence, they need to be raised only from the top of the Fermi distribution 

to the top of the nuclear potential well (about 8 Mev).. Protonsand alphas 

see the Coulomb barrier in additiono Because of the penetrability 

functionS' protons canS~ in general, escape much more easily than alphas., 

If the binding energy of an alpha in the nucleus is less than that of a 

42.. Go Parzen and Lo I .. Schiff, Phys., Rev· .. 'liz., 1564. (1948) o 

43o Ro JastroH·SJ Phys .. Rev., 81, 165 (1951) .. 
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proton and, if Z is 1ovl or excitation high, the ratio of alphas to 

protons may be higher than normal. Heidmann and Bethe30 find that for 

nuclei excited by 17 :Hev gamma rays, the light elements evaporate protons 
' 

in P,reference to neutrons (because the binding energy of a neutron is 

almost always higher than that of a proton in this region)s However, 

.,there is .. practically no proton evaporation when the number of neutrons 
·, ! ,. 

exceeds the number of protons. Up to nickel, protons occur in about "•'' 

equal numpers with neutrons. At copper, about 83 percent of the evap-

orated particles will be neutrons and, at iodine protons are practically 

missing. 

Le Couteur,41 studying high excitation (up to 600 Mev) in silver 

and bromine from cosmic rays, arrives at an expected ratio K for the 

number of alphas to the number of alphas and protons of about 0.27. 

This ratio 1-J'as well verified experimentally by N. Page44 for stars of 

more than six prongs, which presumably are attributable to silver and 

··bromine targ;et n11clei. since carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen could not give 

stars of more than about five prongs. (Notice that with a composite 

incident nucleus, such as carbon, this limitation 1..rould not hold.) Her 

data indicate that carbon, nitrogen and oxygen may give approximately 

K = 0.54 (that is, roughly as many alphas as protons). Perkins45 has 

verified these ratios from observing stars induced in the gelatin layers 

of a sandwich emulsion. For 27 stars observed originating in the gala-

tin, the numbers of alphas and protons were closely equal (K=0.5). 
' 

44. 1~. Page, Proc. Phys. Soc., London, A63, 250 (1950). 

.~5. D. H. l'~rkins, Phil. Mag._l&, 601 (1949). 

. .. ~ ' 
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In bombardment with carbon nuclei 1.re hardly expect a K as low as 0.279 

or .even Oo5, because of the alpha particle nature of the incident; parti

cle wh,ich9 unless completely assimilated in the compound nucleus$ would. 

pre.judice the result in fav·or of alphas" A phenomenon such as stripping 

or impac·t disintegration wouldp of course, badly upset the ratioo 

Even when a compound nucleus is formed by penetration of c12 or 

c13~ there is reason to expect a large proportion of emitted alphas 

compared to protons (c:r. neutrons)., This reason is the higher angular 

momentum carried into the compound nucleus in a large percentage of the 

collisions. T.he angular momentum of a stable nucleus has an upper limit 

of about 9/2a An angular momentum of 50, such as carbon on silver or 

bromine might conceivably introduce, would be nearly the equivalent of 

having the spin of every nucleon lined up in the same direction. 

The angular momentum i.rill be reduced eit~.er by ~-radiation or by 

particle evaporation, Gamma emission cannot compete in speed with · 

particle emission at high excitation energi.eso Thereforel' until the 

excitati?n is at least below the Coulomb barriers, particles will have 

to carry off the excess angular momentum.., This can be done most. 

efficient~ by heavy particles, namely, alphas rather than. protons 9 

because of their larger mass and because energy is available to evaporate 

only a limited number of particles to carry off angular mament;um.. 

Preston46 has gi·~ren a rigorous mathematical treatment of the case of 

alpha emission vii th L :/:. Oo The angular momentum corresponds to a 
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centrifugal potential, raising the resultant potential near the center of 

the nucleus and shifting the maxima of the internal wave functions farther 

out, giving a greater frequency of collision with the barrier and a 

greater probability of emission. 

The high proportion of alphas to protons in the stars from carbon 

ions is at once evident. A limited study was made, taking just the stars 

from cl2 bombardment lv.ith three identifiable prongs other than the product 

or knock-on nucleus. The 217 stars considered had 510 alphas and 11~1 

protons (K = 0.78). The principal reason for such a high ratio was 

apparently the contribution from impact disintegration. Impact disinte-

gration and angular momentum effects, though both contribute alphas, 

should differ in one respect. The former should give a non-random distribu

.tion with respect to the relative groupings of protons and alphas (favor

ing three alphas), while preslimably the latter should give a random 

distribution. Hodgson47 has given some tests for randomness in the 

distribution of the groupings of alphas and protons and for randomness 

in angle of emission. The latter could not be applied to the present 

data because of the impossibility of separating out the effect of the 

motion of the compound nucleus. The test regarding the distribution of 

groupings of alphas and protons is not a powerful one. It says nothing 

whatsoever as to why the ratio of the total numbers has a given value. It 

merely accepts this frequency ratio and uses it as the probability of 

emission. That is, the probability of emission of an alpha, pO(. = K .::. .78 

and Pp= .22. In Fig. 20 is plotted the number of stars of each possible 

4 7. P. E. Hodgson, Phil. Mag. ft2, 190 (1952). 
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type: 0 alphas, 3 protons; 1 alpha, 2 protons; 2 alphas, 1 proton; and 

·· 3 alphas; 0 proton. Now, if this distribution is random, it should 

agree with the binomial (or Bernoulli) distribution using p~ and Pp as 

given by the observed total frequency ratio. The probability of exactly 

m alphas and (m-n) protons (n: 3) is given by: 

.. 

p { mo<. ~ (m-n)p} = nl 
m !(n-m)! 

The expectations based on these probabilities are also plotted in Figure 

20. Now we can use the Chi-square test to see whether the observed 

data are a probable sample from the theoretical distribution. There are 

four groups or classes in the distribution. However, the number of 

degrees of freedom is less because, first, the total number of prongs is 

a constant and, second, we have estimated one of the parameters of the 

distribution, namely p 0( , from the sampleo This leaves two degrees of 

freedom, but we reduce it to one by combining the first two classes in 

order to get a class size where the fluctuation can be expected to be 

more nearly random. B d f . ·t· , . .,;z Z ~ . y e 1.n1 1on, "'-' := ~ where si is the 
. fri. 

actual deviation from the theoretical mean and ~i is the standard devia-
' 

tion of the parent population •. <t'i. == y-;;: We get 

"}f2 = (33-26)
2 + (17)

2 + (10)
2 = 6.,17o 

~ 26 87 104 

? The tables ofie- then show that for one degree of freedom this value is 

significant at nearly the one percent level, which is called "highly 

significantu. This indicates that the chance is about one percent that 

tpe actual sample came from a random distribution. From Fig. 20 it is 
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evident that the class of 2 alphas, 1 proton is d€f'icient l.irhil.e the 3 

alpha, 0 proton class is overfilled. It indicates quite definitely that 

the large ratio o;f alphas is not due entirely t,o an angular momentum effect .. 

At the end of this chapter are photographs of miscellaneous stars 

induced by cl2 and cL1e Photographs of stars illustrating special 

features discussed later are included in Chapters IV, V, and VI~ 
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FIGURE 21. 

Relative track lengths of alpha particles, cl3 and cl2 ions, all acceler

ated by the cyclotron. The alpha and c~2 are in the usual 100 micron Il

ford E-1 emulsion; the cl3 is in a trial plate of 50 ndcron E-1 emulsion 

that apparently had been desensi~ized until it was comparable in sensiti

vity to D-1 emulsion. 
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FIGURE 22A 

An elastic collision of cl2 with cl2o The angle between the two is 

always 90 degrees. In the case of cl2, few elastic collisions are 

·seen more energetic than this oneo However, in the case of c13 as 

the incident particle more violent elastic collisions are sometimes · 

seen since clJ is harder to disintegrate than cl2• (The markers on 

the left of the picture indicate about 10 microns per unit.) 

FIGURE 22B 

A (cl2,2oc) reaction. The elastic nuclear collision of the product 

nucleus near the end of its track is typical of the heavier nuclei, 

and ffiight well indicate that the event was produced by the cl2 in 

a bromine or silver nucleus. 
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FIGURE 23A 

A (cl2,2ot) reaction. The length of the product nucleus track (between 

the two alphas) indicates that the nucleus struck was probably carbon, 

·.I!. 
n~vrogen, or oxygen. The shorter alpha track corresponds to an energy 

of only 1.5 Mev. This event indicates the difficulty that might arise 

in distinguishing a short alpha from a light product nucleus. 

FIGURE 23B 

A (cl2; O(.,p) reaction. Like the event in Figure 23A, this is a low energy 

reaction. The alpha had 3.5 Mev. energy, the proton 1.05 Mev. From the 

ranges, the nucleus struck was probably bromine or silver. If so, the 

energies of the evaporated particles are about the lowest that can be ex-

pected in view of the Coulomb barrier to be penetrated. See the discus

sion by Le Couteur.41 
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FIGURE 23 ZN320 
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FIGURE 24A 

A (c12 ;2p,ot) reaction. The alpha is heavier than normal because it is 

diving steeply. However, through the ~croscope, horizontal alphas and 

protons in E-1 emulsion are almost as easily distinguished. 

FIGURE 24B 

This five-prong star from cl2 appears to be an incomplete double-disinte

gration, i.e., an impact disintegration of the incident nucleus and of 

the target nucleus. The impact disintegration origin for the star is 

given credence by the upper pair of alphas, which appears to have come 

from Be8 in the ground state (See Chapter V). 
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FIGURE 25A 

A (c13,oc:) reaction, probably from silver or bromine target nucleus. 

Lighter target nuclei are less likely to give back~rd prongs be

cause of the forward momentum from the entering cl3; a light pro-

duct nucleus should give a longer track. The emulsion in this photo-

graph, as in Figs. 25B, 26A and 26B, is an· insensitive 50 micron E-1, 

of 'N'hich only one plate was read. 

FIGURE 25B 

13 . A five-prong star from C • The second from the bottom prong is the 

product nucleus. There are three alphas and one proton. The proton 

left almost no track in this insensitive emulsion at its beginning, 

although it was only about 600 microns long (about 10 Mev). The 

proton track was not noticed in making the mosaic. The cl3 ion under-

went an elastic collision before it hit the nucleus which produced 

the evento Notice the dense ionization at the star. This frequently 

occurs and sometimes makes it difficult to be certain as to whether 

another prong is present. 
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FIGURE 26A. 

A cl3 reaction with a heavy nucleus in the emulsion. The two long tracks 

are protons of approximately 6.2 and 7.5 Mev. The short track between 

them may be either an alpha or a proton. The emulsion is a 50 micron E-1 

that perhaps had been desensitized. 

FIGURE 26B 

An (ot,2p) evaporation from a compound nucleus formed by c13 with probably 

silver or bromine. 
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FIGURE 26 ZN323 
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FIGURE 27 

A seven-prong star produced by cl2 in 100 micron E-1 emulsion. The pre-

sence of the seventh prong is easily seen under the microscope and is 

indicated in the sequence of pictures at the right, taken at different 

depths. The four identifiable prongs are alphas. For comparison, the 

track of a cl2 that was stopped by electron collisions, without an in-

elastic nuclear event, is shown at the left. On the average, only about 

one track out of 1600 produces an inelastic nuclear event. The short 

tracks on the emulsion surface are quite surely from cl2(2 +) ions that 

came from the gap between the dees or were scattered down the deflector 

channelo They do not have one-ninth the energy of the c12 (6+) which 

they should have if they followed the same trajectory to the plateo As 

simple calculation shows, c2-r are over-deflected in the deflector 

electric field and, hence, cannot come out the channel unless they are 

scat teredo 
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CHAPTER IV 

SPECIAL REACTIONS 

In this chapter will be considered a few special reactions other 

than stripping and impact disintegration, which will be discussed in 

Chapter V,.and. fission of bismuth, discussed in Chapter VI. 

A question which naturallY arises is: Can we expect to find particles 

heavier than alphas emitted in any of the carbon bombardment reactions? 

Such a particle might appear as the result of any of several different 

types of processes (for the moment, fission ot the heavier components 

of the emulsion is excluded): 

(1) As a residue from the nearly complete break-up of the incident 

carbon and light target nucleus; 

(2) As an evaporated particle from a compound nucleus; 

(3) Directly knocked out, or as a spallation fragment~ 

Fortunately, there is a means of identifying in the emulsion same 

of the products just heavier than an alpha. The most probable particle 

from the point of view of penetrating the Coulomb barrier is lithium .. 

~6 and Ii7, which are stable, would be hard to recognize except that 

their trace should be (3/2)2 as heavy as that of an alphao However, 

Lig and Li9 could easily be identified by the fact that at the end of 

their tracks would appear a "ha.rnmertt from a pair of nearly equal and 

opposite alphas. Li9 is a so-called "delayed neutron emitter48 in that 

4So Wo Le Gardner, ·N., Knable, and B. Jo Moyer, Phys., Rev .. , ~' 
1054 (1951) .. 
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it decays by ~-emission Hith a half-life of 0,.168 seeond;;:; ·~:,_., ::m excited 

state of Be9 -vrhich :immediately gives off a neutron, becoming Bei3~ v:Jhich 

breaks up into the tHo alphas of the nha.mmer 11 • 1:i.. 8 proceeds more directly 

to the same end by emitting a ~-(half-life,, Oo88 seconds), thus falling 
rJ. 

to one of three excited states of Be0
- at 13, 10, or 3 .. 0 Hev.. These 

(1.~~ .. 

states are highly unstable, the Be0 breaking into two alphas in about 

lQ-21 seconds., Decay of Li8 to the grm~d state of. Be8, ·which also is 

unstable to breaking up into two alphas, but whi·ch ha . .s a longer life 

(perhaps of the order of lo-16 seconds), is; forbiddeJ?-o 

Two other detectable particles which are possible, but, less p.robable 

because of their higher charge, are B8 and c9 o B8 is the m:iJ:ror of' Li8; 

it gives off a f3+ (half-life, 0.65 ±. 0.,1 second)49, decaying to e.n 

excited state of Be8 as did u8., c9, the rnirror nuc.leus o.f Li9 might 

be expected to be a flldelayed proton emitterti, 49 de,caying by ~+to ari. 

excited state ·~f B9 which vTould be unstable enough ·to emit a prot.onl' 

thus becoming BeSo 
h; 

All these reactions vJould be recognizable by t.he i'act tha·t the 

parent particle v!Ould have come to rest before ;the (3 was emitted. which 

permitted further decay to Be8 o The latter ivould then be recognized 

by the t1hammer tracku· it makes t\vO equal and opposite a:lpha" prongs; 

of energy equal to that of the state of Be8 involvedo Tnere might be 

a slight deviation from collfueat'iltf' ~nd~·Irom equality :i.n. range .i.~ the 

Be8 breaks up before completi~g its recoil from the bet.a emission~ or· 11 

in the case of: L:i9 and c9, from neutron and proton emissiono In all ~aBes 

49. L. We Alvarez, Phys. Rev.~' 519 (1950). 
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except possibly Li9 and c9 the energy of the alphas would correspond to 

the J.O Mev or higher excited state of Be8
G With Li9 and c9 it seems 

possible that the decay could be to the ground state of Be8, in which 

case the hammer would correspond to 0.1 Mev disintegration energy and, 

consequently, each alpha track "'vould be less than one micron lange 

Be8 hammers, almost entirely ascribable to Id8 because of its low 

charge, have been observed in photographic emul$ion under many different 

types of bombardment. Franzinetti and Payne50 found 28 such events in 

cosmic ray stars from direct hits or from mesons and neutronso Of the 
' 

28, 13 seemed to be c12+ n~Li8+ ot+ p. Adelman and Jones51 found 

11 Be8 hammers in a study of 3000 negative pions from the 184-inch 

Cyclotron. Titterton52 in 5000 s~s from neutrons of about 170 Mev, 

found 21 hammer tracks. In only two of the 21 ~ases was B8 the 

possible origin; one case seemed definitely to be from B8o Titterton,52 

in research still under way Hith 170 Mev protons on emulsion, is finding 

approximately the same proportion of hammerso J. Ke Bowker, continuing 

the work of E. Gardner on 300 Mev alphas at the University of California 

Radiation laboratory, has found three hammers in about 1000 events 

(unpublished). In addition to-these emulsion studies, Wright5.3 has 

found Li8 from ionization chamber bombardment of carbon, nitrogen, neon, 

50. c. Franzinetti and R. M. Payne, Nature 161, 7.35 (1948) & 

51. F. L., Adelman and S. B. Jones, Science lll, 226 {1950) 0 

52. E. w. Titterton, Phil. Mag. !J6., 113 (195l)o 

5.3. s. c. Wright, Phys. Rev. J:l, 838 (1950); 
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argon, la:'ypton and xenon in gaseous form Hith 340 Mev prctor:u::· a.nd 190 

Nev deuterons., 
¢: . 

The ·Hide variety of conditions under lvh::i.ch the Be0 hammer. track:;; 

have been found twuld lead one tmcri tically to expect them i':r·o;n carbon ion 

bombardment since the excitation from carbon ions ·can be nearly comparable 

to that in some of the cases cited above., However~ in the 865 c12. sta.:::s 

and the W7 cD stars examined, there Here no 11han:nner t:r'acks 0 ., . There 

"Has only one possible case and it Has finally classified as probably the 

chance orientation of a three-prong star from a natural radioactive 

nucleus in the emulsion in such a manner th~ the end of:' one prong 

touched near the beginning of a short-range carbon!! and the other "tHo 

prongs t-Jere nearly, but not quite, opposlte each other and not, quite 

of the same length., It could have been an error to exclude this casell 

but the conclusion \wuld be unchanged that- L:i8 is of a lovrer order of 

probability than in the other cases cited., The reason was not hard to 

find. In most of the. cases cite<i above the LiB was le.ft as a residue 

from highlyexcited light nuclei which had evaporated alphas)) protons 

and neutronso ·Titterton discusses the possible reactions that agree 1dth 

the stars he founde In each case carbon, nitrogen or oxygen was the 

target nucleuso · W'rigb.t also ascribes his LiS from t;he ligh·t tro.'·get 

elements, carbon, nitrogen and neon to being a resi.dueo The difference 

in using carbon as a bombarding particle is. that all. the compound. nuclei 

that can be formed are considerably heavier than 1...11 the cases above" They· 

would have to evaporate a larger number of particles in orde!.'' ·~;c, leave 

Li $ o This fact~ plus the ·lm.;er excitation beca:u.se of :inability to get 
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. more than iibont hi:J.lf its energy into excitation of a light nucleus, cut 

, '·the tthammers" to the vanishing point. There are a number of stars in 

the· ·emulsion (mostly six-prong) 1.rhere there seems to have been a break-:-up 

of. both the 'projected and target nuclei, but the break-up occurred along 

alpha-particle lines. As far as the necessary energy is. concerned, 

Wright obtained ·excitation functions which show, for instance, that for 

6Q.JI1ev deuterons on carbon, the cross.section is only about 5 x Io-4 

barns. This would be about one-thousandth the total cross section for 

star production by· carbon particles. At 200 Mev it ·is nearly three times 

as large. 

Another possibility for L18 to appear is as a directly evaporated 

particle from a compound nucleus1 not as a residue. The Coulomb barriers 

are too high; and the excitation too low from carbon ions to expect ·such 

an occurrence.- Wright found a much lower yield of J..i8 from argon, 

lcrypton, xenon indicating a different mechanism from that present in 

the case of the lighter elements. He 1.ras able to get the correct order 

of magnitude using an evaporation model~ 

The production by a spallation process or direct knock-on has been 

postuiated in high energy bombardment by light particles; such a process 

is most improbable; however, from carbon on heavy nuclei., l4arquez and. 

Perlman,54 in bombardmentof tin with 350 Mev protons and alpha particles, 

found iodine activities. To obtain these activities,·more charge must: 

have been:O ihtfoduced into the target than \.J'B.S carried by th'e bombarding 

particle. They thought the most probable mechanism 1vas by secondary 

54. L .. Marquez and I. Perlman, Phys. Rev. 81, 953 (1951)., 
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bombardment with lithium nuclei of masses 6, 7,8 knocked out by the primary 

particle. They could not reconcile the lithium emission with evaporation, 

and so concluded the lithium lVB.S knocked \out at high velocity, directly 

or by spallatione The threshold for. the production of iodine seemed to 

be at about 50 Mev for both protons and alphas, but the yield was very 

low there; even at 340 Mev it was not higher than 5.x lo-5 barns. They 

also found that beryllium nuclei may come from reactions. produced by.335 

Mev protons on a variety of target nucieli.-

Since the subject of delayed particle emitters has come up in 

connection with the identification of certain reaction products heavier 

than an alpha; it is convenient to discuss delayed particle emission a 

little more fUlly at this point. The interest now is in the delayed 

particle itself, not the nuclide left after its emission. Since only 

delayed protons and alphas would be detectable in the emulsion, delayed 
'· 

neutrons will not be mentioned. Alvarez49 has pointed qut that delayed 

proton or alpha emitters should occur on up the Heisenberg valley of 

the nuclides. In cases where the carbon nucleus does form a compound 

nucleus with a light target element we might get some of these. 

An attractive prospect for proton emission is Fl7*. The last 

proton in F17 in the ground state has a binding energy of only 0.6 

Mev.29 Fl7* could be reached in the case of carbon bombardment by the 

following process: 
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(The: 10Nel7 vJOuld be called the delayed proton emitter) • Two delayed 

alpha emitters vrhich might occur from· carbon bombardment are 11Na20 and 

lj-124, by the following processes: 

(1) 

(2) 

+ e 

The improbability of these processes is at once apparent. With an 

incident carbon of 100 Mev,_ say, only about 5o Mev could be put into 

the coinpound nucleus, plus about 15 Mev excitation from mass excess, 

which must suffice to evaporate four particles. The combination of 

three neutrons and one alpha or proton is quite improbable from so light 

a compound nucleus. 

Similar processes with the heavy component of the emulsion, silver 

bromine and iodine, might have a higher probability though it would be 

difficult to predic.t 1-1hich t.Jould be delayed proton and alpha emitters. 

After eliminating a number of cases where .an. alpha or proton could 

have beenknock-ons, there seems to be one reasonably definite case of 

delayed emission,. probably of a proton. It uas an event produced 1;Jy 
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c12 and s~ems to belong to none of the above categorieso The proton.~ 

of 28 microns range, comes off at a sharp angle from the very end of. a 

heav.y steep~ diving track. Besid~s this prong, there is an alpha, and 

another prong heavier than an alpha that looks like the typical product 

nucleus from one of the light components of the emulsiono 

The discussion no't-r returns to heavy particles from nuclear reactions. 

A more ret.Jarding study than looking for the special particles that 

would give a 0 hammer .track• was to look for tracks from any particle with 

a charge definitely greater th~ that of an alpha. 

Care and restraint must be ~xercised in judging the charge or mass 

of a particle by its track, particular~ if there is any dip to the 

track. The shrinkage of the emulsion in thiclm.ess by a factor of about 

2~3 during processing makes non-horizontal tracks appear unduly heavy. 

However, at fairly steep angles, a zigzag appearance of the track can 

usually be seen for a particle as lig..h.t as an alphao Sometimes, to be 

definite about the appearance of a dipping alpha, comparison was made 

with some of the cyclotron alphas in the c12 emulsions "t-rhere one of these 

had been deflected .steep~. 

There vrere many doubtful cases found, from both cl2 and cl.3, where 

there appeared to be· t't-IO prongs heavier than alphas (one such prong is 

near~ ahrays present, from the prodp.ct nucleus). But there vrere a. 

number· of cases where ··the conclusion ·Has inescapable. Among the 865 

c12 . stars there are conservative~ of the order of 20 such stars and ldth 

cl3 the ratio is at least as high. In general, these are not ti-m-prong 

stars; they usuallY have one additional prong. 
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We might tentatively classify such stars into two groups: (1) 

At least •· one particle is as light as carbon, or lighter, as· seen f'rom the 

ranges ·of one or both of the particles heavier than alpha; (2) Shorter 

range, and probably heavier, particles. The· first group is the more 

numerous. It seems surprising that there should be rather frequent 

cases of particles heavier than alphas without some of these leading 

to Beg by way of the chains mentioned earlier. Perhaps the explanation 

may be as folloHs: Since it is improbaple for heavy particles to be 

left by evaporation f'rom a compound nucleus formed in carbon ion 

bombardment, then their origin may be as.cribed to a knocking out of 

one or more particles.f'ram a light target nucleus, leaving a heavy 

particle, without the amalgamation of the carbon nucle·us .and the struck 

nucleus into a compound nucleus ever occurring. . The wave length of the 

carbon ions is short enough to accomplish such_a feat. The particles 

most easily knocked out are alphas and protons, both because they have 

a' Coulomb field to knock on and b.ecause they normally lie farther out 

in the nucleus than do neutronso .Now it. lvill b~ remarked that the nuclides 

leading through decay to Beg require that rather special combinations be 

knocked out of .carbon, nitrogen or ~gen. The knocking out of a single 

alpha or proton or one of each ·t-rill in none of th~se cases lead to a 

nucleus having a delayed emission and, hence, giving a hammer track f'rom 

Bego In only one case ~~11 it lead directly to Beg. This one direct 

case is the knocking out of an alpha from carbon, either as target or 

projectile (impact disintegration of cl2) or, alternatively, the capture 

of an alpha from the carbon nucleus by another nucleus (stripping). 
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When we ·see .later how f'requent these cases are, it 1;rill not seem quite 

so remarkable that we should find heavy fragments of various kinds 

apparently' formed by knocking out an alpha or p~oton~ Rather, we have 

to explain their infrequency. by noting tlat lmock:il;!,g an ~lpha out of _c12 

requires much less of a blow than knocking it out of other nuclei. 

Figure 28 is· a photograph of a star ~o~ith tuo prongs heavier than 

alpha particles. -The incident particle \.faS 012, Which traveled nine 

microns before the event. Since the average total range was; 172 microns., 
J 

the range-energy· curve gives the probable energy at the time· of the 

event as 107•5 Mev. The short track going upward in the picture is an 

alpha \~hieh went out the top of the emulsion B.fter 11 micron:;~. 'It 

looks a little heavier than the normal alpha probably because of extra 

sensitivity at the emulsion surface. It makes an angle 9f 8.3 degrees 

'Wi.th the carbon··track ext-ended. The ~econd particle clockwise, .§,., 

has a range of 4.3.:1 microns and makes an angle of 24 degrees with the 

incident· ~; ·•• ·• Th~ .. third particle, B, has a range of 62.~ microns: and 
' ~.; ··~·i· • 

makes an angl,e of; 47 • .3 degrees. Neither A- nor B is heavier. than elf. 

If both were c12, the sum of their energies would be 102 • .3-Mev and, 

since the alpha had more than .3.1 Mev, the total does not leave enough 

energy for the separation of the alpha _from the nucleus. B~sides, 

consei-vat~on o~ )' -momentun: is not sa~isf~ed u,pless~- the r alpha had 25 

Therefore, th~ collision appears not to have been carbon 
. '•' ~ ~~ 

It ·is not cl2 on c12, since t-re would get Be8 with its .. . ~ 

. ~ . ' .• .;~. 

disintegration into alphas·. But, if the event is cl2 on N14~, all the 
,.:.v.; 

data seem to fit. A. would be cl2 of energy 44.2 .. llfev and B would be· ~0 -

with 43.8 Mev {estimated by interpolation on the range-energy curve). 

To conserve y -momentum, the alpha must have had an energy of 9.0 :tvlev 
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FIGURE 28 

The incident cl2 knocks a.n alpha. (headed upvJard in the photograph) from 

Nl4• leaving it a.s BlO (bottom track). The c12 was not disintegrated 

(middle track) despite the low binding energy of the alpha. in it. 
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(range of 57 microns). This gives a perfect fit also for conservation of x-momen

tumo The total prong energy is 97.0 Hev, leaving 10.5 Hev for separation energy. 

Hornyak, 'Lauritsen, Morrison and Fowler29 give 11.7 Hev for the proper ·value. The 

c12 struck the N14 a little above center and to the lefto It is odd that the c12 

was not the particle which was broken upo 

The· ·second class of stars with two prongs heavier than alphas· has prongs short 

enough that they might be heavier than carbon. The only possibilities are from 

silver, bromine and iodine of the emulsion, and the reaction apparently is one of 

fission of the compound nucleus. Because the effect may well be related to another 

effect, that of,the closed shell structure of the nucleus, the latter will be 

mentioned first.; 

Silver nuclei bombarded with c12 or c13 ions give quite impressive visual evi

dence for the location of the compound nucleus with respect to the 50-proton 

closed shell of the nucleuso The initial reactions with c12 are: 

and. 

47Agl07 + 6c12 ~ 53rll9 

47Agl09 + 6cl2 ~ 53Il210 

The 50-proton closed shell is reached by evaporation of an alpha and a proton 

from the compound nucleus. The cases where such events occurred are quite com

mon and are distinguished by the great length of the proton and alpha· tracks, 

often in the back hemisphere. The identification is rather clear that they came 

from a heavy nucleus from the appearance of the product nucleus -track - short, 

and often with spurs and large angle deflections from nuclear collisions, as 

expected from a heavy particle. 

In the case of bromine bombarded by cl2 or c13 the compound nucleus formed 

is Nb. It can fall into the 50-neutron closed shell by evaporating one or more 
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neutrons, depending on the isotope involved. This reaction would not be seen 

in the photographic emulsion. However, the strong binding against removal of 

another neutron might dispose the ~ucleus toward charged particle emission, 

such as proton emission or fission. 

The heavy tracks giving evidence for a fission type reaction in silver 

or bromine from carbon bombardment are not as unmistakable as the long 

range 'alphas and protons which give evidence for shell structure. In the 

first place, short tracks give poor evidence as to the mass of the particle, 

except in an insensitive emulsion such as D-1. In the second place, since 

the product nucleus from silver or bromine would be heavy, there will often 

be nuclear collisions in stopping and a fair percentage of the time these 

will be with carbon, nitrogen, oxygen or even heavier nuclei. A consequent 

appearance of forking of the product nucleus occurs in a large percentage 

of the silver and bromine stars. However, since there is apparently no 

reason for a fission reaction to be delayed, we can at once disregard all 

cases where an apparent splitting is separated from the star itself. This 

still leaves a few cases where two heavy particles come from a star, both 

from two-prong stars and from those with another particle, such as an alpha 

or proton. 
D . 

A survey was made of the C plates'to estimate the number of stars 

having two prongs heavy enough to indicate fission of the silver of 

bromine target nucleus. The c13 .plates were used because most of them 
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are of D-1 emulsion, t-lhich ·records better than E-1 the difference beti~een 

carbon and-a heavier particle. Six quite certain cases were found from 
• ·I •. 

a 'total of 1114 stars. Others are possible but, from the ,length of the 

prongs, might be cases simila.;t" to that shown. in Fig. 28, v'1here carbon hit 

one of the lighter components of the, emulsion.· 

There is no probability of confusing the fission of bromine or 

silver lJi th that of bismuth since the angle betHeEm the prongs. is IJJ.Uch 

larger in thelatter case. R~iither, one must be sure that the collision 

could not be elastic, say Cl3 on cl2, since the angle be tHe Em p~ongs ma:y 

be near 90 degrees. The length of the prongs rules out an elastic 

collision, as does the density of the tracks. 

Three of the stars considered to be fission had only tvo emergent 

particles., In two cases these were nearly symmetric, and. in one case, 

ql,lj.te ~symmetric. The other tJ:1ree stars included a proton or alpha as 
l 

well as tvJO heaily partic~es. A remarkable feature 1;ras that the alpha or 

pl:"6ton (identification not certain) vias of short range, of the order of 

20 micronS for the tlvO ending in the emulsion, ~1hile the third,' whicl;,i 

left'the emulsion, appeared to be of comparable length •. 

TI1e effect that the strong binding at the closed nuclear shells; 

might have in inducing tission is,not hard tosee. The closed shell 

gives the possibility of energy release greateJ? than could ordinarily be 

If tl}e short range particles· observed 1v:ere from transitions to 
.T' "-"' : • '; • 

a ~los~¢! shell with lovrer energy release than e:x:p~cted on the average, 

then the remaining excitation \.JOuld be particularly high. 

The possibility of fission of Br or Ag is not entirely unexpected. 
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Batzel and Seaborg55 found good evidence for a fission type process from 

340 Mev proton bombardment of copper, bromine, silver, tin and bariu,;·;J~ 

38 For instance, Cl from copper bombardment •as found definitely beginning 

at 60 t.o 70 Mev proton energy, well below• the threshold for its production 

by a spallation reaction having no particle heavier than an alpha. Hanges 

of the recoil fragments gave further evidence for the fission reaction. 

The yields are low - about 2 x 10-6 barns for the production of a part

icular nuclide, Na24, from.tin by 200 Mev protons. 

It is known from mass calculations that for nuclides as low as 

A ~ 83 or Z > 42, symmetrical fission ~rould be exothermic. For higher 

A or Z, asymmetric fission becomes exothermio.56 Fission is prevented 

by the potential energy barrier. The threshold for fission is the diff-

erence between the barrier and the energy release from mass differences 

in the case of fissiono For Br + C it is of the order of 40 Mev, for 

Ag~ C, about 30 Mevo 57 For asym~etrical fission the threshold would 

be larger. 

55. R. E. Batzel and G. T. Seaberg, Phys. Rev. 82, 607 (1951). 

56. G. Gamow and C. L. Critchfield, Theory of Atonric Nucleus and Nuclear 
Energy-sources, p~ 147. OXford: The Clarendon Press (1949). 

57. D. Halliday, Introductory Nuclear Physics, p. 41.5. ,Tohn Wiley and 
·sons, New York (1950) o 
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CHAPTER V 

IMPACT DISnT'l'EGRATION AND STRIPPING OF CARBON NUClEI 

A. EXPER.Jl.'IENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

The phenomenon of impact disintegration of the c12 nucleus and the 

closely related stripping and capture of an alpha particle from cl2 

stand out strikingly. If an observer, unaware of.the identity of the 

bombarding particle, vieHed several hundred stars from incident cl2 

nuclei, he vrould arrive at the firm inference that the bombarding nucleus 

was composed of alpha particles and that the number of these alphas was 

three. Further, he would see the three-alpha nucleus frequently disinte

grate into one alpha plus a closely correlated pair of alphas, the two 

of the pair having nearly the same range and only a small angu'lar 

divergence (sometimes as low as 2 or 3 degrees). In m~ other cases, 

where the separation of the pair of alphas was more violent, a correla

tion could still be seen. Often, though not invariably, the collision 

that broke up the bombarding nucleus was so light as to barely produce 

a knock-on track. Sometimes it was rather a hard collision. Both the 

light and hard collisions seemed sometimes to produce only two alphas 

which, in the case of the gentle collision, went flying by as a pair, 

little deviated. It was apparent that, if a single bombarding particle 

had been used, these cases must represent the stripping off and capture of 

the third alpha. ~1is process seemed not much more infrequent than the 

three-alpha process. 

This is the general nature of the visual evidence. Knowing that 



cl2 nuclei were the bombarding particle.s, ·,one can soon establ:.:Bh tlle true 

nat1.u-e of the processes. and identify the pair of 

stripping, or the correlated pair in the case of impact disi.tJ.tegrat.ion, 

8 as Be , , .e·i ther · in t~e ground s-tate or in on.e of several eJccited s.tates. 

The. verification and the details. of its occurrence need only be put into 

analytical, t~rms~. ·Fortunately, there are enoug..~ cases that an analys.i.s can 

ascertain s·o~e of. the more pertinent details concerill,.:n,g the process·: 

(1) ·Hhether ·it is a lou or high velocity process, (2) -v1hether it can be 
\ 

produced by the.· CoUlomb field. (true electro-dis:tnteg:L"ation) or requires 

the high forces . found only inside the nucleus, (.3) 1..rhether or not it · 

can occur ydth q73 bombard.tit.ent (it can), (L,,) nhether the target nuelei 

need be .heavy. or light, and (5) Hhether the energy may be partitioned 

in nnusual vmys . .,1 An· ana.I.ysis is made easier by the fact that impact 
' : . . . . 

disintegration and stripping have beGn rather extensively analyzed in the 
. . . " ' ... . . . 

l~terature, particularly for the case of the deuteron. However, much 
. ' 

of the analysis; is applicable :J!llY to conditions not e.r~sting in the 

nresent case ... c A:lso in the literature is a. considerable amount of research 
A. . . . : . ' 

011 tJ;le structure of the. carbon nucleus ru1d. on the photod;!.sintegration of 
' I . . .. 

c12.. Mention will be· made of the theory of im.pa.ct disintegration and 
~· ' . 

stripping after the e:<cperimental evidence from the pl"'esent study has been 

pr~sented~ 

First, let us look briefly at; the· structure of the 012: nucleus and. 

of·Be8~ After thepropbsal .about 19.36 of the statistical modele of 

the nucleus as a liquid drop or s.s a degenerate Fermi gas:~, ·f.;hE; .;:;,ld 

alpha-particle model of the nucleus t-Jas abandoned. It. had postulated 
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the permanent existence of· the alpha-particles in the nucleus, with the 

alphas interacting iii accord vrith potential functions between them, and· 

with the forces additive when several alphas were present. ·However, 

the alpha particle concept in connection with certain nuclei, especially 

those that are multiples of an alpha particle., was too much in accord 

with the-behavior of these nuclei to be abandoned completely. J. A. 

·Wheeler58 in 1937-rephrased it in the form that· is used today- that alpha 

particle structures arid groupings of such structures form and _reform in 

the nucleus~ e:r..isting on the average for periods long relative to the 

oscillation·and rotation per:i,ods of these groups before rearrangement 

occurs . .- The alpha structure determines the binding energies and imposes~ 

certain restrictions on the en~rgy levels and properties of the nucleus 

which are_observable. In 1938 Hafstad and Teller59 extended the model 

to include nuclides with one nucleon above or below the multiple of an 

alpha· particle. Their description-applies, for instance, to Be9 and to 

cl3 ~ In cl3 the e~ra neutron can interact with only one alpha particle 

at a time. See ·Galnow and Critchfield (Ref. 56, pp 102-106) and 

R. Ro Haefner60 for a, survey of the alpha particle model. In cl2 the 
. . 

alpha particie model is an equilateral triangle with three bonds, and a 

58. J. A. lfueeler, P.hys. Rev., jg, 1083 and 1107 (1937). 

59. Lo R,. Hafstad and E. Teller, Phys •. Rev. 2ft, 681 (1938). 

60. R. R. Haefner, Rev.. Hod. Phys. 6l, 228 (1951). 
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binding of 2c.59: milli":"'mass:..units per bonct.. In Be8 .the model :Ls 9, 

0dumbbell"'~ with a single bond. From the considerations above, ·;,re see 

the factors favoring. :the disint.egra:l:.ion of. the carbon nucleus into 

alphas ~·the alpha particles already .in existence,. the lm-1 binding energy 

fordisintegration, and i'urtf.er,·a'bombardment velocity corr,esponcling to 

a de Broglle \Jav.e length shor~ enough ·t.hat the interaction can be localized 

approximately on a si:n.g1.c:; alpha. The energy level. diaf,'TaiUS given by 

·Hornyak et a129 shov.T the d:i.sintegration possibilities for c12 and cl3. ·. 

c12 can be broken up into Be8 in the ground state _plus an alpha Hith a 

minimum enercy require.d of 7,39 Nevo Be8 then spontaneously breaks up 

into two alphas in a time estimated to be shorter than lo-15 sec., 'tdth 
rJ. 

a separation energyof' about Oo95 Hev. The louest excited state of' Be0 

that might be formed is at 2 .• 9 Jv1ev, 'l.vith a \-Jidth of 0~9 l1ev and a 

correspondingly short life of about lo-21 seconds before disintegrating 

into tHo alphas o. Because of the- spacing bet,.;een the groimd state and 

first excited state, there will be little difficulty in recognizing ground 

state reactions in emulsions once the calculations for a feu cases 

have been r:un through., lie notice further that, although an alpha can 

quite easily be knocked out of cl2:, such is not the case with a proton, 

neutron or deuteron,· which require respectively a minimum. energy of 15.96, 

18i.68, and 25.20 Mevo Collisions of' cl2: vtith hydrogen in the enru.lsion at 

the velocities present in this eJ~eriment defiP~tely cannot produce 

di~integr<;J.tion, either by impact or by a reaction f'rom the compound 

nucleuse The Coulomb barrier certainly is too lm,r to deliver the neces--

sary ?lo\'11'. The inte::cior nuclear forces can deliver a sharper blOi·T but, 
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even if. the' proton velocity in the center of mass system were reversed 

by a head~qn blow, the ener~r trm1sferred to an alpha particle in the 

nucleus would be too low to lmoclc it out. Reactions from the compound 

nucleus to give three alphas, such as48 cl2(p,n)~, folloHed by 

Nlz: a.+ c.12~ "' s ( + ~ _____ ,.._;;;..~+Be , have too high a threshold 20.0 _ 0.1 

Mev proton in the case cited). The case cl2(p,CC.)B9, with B9~2o( +p 

h~s not been observedo 

In the case of disintegration of cD, a minimum of 12.26 Mev is· 

reqUired to form Be8 + n + 0(. • The probable processes and the evidence 

regarding disintegration of c13 vrill be discussed later in this chapter. 

Because of the extra energy required to disintegrate cl3 in comparison 

with c12 .and the decrease in probability 'Hith the amount of energy that 

must be transferred, especially if the transfer is to be made by the 

Coulomb field, He expect that if cl3 is disintegrated at all it will 

be a milch loHer. order process than for cl-2 .. 
The photodisintegration studies of cl2 supply an excellent back;ground 

of information on the disintegration process, although the photodisintegra-

tion process cannot be extended to the present case, as will be shown 

latero . Wilkins, Goward and co-l..rorkers61,62,63 in Eng~and have irradiated 

emulsions with bremsstrahlung of energy principally from 23. to 25.5 N(3v~. 

61. F. K. Gmiard, V. L. Telegdi and J ~ J o Wilkiris, Proc. Phys. 
~oc.,; .London A63, 402 (1950). 

J. J o Wilkins and F. Ko Goward, Proc o Phys. Soc o, London, .. 
A63, 1173 (1950)o 

J;; Jo ~lilkins and F. Ko GoHard, Proco ~hys .. Soc., ·London, 
Mlz,,.20l (1951). 
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Up to February, 195·1', ·600 stars from photodisintegration of ·c··'··~:. h~d been 

stud;l.ed •. They tihd that in about .10 Bercent of the cases the procCSf.i 

uent by' the ground state of :Be8 and, in the remaining c~tses, the 3 Me·F. 

excited ievel of"·Be8 was predominanto (Noticethat. the Ca;t'bon breaks 

into an alpha and Be8 ' not directly. into three alphas~ The; reason 

apparently is the improbability of a three-body process .. ) The ground 

state Be8 stars form §'I.·J;w.ckground at all ene~gies above the threshold,· 

but the BeS* stars show a shm::p rise beginning at a photoJ,J.~ energy of 

about 11.4 Mev, to a maximum at,about 19 Mev, folloHed by an abrupt fall 

and a gradual ;re-increase. The Jz.rge dip in the reaction seems ascribable 

to the incidence of ( 3",n) and ( 'f ,p) reactions. The peak cr·oss;-section 

for the re~ction is approximately 4.4 x lo-4 barns and might be re-

evaluated to not mo~e than twice this vaxae. 

Telegdi and Ve;de64 have studied the reaction with gamma rays of 

about{l8 Mev and, disci.ls~ed the results in the light of the alpha 

particle mbdelo Mor:e r~cently;: Eder and Telegcli 65 have used brems

strahlung with a spectrum up to J2·Mev for photodisintegration of c12 

in emulsion. 
. . ' . . ; 

They verify the ratio of' 10 percent ground state to 90 

percent excited stat,e of Be8 ' and they find the same abrupt dip and re

increase. :They .find that the ground state Be8 stars do not experience 

the dip:'b¥t they have a monotonely increasing cross section with energy. 
' ':.~ • " ~- • • y .. -~: '. 

. In order to analyze the disintegration of c12 by impact, it for-

tunately is not necessary to Jmov1 1-1hat nucleus Has struck.· If the 

64~ V. L.; Telegdi and l'K Verde, Helv. Phys.r Acta. 22/380 (1949). 

65. M. Eder and V. L. Telegdi, Helv., Physo A~ta ~' 55 (1952). 
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full length of the three alphas can be observed, all the important 

details <Jf the event can be determined. From the range of each alpha, 

its initial energy in the laboratory system can be found. From the 

initial dip and azimuth of the alpha and the energy, the x, y and z 

components of momentum are obtained~ The motion of t~e center of mass 

of the three alphas 9an then be determined . and the energy and momentum 

of each with respect to this center of mass. The sum of these energies 

relative to the center of mass of the three alphas plus 7.39 Mev ror 

disintegration into Be8 and an alpha, minus 0..09 Mev for the energy 

release on the break or Be8, gives the energy delivered to the cl2 in 

the impact .. Also, the angle·between each pair of, alphas in this center 

of mass system can be round from cos &ij = ~ -+-
p cc. i/CM •, p oc j/CM where 

I p c( i/CM I[ p "'-j/CMI 

P ~i/CM is the momentum of the ith alpha with respect to the center or 

mass of the three alphas. To test if any pair or alphas came from Be8 

we can make the assumption that it did and find the disintegration energy 

of the pair of alphas with respect to the parent Be8 nucleus.61 The 

diagram showing the situation in the center of mass system of the 

three alphas is as follows: 



Cenfer
of Mqss of 
-the 3 oC ~ 

I£ we denote the separation energy of o(i and O(.j with respect to tll.e ·,. 

BeS nucleus as 

and put the triarigle ·relationship in terms of energyr; we getg 

All the quantities on the right hand side have been measured9• ··permitting 

calculating of' the Be8 disintegration energy f~r each pair of'.alphas, 

assuming it had its origin as Be8o Naturally, the result must be meaning-

leSs for two out of the three pairs. In the case of bombro"'d.ment by 

carbon"nuclei, sametfmes three alphas will be evaporated by a campottnd 

nucleus, 'in which case all three separation energi.es are without meaning., 

The calcUlation can be used, however~ to identifY two alphas coming from 
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Be8 in the ground state and, with enough carbon disintegrations, the higher 

states could also be recognized rather clear~. 

To establish 't..rhether the high percentage of alphas and the non-random 

distribution in their grouping per star (discus.sed in Chapter III) came 

from the impact disintegration of cl2 into an alpha plus Be8, the 

analysis indicated above was carried out for stars produced by cl2 bam

bardmento Every star was analyzed where there were three alphas ending in 

the emulsion and no other prong except the product or knock-on nucleus. 

The calculated data pertaining.tg Be8 are tabulated in Table 5ole In each 

case the Be8 pair is starred if it is believed to exist. Sometimes the 

symmetry of the diagram in the center of mass system of the three alphas 

'tvas an .. aid in showing which was probably the proper pair in the case of 

excited Be8• The ~ccuracy in the calculations in some places is not of· 

a high order for the following reasons: 

(1) A measurement of angle is difficult, particular~ between alphas 

from Be8 in the ground.state •. In.such cases the tangent of the angle was 

measured using a reticule and hair-line but, even so, the proper setting-· 

was a guess. To some extent the difficulty was enhanced by an appearance 

that the two alphas diverged from a point some distance out from the staro 

When tha·t was the case, the most probable separation point had to be 

guessedo 

(2) ~' a small quantity in many cases, is calculated· from the 

difference between large quantitieso 

(3) ·Where some of the prongs dived rather steeply, an error is to 

be expected from the use·of·an emulSion shrinkage factor of 2o0 rather 



TABLE 5.1 

DATA REGARDING Beg FROM c12 DISINTEGRATION 

Sta.r I'. EO{, • ~ EJJ(. • Separation Energies {Mev) Upper limit of Be8 travel pomments 
No. (, (, aasumin Be8 origin · before disintegration 

rel. 110 rel. to 
Ei2/Be8 ~i3/Be8 E23/Be8 (assuming there was travel) 

lab(Mev ;GM3~ 8 s 

(Mev) A. Best ~. t = d/V 
estimate Extreme (sec x 1013) 
~.oc. (p) 

~ J 
(p) tA tB 

l 105.9 0.567 0.154* 0.264 0.432 dl2= 3 5.0 0.74 L23 Fig. 32 
2 69.9 12.80 9.78 9.32 0.102* d2:3:: 7 8.0 2.69 3.08 
3 69.3 2.34 L84 L49 Oel83* d23= 3 4.0 0.85 Ll4 
4 65.5 9.52 2.53 2.42 9.50* d23= t. LO 0.17 0.34 Note d23. 
5 34.4 2.13 0.126* L90 L16 d12:;; 1 1.·5 0~1../.. 0.65 
6 17.9 11.3 2.44. 10.22 4.31 0 o.o ~ = I.D.? 
7 28.4 16.79 6.81 1L21 7.16 0 o.o = - I.D.? 
8 55.7 5.22 0.344* 2.90 4.58 dl2~ l~ L5 0.48 0.48 
9 72.9 7.40 0.072* 5.'05 5.97 d12:: 2 3.0 0.56 o.84 

10 74.0 65.20 21c35 11..1.06 5.37* d23= o 0 0 ~ 
., 

11 48.8 0.533 0~423 0.243* 0.133 013:: 4 5.0 1.42 1.77 ·~ 
,12 74.0 30.76 0.265* 23.55 22.31 d12= 3 4.0 0.74 0.99 
1.3 17.6 3.86 2.58 3ol6 0.046i~ d23= t 1.0 0.17 0.68 
14 8L6 37.5 0.149* 26.97 ' 29.17 dl2:: 3i 5.0 0.84 L20 
15 36.1 16.8 7.47 10.29* 7.46 0 o.o = -
16 12.16 5.89 0.679* 4.07 4.09 012:: 0 0.5 o.oo 0.33 . -

' 
17 36.5 22.3. 0.048* 17.4 15.9 d12:::; 4 6.0 L74 2.61 Fig. 35 
18 22.1 5.,36 2.69 4.62 0.726* d23:: o 0.5 o.oo 0.27 
19 38.6 3.02 2.33 2.12 0.090* . d23= 4 7.0 1.87 3.28 
20 41.5 15.7 8.,88 10.22 4.39* d23= 1 1.0 0.;42 0.42 Note d23. 
;n 55.7 17.8 0.114* 14.50 12.07 ulz::::; 1t 5.0 0.46 L53 
22 66.3 30.4 2.75* 27.60 15.2 0 o.o = = 

23 12.38 7.85 4.88 6.41 0.491* d23= o 0.5 o.oo 0.40 
24 52.3 1.36 0.083* 1.10 0.85 d12= 4 5.0 1.26 1.57 
25 45.1 2L9 1.77 1L8 19.2 dl2= 0 2.0 - = I.D.? 
26 79.4 14.26 0.052* 11.09 10.25 012= 1 .3.0 0.24 0.73 
27 20.87 9.75 0.125* 7.57 6.92 dl2:: 0 LO o.oo 0.57 
28 61.2 . 17.9 4.,82* 11.50 10.60 dl2= 0 0.5 o.oo 0.19 
29 58.2 25.62 9~'45 25.03 3.95 0 o.o = = I.D.? 
30 43.2 27.92 10b41 .. 14.91 16.56 0 o.o ~ = I.D.? 
31 78.1 8o32 0.829- 5o97 5.68 Cl12:;: 0 LO = = I.D.? 
32 3L46 9.73 5.o 76., 3.~4* 5.58 0 o.o - = 

33 10.60 1.63 Oo874' .. L47 .. 0.096* d13~ li 2.5 0.98 1.63 
34 26.44 5.14 0.206* 3.14 4.36 d12= 3 5.0 1.22 2.03 
35 39 .. 3 16.44 L95 12.86 9.84 d12= o .o. 5 - ~ I.D.? 
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than the better value of 2.3. 

Nevertheless, the data substantiates the visual evidence for impact 

disintegration and, in particular, for the existence of the ground state. 

Wherever the ground state could be distinguished visually without reserva-

tion, the analysis confirmed the assignment. Hence, both to establish the 

existence of gr~un~ state Be8 in the cas~ of stripping and to get 

additional data for a spectrum of the disintegration energie~.' the 

evident cases were analyzed from stripping and from stars tvhere the third 

alpha went out of the emulsion. The data are in Table 5.2. The disinte

gration energies are grouped together to give the spectrum sh6wn in Fig.· 29 

for the region below 1.0 ·Mev disintegration E!lnergy •. The mean value is 

E* = 0.092 Mev:· for the arbitrary group of 29 taken by· excluding those 

above O.l54.Mev. (In Fig,. 29Jby error, a val~e of Q.l34.:was plotted for 

star No ... 11 of Table 5 .. 1, when. the v~sual evidence is that th~ B€.8 pair 

of alphas was the pair which ·had a disintegration energy of·0.243 Mev). 

The average value of 0.092 Mev is, to some extent accidental~, in excellent 

agreement with .. thebes~ values giyen for "the disintegra~ion ~p.ergy of Be8 
' . ' . . •. . . ·~ . ' ' 

in the ground state. Hemmendinger66 got the value 0.103 j: 0.010 Mev-, and 

Tollestrup, Fmvler and·La.~·~~se~6?-the Yal~~:O~Q:89 ;t 0.005 Mev. These 

values are in enough agreement with ~ath ·_ rit:her that it i's doubtful if a 
'• • f ~ :. 

better value could be obtained in' the pr'es~nt case even from careful re-

measurements and the setting up of qriteria for acceptance. The main 

66. .A Hemmendinger, Phys. Rev. ~' 806 (1948) and revision, 
Phys. Rev. ]2, 1267 (1949). 

67: A: V ~ Tollestrup, W. A. Fovrler and G. G. 'Lauritsen, 
Phys. Rev. 1.§., 428 (1949). 
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TABLE 5o2 

DATA REGARDING GROUND-STATE Be8 FROM STRIPPIN:G·OF c.12 AND FROM IMPACT DISINTEGRATION 

WITH THIRD ALPHA LEAVING THE EMULSION. 
_, 

Star Eae8/lab Disintegration Upper limit of Be8 travel .before dis- . Comments 
No. (Mev) Energy- E*(Mev) integration (assuming there was travel) 

A. Best IBo 't. - d(v 
estimate!Extreme (sec x lol3) 

-- d (p) (p) . tA tB. 

36 78.5 ~0598 3o0 4o5 .. 0.69 L04 Figo 34 
37 22.7 • '0765 5o0 7o0 . 2 .. 13 2.99 

. 

38 37.2 .• 0908 2.5 3.0· - 0.84. LOO 
39 39.3 .0794 4.0 6.0 L30 L95 
40 . 76.5. .1042 3.0 4.0 0.70 0.93 
41 54.4 .10.24 BoO 10.0 2.21 2.76 Fig. 36 
42. .68.0 .0612 3.5 -5.0 0.86 L24 Fig •. 37 
43 70~3 

.. 
.0952 2.0 3.0 0.49 0.73 

44 46.2 .1186 . . 3.5 .4 .. 0 . 1.05 L20 
45 42~9 .0920 2.0 3.0 6.62 0.93 
46 55.8 .068~ .6.Q 12.0. 1.50 2.99 

. 47 39.9 .0440 3.5 5.0 1.13 L61 
48 50.8 .0948 3.0 7.0 0.,86 2.00 
49 . 25-.3 .· .1102 2.0 3.0 6.81 1.22 
50 27ol .0882 5o0 8.5 1.9~ 3.33 

... 

' .. 
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uncertainty 'Would al'Ways bE? in the angle of divergence between the. tt;ro . 

alphas.. Slightly impro:ved accuracy would come _from analyzing merely the 

BeS pair, as in the case of stripping .• · . There· the .veloci t~- of the . center , 

of mass -of the ·Bes, 'Was found and the momentum and ehergy of.- either alpha 

with_r·espect to thi~. center of mass; this ener.gy, when doubled, . .gives at 

once· the disintegr·ation·_ energy-;~ 

·- The lif'etime of Be~ in -the ground state is known o!icy' very roughly. 

Bethe6S in 1937 calculated its lifetime on-the basis of the syste.matics· 

Qf alpha~radioa.ctivity,~ :using.:various values of the d~si%1-t~gration energy 

(then unknown) and of the effective .radius •. _For 0.10 Mev disintegration 

energy he obtainec;l' a half-life of El:bout 2 x·lo-16 se·c. for R = 2.j5, X lo-13 

em and _about 2.8 x. lo-16. sec for R = 5 x ro-13 em. These values are much 

longer than the lo-21 sec.-half-life of BeS in the 2.9 Mev excited state and 

indicate a narrow energy-level, ·which has:never been' de~ected by scattering. 

Bethe 1sestimate has only recently been questioned as· the result of an 

analysis· b;) Millar and-,:ea.merori69 of the disintegration of· oJ.6- into four 

alphas· by ?'-rays -·up to 26.7 Mev. Of 303 such stars in Ilford _ E-1 

emulsion,· 119 had BaS as an'intermediate product and·27 of these showed a 

measurable displacement· :of the BeS nucleus lvith respect to the other half 

of the ol6 before disintegration of the Bes. · From their measurements they 

assigned· to Be8 in· the ·ground state a half-li:f'e of (5.3 ± 1~1) x lo-14 · 

seconds~ 'After this result ·was announced, tlilkins and ~ttard.70 reviewed 

68. H. A. ~ethe, Rev.,_Mod Phys. ,2;· 69 .(1937)-(p. 167)• 
I , . .,. 

69~ C. H. Millar and A. G. W~ Cameron, Physo Rev. Sl, 316 (1951) •. 
-· 

70. .T-. J ~ Wilkins and F. K. Goward, Proc. Phys. Soc., London, 
~~ 849 (1951). 
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their stars from the photodisintegration of oJ.6. · They found 280 stars with 

Be8 in the ground state~ They made 'a calculation of. the limits of 

r~solution on.the'point Hhere the disintegration occurred, based on the 

Be8 having.about 2.5 Mev ldnetic energy. They conclude that such a definite 

half-life a.s that given by 1lillar and Cameron camiot be obtained. However, 

their analysis indicates that 5 x-1014 sec. can be accepted as an upper 

limit of the half-life. 

1'he impact disintegTat:Lon of carbon in ·the present research gave some 

promise-of shedding light on the· lifetime of Be'S since the displacement or' 
the Be8 in the emulsion .before break-up \'J'ould ·be considerably larger at 

the ldnetic energies occurring here, which·range up toabout 70 Mev., .To 

counterbalance, ·the angular resolution would be poorer • . In some of the 

stars there did·seem to b~ a definite irite~sectiondf the tuo alpha tracks 

beyond the star. Such an appearance coul<i be deceiving since it might be 

due. to small angle scattering. But it nmst be borne in mind that the 

disintegration energy determines a .definite. angle of separation for a given 

ldnetic energy of the Be8, a.hd a late divergence of _the alphas vlould have 

to mean that they 1.-rere scattered to1.·1ards _each other before they were 

finally scattered apart. It might· be hoped tha.t travel as Be8 1.-rould be 

detectable by the ionization den·sity. Since the ionization varies as>Z.2 ~ 

the ionization fr.om Be8 would .be tHice thai:,. from ·tuo ~lph~s .•. However, the 

response.of.the, emulsion could·hard.ly be. expected to be linear _if two 

particles .were close enough to pass through the same crystals •. 

\-lith the attitude that it Hould be virtually impossible to actually 

... > s.et the point of disLJ.tegration, data were taken on the upper limit for 
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that point~ Two distances for each Be8 in the ground state 1-rere recorded; 

(1) .The best estimate of the upper lirnit under the asswnptiott·:tJ:lat the 

Be8 did travel before disintegrating.. This 'Would be the·. distance of the 

solid track before·: it .seemed to show any signs. qf Hidening:~ (2) ·The 

extreme upper limit •.. This- would be the point, often stilLshort~.of 

distinguishable double tracks;:. \-There the track definitely showed a· 

thickening.o The data are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2• The times given by 

the best-estimate of the -upper J.iinit have been.grouped into intervals of 

0.5 x 10~13 ::;ec~· and the:'resulting histogram plotted in Fig •. 30 for the 

36 cases of ground state Be8 that have been analyzed~' Except for a. low .. 

number in the first· time inte~val (which might- be asc;dbed to the fact. 

that the upper limit .was estimated), the plot does seem to g~ve some 

indication of a half-life. of. roughly 6 · x lo-14 seconds,. Th,e .·inadequacy of 

the data :mu.st; .of course, ·be kept in mind.-. .. 
If such a long hal.f'-life is true, it may indicate, as ·.po;inted out 

by S.terns and; McDaniel, 71 that the ground state of Be8 haefJ= 2 
' '· . ·.· ... _.,_. .. , even 

parity:, and that the 3-Mev level has•J = 0,- even.··· 

A better·determination of the half-life·orBe8than-9an·be obtained 

in photographic emulsion shoUld be determinable from cloud ·chamber . 

pictures, providing that turbulence can be el:i.minated an:d thin ionization 

tracks be obtained. In January, 1951, W. M. Powell and K. E •. Relf ~ both 

of-the University ofGalifornia·Ra.diation laboratory, set up·aia.rge 

cloud chamber outside the magnetic field of the cyclotron.. Carbon ions 

were piped to the c::J..oild chamber ·-tl:ll-ough an -iron extension snout oh -the 

71. M. B. Stearns and B. D. McDaniel, Phys. Rev • .§.@:, 450 (1951).· 

.. ':\ .. . ~ ' 
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cyclotron that acted as a ·magne-t?ic shielq.,, .followed by a twelve-foot. orass 

tube. The cloud chamber was filled 'Hith_ argon for the express purpose 

of dete~ting electro-disinte~ation of carbon nuclei. Elastic collis:ions 

were observed but no -inelastic events.. From the cross sections -found in . '·' ' 

emulsion. study, it ·is apparent that an exceedingly large number ,of pictures; 
\ •. > ·,,. I ' • . 

would have to be. made to obtain significant data on carbon disintegration. 
h< .. • ' , • ·.. ·J~ • 

The cloud chamber picture becomes confused if there are more than about 
' : .. · 

a dozen tracks P.,~P expansion. 

With respec-t. to BeS li~etime,.attention is called to stars:~o.•4and 
·•. . ' ~· .. . . . 

. . 

20, which are cases involving excited states of Be8, respectivezy 9~5 Mev 
I • . .. . . 

and 4.39 Mev £~oni .the data.,. ·These probab:cy are the>9.8 and·4~9··Mev levels 

shown by Hornyak et ~r29 It is well established that the 4~9 Mev level 

must. decay by the rather slow process of 4(-emission befo~e it can break 

ip.to two alphas~.:~,•s .for the 9oS Mev level, Hornyak et a1 show that it 

can break dirac~~ ~to two alphas; if this is tru~, the star observed 

must ·represent: a :cli~t'~re~~ ... leve:+• 

What :fraction. of impact disintegrations of cl2 involve tAe .gropnd 

state of. :Be8? A surprisingly_ large number do. Of the 35 sta:t.s· . .from cl2 

with a,ll. three alphas ending in the emulsion, 21 or 22 have BE;)S in the 

ground state. q9lllpa.re this to the 10 percent ground state fi~ found 

.from 1' -7;ay disi;ntegration, 6.3,65 bearing in mind also that SOJ!le of the 
. ~~ . . . ' 

stars in the present.,,case, especially for higher values: of the indicated 

disintegration. energy, may not came from cl2 disintegration biit tram ·a 

~e. compound nucleus.· It must be admitted that the data above .from 
'. 

carbon bombardment . is unavoidably biased against the e:x:ci ted states of . · . .~ . ' .. , "'• . ' 
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De8 because the probability of finding three -vJidely diverging alphas all 

ending in the emulsion is much less than when t'tvo of the alphas have almost 

the same direction and length. A- better idea of the relative number of 

ground and excited states can be gained by an enumeration of all stars· 

based on personal judgment as to 1-.rhether or not impact disintegration was 

.- · _,i,·i,-ib:v~lved. Accdrdingly, Table 5.3 has been compiled.- ·(It includes other 

,. ... 
'•' -~ . 

.'. "\. 

:.\ ... ··-~ .. ·::;· ..... 

data not pertinent at the moment - on stripping and on comparison with 

cl3 bombardment.) To ,indicate to some degree the reliability to be placed 

on the assiv~ent of stars, they were put into nprobable" and "possible~ 

classes. The assignment to "probablett; is rather finn, especial:cy- if the 

easily recognizable ground state is present. For the "probable" excited 

states, the assignment must be based on such things as the symmetry of a 

pair of alphas or the reappearance of nearly all the incident energy in 

the three alphas. The npossible"i classification is much more indefinite 

and includes nearly all stars where there appear to be three alphas and 

·. ::> no other emi tte.d particle. Of course, a considerable number of these will 

be evaporation stars from a compound nucleus. The table shows that the 

ratio of ground state to excited state was changed from 21/14 for stars 

with all prongs ending in the emulsion, to 41/53 for "probablen impact 

disinte~·ations, or to 50/78 for all npossible and probable". The low

est ratio- corresponds to about 40 percent in the ground state. The reason 

for the disagreement with photodisintegration is not far to seek. As we 

shall see, often little energy is transferred to the carbon other than 

that to disintegrate it. The Be8 is sheared off the cl2 with hardly any 

effect on the ~e8. On the other hand in photodisintegra-tion, since the 
.:. ~ . ' 
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TABLE 5e3 

STARS PROBABLY OR POSSIBLY INVOLVING IMPACT DISINTEGRATION OR STRIPPING. 

Incident Particleg 012 al3 

IMPACT DISINTEGRATION 

Probable: 

Ground state Be8 :J ':-i· J 8' 
Excited state Be8 

94 4' 
27 

Possible:: 128 75 

Ground 

2J j 34 27 
Excited "' . 

STRIPPING 

Probable~ 

Ground. :J : lj '38'' 59 
Excited 26 

Possible~ i> 141 ~ 68 

Ground J ~} 82 3Q, 
Excited 

Total of all stars 865 1114 
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photon has almost no momentum, momentum must be conserved in the disinte

gration by equal and opposite impulses on the alpha and the Be8. As a 

result, the Be8 is often excited. 

Another question 1-~e seek information on is Hhether impact disintegra

tion is a high velocity or low velocity process. The distances from the 

track beginning to the events summarized in Table 5.3 were gathered for 

C12 and plotted in Figure 31. Since the data is not sufficient for 

precise analysis, no attempt was'made to convert into energy terms, or 

even into fraction of the total range. In view of the fact that the 

average track length from plate to plate has a variation about equal to 

the standard deviation of the individual tracks on a plate (6 microns), 

the raw figure of distance to the event i.J'as plotted. In the case of 

impact disintegration, the ground state Be8 "probable" cases are shown 

for comparison with the total of all "possible and probable, ground state 

and excited• caseso The latter distribution shows same indication of a 

double humpo If such is rea11y the case, the first hump might be due to 

the shearing of Be8 from c12 with large impact parameters, with the third 

alpha being kept out of the nucleus by the centrifUgal barrier. The low 

velocity hump ~hen would possibly be due to more nearly central collisions. 

The ground state Be8 stars seem to show no preference for high or low 

velocity. It will be recalled from Chapter III in the discussion on 

backward prongs (Fig. 17 and Table 3.6) that four-prong stars have 

rather an early-range peak and that in comparison the cases of impact 

disintegration (which are nearly all included in the four-prong stars) 

have considerably longer average distance. 
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There are some interesting features to the energy balances in the 

disintegration of cl2 , given in Table 5o4 for th~ same set of stars 

considered in Table 5.1. For instance, '"e see how little energy was 

expended in some cases beyond that necessary to break up the carbon 

nucleus. In the first two stars, indeed, the energy comes out negative, 

due to the uu1certainty in the energy of the particles in the carbon beam. 

Columrts .3, 4 and 5 are considerably more accurate thah is column 2.. In 

some cases, e.g., stars 12 and 14, we see that considerable energy beyond 

the 7e.39 Mev required was absorbed by the c12, even though Be8 in the 

ground state was involved. 

Also light is shed on whether the struck nucleus was heavy or light 

from the following two considerations: (1) Comparison of the energy 

Eknock-on' delivered to the struck nucleus, vri th its range. Part of 

Eknock-on could, of course, go into excitation rather than kinetic ener6ff· 

Eknock-on =-(energy of cl2 at time of event_) - (energy of the three alphas . 
Hith respect to the laboratory,plus the disintegration energy, 7 • .39 Mev, 

minus Oo09 Mev for energy release qy Be8). (2) Comparison of energy 

transferred to the struck nucleus, Eknock-on with ·the energy that '-rent , 

into break-up of the c12. The latter (shown in th~ table as Ec12break-up) 

equals the sum of the alpha energies with respect to their center of mass, 

plus 7o.39 Mev, minus 0.09 }1ev. 

If the energy delivered to the knock-on is comparable to that 

delivered to the cl2, then the struck nucleus probably was light. The 

collisions seem to be fairly evenly divided heavy and light target nuclei. 
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ANALYSIS OF ENERGY IN IMPACT PISINTEGRATION OF cl2. 
,, 

Star Expected E3~'s E3oc:.., Ecl2 . .Cc;l.. Ekm:lek-o) !Range of' Heavy or Light Target 
No. Ecl2 at rel. to 1"91. ~0 break-up or (Col 2-4 knock-on - Comments -

event lab. lab. * (p) 
(±.2.4 Mev +7.39 -
s.d.) .09 

1 109 .. 0 105.92 113.22 7 .. 87 Gd o.o NO.7 Heavy? FJ.g. 32. 
2 75.8 69.94 77.24 20.10 Gd o.o ~2.0 Heavy 

_3 97.2 69.32 76.62 9.64 Gd 20.,6 fV0.7 Heavy 
4 94 .. 5 65.48 72.78 16.82 * 21.7 o .. o Heavy _ 
5 56.2 34.42 41.72 9.43 Gd 14.5 17.5 Light (maybe cl2) 
6 72.0 17.94 25.24 18.62 ID'i , 46.8 25.,2 Light (maybe CL~) 
7 58.,9 28.38 35.68 24.,08 ID: 23.2 28 .. 6 Light (maybe c12) 
8 73 .. 2 55.68 62.98 12~52 Gd 10.2 8.5 Light 
9 82.0 72.88 80.18 14.70 Gd 1.2 2.0 Heav-y? 

10 101.2 74.02 81.32 72.49 * 19.9 9.2 Light (10C: of 898 p.) 
.J...L '1UoU 4e5.·ro :;,o.uo ·r.~:u Get J4oU fV(),,'{ Heavy·t 
12 90.9 74.02 81.32- 38.06, ' Gd 9.6 10 .. 0 Light 
13 38.4 17.56 24.86 11.16 Gd 13.5 7 .. 5 Light 
14 98.,5 81.56 88.86 44.83 Gd 9.7 1.5 Heavy 
15 101.0 36.10 43.40 24 .. 11 * 57.6 30.2 Light (prob. oxygen) 
.Lo 44oU 12.Lo .L'1o40 .Lj • .L'j Get' ~4., l~ .. l LJ.ght -
17 74.4 36 .. 51 43.81 29.56 Gd 30.6 24.8 Light(prob.c12)Fig.35 
18 42.0 22.10 29.40 12.66 Gd? 12.6 4.0 Heavy? 
19 46.3 38.60 45.90 10.32 Gd: 0.4 1.4 Heavy? 
20 52.8 41.48' 48.78 22.96 * i 4.0 4.0 Heavy? 
21 68.5 55.'12 63.02 25.09 Gd, 5.5 4.5 Heavy? 
22 80.9 66.26 73.56 37.68 '* 7.3 10 .. 0 Light 
2.3 69.6. 12.38 19.68 15.15 Gd1 50,0 45 .. 6 Light (prob. cl2) 
24' 65.2 52.32 59.62 8.66 Gd 5 .. 6 2.,0 Heavy? 
25 62.3 45.12 52 .. 42 29.17 ID~ 9.9 4.5 Light? 
26 87.7 79.36 86~66 21 .. 56 Gd 1.1 2 .. 5 Heavy? 
27 53 .. 5 20 .. 87 28.17 17.05 Gd 25 .. 3 13 .. 0 Light 
28 72.5 61 .. 22 68.52 25 .. 24' * 4 .. 0 5.5 Heavy? 
29 83.3 58.16 65.46 ' 32.92 ID? 17.,8 9.7 Light 
30 73.1 43.19 50o49 35.22 ID1 22.6 13.8 Light 
31 87.6 78.14 85.44 15.62 ID~ 2.2 2.0 Heavy? 
32 98.2 31.46 38.76 17.03 * 59.5 >25.5 Light 
33 76.8 10.60 17.90 8.93 Gd 58.8 52.5 Light (prob. -c12) 
34 79.2 26.44 33.74 12.44 Gd· 45.5 1.5 Heavy 
35 51.4 39.26 46.56 23.74 ID'l 4·8 5.0 Heavy? 

Ec12 break-up= 2;. ~./CM of JOC: 1 s+7~39 - 0.09 J.. J. 
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In some cases, such as stars 17, 2~ and 33, the. nucleus struck quite 

definitely '\iias c12. Iri such a case, because of the indistinguishability 

of like particles, it cannot be lr..nownwhich is the incident and '\iJhich the 

struck particle. In star 3~ the energy transfer was more than 50 Mev 
,, 

and yet one of the carbon nuclei'~as not disintegrated. 

It is apparent from the energy transfers that in a number of cases, 

such as that shown in Fig. 35 (star.l7),the necessary transfer could not 

have been effected by the Coulomb field alone. On the other hand, so 

little energy \vas transferred in' certain other cases that there is no 

reason to think there was penetration beyond the Coulomb barrier 

(e.g. star No. l,shown in Figure 32). 

The partition of the energy between.the Be8 and the third alpha 

sometimes is quite interesting. . There are a few cases where nearly all 

the kinetic energy of the c12 (except for the ·7.39 Mev for disintegration) 

~ent into Jdnetic energy of the Be8 and the alpha, ap.d in some of thes.e, 

such a.s stars 1 (Fig. 32) and 9, the e~ergy ~as fairly well divided in 

the ratio 2 to 1. ~t there are other cases (and these are not confined 

to stars where nearly ail the c12 kinetic energy reappeared) where an 

alpha got more than ~ne-third of the c12 energy at the time of collision · 

or a Be8 in the ground state got more than two-thirds of the energy •. 

Some of the energetic alphas are quite striking. The alphas holding 

the range record are of this type - 896 microns from c12, 898 microns from 

cl3' disintegrations, wh:i..le the range of cyclotron alphas is 500 microns. 

Table 5.5 gives the data on the cases that have been analyzed of a long 

alpha from impact disintegrations. Included are two cases from the c13 
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T.ABLE 5.5 

MORE THAN PROPORTIONATE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN IMPACT DISINTEGRATION AND STRIPPING 

OF. CARBON NUCLEI • . 

Star cl2 Be8 KEoarbon ' Lone: ran:re alpha from impact disintegrationg 
No. or Gd entering Mass '· '<(I Range Aotual Pactual P{ctual 

013 or event moti6n = cos-1 (p) energy - Pmmcosf 
( .. ~ ) * (t2.4 Mev) momentum PnmnPact 

Pmm -

2 012 Gd 75~8 10.60 ' 19°15 f 605 4L76 12.92 2.91. 
10 Q12 * 101.2 ll~61 1°30 1 896 52.56. 14.50 2.89 
- 012 *· 89.5- 10.92 ' 13°30 1'. 751 47.40 13.77 3.15 
= cl2 Gd 92.6 11.18 5°45 1 654 43.72 13.22 2.10 
~ cl3 * 98.5 11.01 6~ 898 55.20 .14~86 3.91' 
= cl3 * 99.6 llo07 I 46 793 48.96 13.99 2.95 

ID 8 or Be in ~ound .state (cl2 stars only)· 
s 

12 cl2 ID 90.9 2Ll2 30 ·68.23 23.,36 2.27 
14 cl2 ID 98.5 22.93 50 7L35 23.89 L05 
26 c12 ID 87.7. 21.63 15°14 1 

,, 

70.55 23. 76' 2.89 
31 cl2 ID . 87.6; • 21 .. 61 oo .. 63.43 22.53 0.92+ 
36 cl2 ID 103.0 23.44 5°40 1 78.51 25 .. 06 L73i 
40 c12 s ... 109.4 '24.15 19° 76.47 24.73 1.89 
43 cl2 s '91.0 22.04 7°30 1 .~ . 70.31 23.72 L87 

I 

t Fig. 33. 
' Gd state? 
f Fig. 34. 

Mass motion KE for alpha is 111 KEci2 or 4/13 KEcl3; for Be8 it is 2/3 KEcl2. 
All momenta (so-called) . are .~ a:tth :tfA, the mass munber and E in Mev. . 
Pinterna.l is taken as VMI =- V(4 (7 .39) = 5.436. · · · 
Maximum possible momeritup1:, PmaX = PmJnCOS~ t Rlnternal• 
Actual energy Be8 = ECX"1+ E~2 - 0.09. -
9 = cos-l(Pact - Pmm.COS tf) . · 

Pint· 

Q 

5~36 1 

57°51 1 

54°35 I 
67°16 11" 
44° o• . 
5~ gv 
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starSe The table does not include every·case of more than proportionate 

energy'division; therefore, no statistical conclusion regarding energy 

partition is t0 be drawn from it. It \'lill be noticed that in most of 

the collisions producing a long alpha, the Be8 VIas excited. Such an 

occurrence appears to be logical since the Be8 Has given a hard blo-v1, ~ 

partially stopping it, VIhile the alpha 1vent fonrard. In t1-1o cases, however, 

the Be8 
\'laS left· in the ground state. On~ such case (from an early plate 

not totaled into the present study) is shoVIn in Figure 33. In order to 

shoVI hovr large a component of the internal momentum of the alpha Hith respect 

to its nucleus added onto the incident momentum, the various colunulS of 

11momenta11 have been calculated. For convenience, the 0 momentumtt· is 

given as V lv:IE VIi th M =A, the mass number, and E in Nev. The proper 

fractional share of the incident momentum is called Pmm (mass: motion 

momentum) and its component in the direction of the long range alpha is 
< • 

'~ 

Pmmcos cp • The internal momentum, Pint, is taken as Pint = VMI 1-1here . 

I= 7.39 Hev, the energy required to knock an .alpha from the c12 ~ucleus. 

In using the value 7. 39 Mev, vie have taken an extreme upper limit for the 

internal momentlli~. It should be considered as a reference point, not 

as the true value. A more reasonable value of Pint might come from taking 

I= (2/3)(7.39) = 4 .. 93 lvlev since each alpha is held by t-vw of the three 

alpha-alpha bonds. Another value might come from A pAx ~ i; 1...rhere 

for Ax 1.-1e use Y (x2)av given by Wheeler (see later in this chapter). 

From this relation we get a momentum that corresponds to an energy of about 

3o4i~ Nev. Either of these values will imply that the internal momentum 

lined up much more close~ in the direction of the actual momentum than 



is in~icated by the angle e in Table 5o5o In fact, for the c13 star that 

had an alpha of 898 microns range~ the value I = 3 •44 Mev is too small to 

give cos e ~ 1.,· . " ~ 

The maximum possible momentum in the direction of the alpha '1-rould. 

be P,mmCOS cp + Pint• The actual momentum, Pact' is calculated from the 

energy implied by the actual range of the alpha •. A. diagram of the 

momenta is below& 

Pmm cas~· 
~-------- J -y-------

laf;+IJ41/ 
The second half of Table 5o5 gives cases of ground-State Be8 from 

.stripping and impact disintegration uhere the kinetic energy of the Be8 

.was more than two-thirds of the entering cl2 energy~ Excited states of 

Be8 't<rere not included because of the difficulty in. being sure of the 

classification.. The internal motion of the Be8 groups as a unit in the 

carbon nucleus shows up less impressively than did the internal alpha 

motion, ye"l! can contribute an appreciable component of momentum, as 
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exemplified· by stars 12 and 26. ·cme ·of' the Be8 · which got more than two

thirds of the ct2 ener&)' i-~ sho-vm ~ ~he impact disintegration of Figure 34 

(star.No., 36)o · . 
........ ,. 

Until 'riovT 'impact disintegration has been discussed for c12, with 

oniy bare' ~~ference to cl3. From the ~nergy 1~~~1 and reaction diagr~s ' 29 

it is evident that the disintegrati~n of cl3 ilito three alphas, plus a 

neutron, wlll be more diffic-ult than breaking cl2 into three alphas. 

To im~ck ou·t, an alpha .·fr~ c13, leaving ground-state Be9, requires 

at l~a~t 10 .. 63 Mev., Be9 is stable-but; if Be9* is formed, it can give Be8 

plus a neutron, with a minimum total energy requirement of 12o26 Meve 
' . ' : . ' ·, :' . : .... ' . 8 

Another possibility might be to lmock out He5,. leaving Be • This process 
• . > 

requires a minimum of 13.0 Mev. The He5 disintegrates in about 2,.4 x ,lo-21 

sec~ into an alpha and neutron. A third possibility is to knock a 
··· ....... 

neutron out of cl3 (4~88 Mev minimum required) wit~ the production of cl2* 

which,. from ,its .9.7 Mev level. or higher, may decay to Be8 + 0(., Despite 

the low energy for lmocking out a neutron, it ct:~.n easily be understood that 
• . • • -: ' . • • •• . • ~ . • { • . • 1 • • ., ••• 

the proc~ss .'~ill be mu9h less favored in the case of carbon ion bombardment 

than_ia knocking out an alpha or He5. 

The bombardment of emulsion. vii th cl3 nuclei does not give l.l.J;lique 

evidence as tq c13 disintegration be(,:!au~e qf the presence of c12 in the . . . . _; 

emulsio:,na II!- the center of mass systemthe bombardment could be considered 
. ·' . . . ' .. 

to be by eit~er cl2 o~ cD. In fact the c12 has the higher velocitye It 
. ! <If • s .. :; . 

1-ms seen from the energy and range analysis. of c12 impact disin;tegrations 

in Table 5o4 that cl2 iS frequently disintegrated by collisions with light 
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nuclei.· Therefore, it is to be expected that many of the, impact disinte

gration stars from cl3 bombardment will be ascribable to cJ.Z. On snrveying 

the cl.3 plates,,o:p.e is confronted with the evidence that such is indeed the 

case ... <?n the clZ ... bombarded plates the Be8 and alpha from impact d~s~ntegra

tion are strongly' directed fon-1ard and often have long ranges. On the c13 

plates, hm-1ever, it is at once noticeable that the average kinetic energy 
. . ~. 

in the three alphas is much, smaller and that their distribution is more 

nearly': isotropic. The track of what '.rould be called the knock-on nucleus 

in c12 bombardment is longer here, indicating that it is indeed the incident 

particle~ 

Not all the impact disintegrations from cl3 follow the pattern 
k . 

described above. There is a considerable fraction vrith long range, 
. ·, 

fonvard-proje~ted alphas_ and short knock-on tracks, not apparently 

different from disintegrations .of incident c12 nuclei at high energy • 
. ·. . ·. 

These stars are assi~able to the impact disintegration of the cl3 itself. 

It was not possible to determine what fraction of t]le di,;iktegration 

stars on a cl.3 ... bombarded plate is actually the disintegr~tion of cl3. The 

distinction between di,sintegration of c12 and cl3 may be far :rz:am clear

cut uhen the velocity has decreased appreciably. .Table 5.3 gives a 

summary of impact disintegration of carbon from c13 bombardment without 

distinction between the two possible cases. The best index for comparison 

with cl2 bambardment is the number of cases of stars with. "propable• 

ground state B~8• From cl3 bombardment there are 21 of these out of.lll4 
. . · .. 

stars of all, tn>es; from c12 there were 41 out of s65 stars., ~bout two a...Yld 

a half times as ~ from c13 bombardment. In Table 3.2 of Chapter III is 
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shovm the composition of the bismuth-loaded D-1 emulsions used in most of 

the 'c1'0 bombardments. Irl them the percemtage of the total geometric. 

nuclear area belonging t6'c12·is about 18.,2 percent.,. Therefore, roughly, 

'about (ol82i(i.l.J4),. or 2o3, stars. are. from collision of cD on c12 •· It 

is readily "se€ln' tli8.t 2l 111prohablen .ilnpa'ct disintegrations \vitli Be8 in the 

grci~d st~te gives too high a ratio by a factor of two~ The existence of 

impact dfsintegtation of c13 is thus confirmed in.d roughly assigned'half the 

disintegration sta~se · A visual examina:tion "ivould say this estimate is not 

unreasonable but perhaps a little high- that between a quarter anda half 

of the disi~tei,rations are of c13~ 

.·Since impact disintegration of c13 is possibl~·, might not disinte-

gi:-ation of ol6 in the emulsion also occlfr'? The energy level diagrains29 

show that it might be accomplished with an expenditure of about 16 Hev 

by lmocld.ng ~ut an alpha to'leave'an excited state of cl2 that could break 

up into Be8 . plus an alphao A. few stars 'with four' alphas have b·een noticed 

that indeed appe~ to be disi~tegration of 616., 

·All the experimental evidence discussed thus far has been on the 

subject of inlpa~t disint~gration., Ho-v;ever, thE;l closely related phenomenon 

of stripping is riearly as frequent and hardly le·ss striking~ As used here, 

stripplng.includes those cases'where the carbon nucleus was disintegrated 

into Be8 and an alpha \vi th the alpha being c'aptured by the s~ruck nucleus o 

The other possibility, of th~ Be8 being captured · a.frl the alpha flyitlg past, 

is not included .for t1vo reasons: (1) it >.Jcruld be ·hard to identify as· 

stripping; (2) it does not occur with a probabiiitycomparable to that 
., 

of the other case. 
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A_S. in . the ,c~se of impact disintegration i.rhere the impacts vmre ~ome-

times. hard, sometimea light, so-it is wi~h stripping, with perhaps ~ 
' - " • L ·- ~ ·, 

larger p!'oportion of light impacts. A sp,U. from the_: struck nucleus may 

be . prac~ically in'Visible, a,s in the stripping in Figure . 36 (star No.~ 41) 
..... - ''. -~. - . . . 

i..rhere only a small PUI!ll> marks the spot where the event occurred. Such a 

bump would not be counted as a prong in the ordinary s~~· In the case 

of stripping, h6:-reve:r:_, _,the Wliform rule 1r1as adopted that they should be 

called three-:-,Prong stars even though a third prong could not be 'seen for 

certain. 

The :distances to "possible and probable" stripping events in cl2 

bom_bardment were gathered and plotted in histogram_ form in the lower part 

of Figure· 31· for comparison with the same data from impac;,t disintegrations. 

The two curves are not dissimilar though the stripping curve rather 
~ . . 

definitely seei:ns to favor lower velocities •. It should be mentioned that 

for events near .·the end of the carbon ion range· there may be some confusion 

bet'tveen stripping and impact disintegration since it often is impossible 
' • • ' 1 

to tell- whether. the third track is of an alpha or·. of a iight t~get nucleus. 

IIi stripping, ·since an alpha is captured by the target ·nucleus there 

is the· possib:Ui ty of an ( oC. , . 2e) reaction. These have been observed to 
. . 

occur. They can be identified ~or certain only when the reaction is marked 

·as stripping by the presence of Be8 in the groWld -state •. An example of 

stripping plus a,n . . (.d.., p) ,reaction .is shown in Figure 37~ From the 

cl2 plates .the definite cases of str.ipping plus ( C(, x) reactions are, 
. . -' 

.one of ( ()(., :p), one of ( ot, 2p), two of ( 0(., O(.p)_. The case of an 

( 0(., at') reaction would of course be indistinguishable from impact 
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Q.isintegrationo 

Stripping .occurs in. cl3 bombardment, as did impact disintegration 

and apparently involves both the cl2 in the emulsion and the incident cl3. 

Either lie5 or He4 might :be- knocked out of the cl3. nucleus and captured 

by the target nucleus~ 

The frequency of stripping, from both cl2 and cl3 bombardment, is 

indicated in Tab1e 5o3o For the "probable" cases the number is seen to 

be about t\.Jo-thi.rds of the corresponding number of impact disintegrations. 

The cases involving the ground state of Be8 appear to be a significantly 

lm..rer fraction of the total than in impact disintegration. The explana
. 8 

tion may be that at the lo-vrer velocity the interaction viith the Be is 

stronger; possibly also the impact· is more nearly central than 1,rith 

impact disintegration. In Table 5o3 the "possible" classification should 

be discounted severely, as mentioned before. The classification-Has 

included to give an upper limit for the process. 

A comparative assessment of cross sections can now be madeg 

Impact Disinte&e:ation: 

cl2 bombardment: 

Lmver limit: ~ (0 .. ,446) = 0.01,9 barn (based on "probableu cases 
_ (865) only) 

Upper limit: (l28j (0 .. ,446) = 0,.066 barn (based on all 11po~sib1e and 
(865) probable" cases). 

(0.,446 is the cross section at 110 Mev for 
production of all types of stars). 
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Ini:pac~;:.:Di:sinte&ration: ( corit? d) 

c1.3 borilbardnient (Dis:integration of cl2 · in emulsion and cl.3 are not 
separa~ed): 

Lower lindt.:= (48) (0.388) = 0.017 barn 
'! (1114) 

Upper; limit;.'· ( 75) (Oo388) == 0.026 barn 
(lll4) 

Stripping: 

c12 bombarsim~nt: 
·;. 

Lower limit·~ , ( 59 H 0 .>446) = 0. 030 barn 
. . (865) 

Upper li.ridt = (141) (0.446) = 0.073 barn 
(865) 

cl3 bombardment:. 

. Lower limit _ frlht (0.388) :::o.01.3 barn 

Upper limit -- ( 68 ) 
(1114) 

(0.388) := 0.024 barn 

A few five- and six-prong ~tars have a pair of alphas that look as if they 

had come from BeS .in the ground state. An example is the star in Figure 

24B. In addition, the composition of the· six-prong stars, in particular, 

is remarkableo Few.· of them have a proton track, and aoout half of them 

seem definitely to have no prongs other than alphas~ The indicated 

co~~lu~io~~is that they represent a complete double disintegration of two 
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carbon nuclei. Correspondingly,_ some of the_fiye-prong stars may represent 

partial double disintegration from co:J...lisions -vrith carbon, nitrogen or 

oJcy"gen in the emulsion •. The oonclusion is supported by the fact that under 

cl2 bombardment-there appears a higher percentage of five- and sjx-prong 

stars than from cl.3 bombardm~nt, as shown in Figure 1.4. 

B. THEORETICAL ASPECTS, 

No complete theoretical description of the impact disintegration 

and stripping of c12 and cD Hill be given here.· Instead, a discussion 

will be given of \vhat method of treat.lJlent is applicable, anQ. vlhat is 

not, compared to other cases treated in the literature. 

Disintegration by .impact as a quantum mechanical problem was first 

discussed by Oppen.hei.1ner 72 in· 1935 for the case of the deu·t;eron. Since 

that time there have been many other treatmen·ts for the deuteron, both 

at lo\v and high velocities, covering impact disintegration, stripping, 

and the Oppenheimer-Phillips processo The discussion of impact disinte-

gration has been extended to particles other than the deuteron, especialJ,y 

for the case of very high velocities such as appa:>":" in cosmic ray-s. At 

high velocities the treatment can be made identical to that for photo-

disintegration by setting up the quantum mechanical description of the 

e:tectric field from the passingparticle., 

U~ortunately, very little in the existing treatments can be applied 

to the present case of ~npact disintegration of carbon nuclei. ~1e 

72. J. R. Oppenheir'Uer, Phys. Rev. !:J:l, 845 (1935). 
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- __ ,_r~as-6D:-·essentiailyis: that the velocities here are rather lew~ bUt :the 

·interaction must be reasonably strong~ cl2 is fairly easy 'to disintegrate 

compared to-- most other' nuclei since' it requires only 7 .. 39 :MeV: to lo:iock 

out M alpha,, b1.+t it is not as easy to break up as the deuteron 1rrhere 

the binding is onJ.i' 2•18 Mev. 

We can rule out at once the photoelectric type of treatment73,74,75,76 
J. 

The treatment74 essentially is a Fourier decomposition of the field of a 

passing charged partlcl~ from the frame of reference of the particle to 

be disintegrated. In this field there ~ust be frequencies high enough 

to pr,ciduce the ~sintegraticm;- th~t is, h Y > 7 ,.39 Mev. Further, the 
.. 

relative velocity of the particles must be high enough that the exponential 

in the electric field- tenn does not vary much during the collision time. 

This condition i~: 2 Tr -.J << ~ . where '7.:::. 1 • ,. and b is Vr- (:3 2 . -
treatment_ is valid only for the impact parameter. In addition, the 

impact parameters grea:ter than the sum of the radii of the particles,. In 

the present case, -from 2 JrY<< ~ \ve see that- in order to get a high 

enough frequency to disintegrate the cl2 nucleus at the exis-ting velocities, 
' . -

the value of b will be less than the sum of the nuclear radii~ 

'There remains the possibility of using a treatmentsiillilar to that 

Bohr used in getting the energy loss. of a--heavy particle in collisions 

73-. C. F. v. Weiszacker, zs. f; Ph;xs. 88, 612 (1934). __ 

74o 'E. J •. Willi~s, Kgl. Danske Videnska.bernes Selskabe, -Math-:-fys. 
F1eddelelser, -- ,U, No.· 4 (1935). · , -

' ' 

75. B. d 1Espagnat, C. Ro Acad. Sci. Paris, 230, 12.68 (1950) and 
231, 38 (1950) 0 

76.. S~ M. Dancoff, Phys. 'Rev. 'E., i017 (1947).-
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with electrons. In order to app~ it, several features are to be noticed; 

(1) The classical orbital treatment given by Bohr is to be used, 

not the Born approximation wave treatment by Bethe (see Chapter VII for 

more complete discussion on this point). The criterion determining that 

the orbital treatment. is valid is that L<. 2Z1Z2e2, > 1 
. 'l- ~ v • 

In colli~ions be~ween clZ and other nuclei, z2 ~ 6 and ~ > 1 at all 

velocities present here, if we neglect collisions; with hydrogen, vrhich do 

not produce disintegTations~ 

(2) T.he de Broglie wave length is short enough .that the incident 

particle can act on a single alpha particle in the cl2 nucleus. Notice 

that the point of view has now been reversed so that the cl2, particle 

No. 1 in the formulae, is at rest and the other particle, No. 2, is in 

motion with respect to it. The problem is now one of the scattering of 

particle No. 2. If its scattering angle, &z >>: , wherecS' represents 

the dimensions of the cell occupied by the nuclear particle (here the 

alpha) then the action can be concentrated on that particle and Hill 

result in the excitation or disintegration of the nucleus.77 Since 

~ = f;-, the quantity .k_ may be written as tj- where 1\ /G c5 Mv · 

is the characteristic momentum of the particle in the nucleus. e may be 

written as ·~, that is as the perpendicular component of momentum 
~ 

transferred over the total momentum. Therefore, the meaning of e.2 >> -f-
is that the momentum transferred is much greater than the characteristic 

momentum of the particle in the nucleus. Hilliams says that in such a 

77. E. J. Williams, Proc. Roy. Soc., London, Al69, 5.31 (1939). · 
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.. 

collision the nucle:a:r; particle sc~tters as if it were Rfree" in. the sense . -

used by :Bohr, and this scattering is over. and above the elast;ic ~cattering~ 

(3) If the impact parameter b is greater than r1 + rz not:; }'lUOU.gh., 

energy can be:. transferred to the c12 to disintegrate i·to Therefor~, the 

particles must collide in the .classiqal, sense of the wordo Such a 

collision does not necessarily imply that the Coulomb barrier will be 

crossedo The particles·may be deflected enough during the collision that 

there is no penetration. 

In the light of these remarks, it is evident that knocking an alpha 

out of the carbon nucleus can be considered classically., we may use the 

Bc.hr COJ.?.Cept of a 0 free" collision between the incident particle a.nd the 

alpha, but the assumption is not as valid as the same assumption applied 

to an orbital electrono 

There is one feature·or the present problem that simplifies ito 

That is the-alpha-particle model of the carbon nucleus? as proposed by 

Wheeler~ 5S l~ost of the time the cl2 nucleus is in the form of three 

alpha clusters, one at each corner of an equilateral triangle.,· The 

duration of the structure before breaking up and. rearrangement of the_· 

clusters is long -..rith respect to the rotational· and- vibrational periods. 

of the alphas in the nucleus.o The vibrati.onal motion is principal~- of 

interest here;; ±here are two fundamental modes of vibrationg a non-

degenerate mode that is an isotropic dilatation~ and :contraction of th~ 

tr-iangle (quan~um number 'n1 ), and a dou,bly degenerate mode ( ca1.led. 

0 tippingn) in which one side of. the triangle shortens and at the s~ne 

time moves farther from the opposite vertex (quantum n~ber nz)o 
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'Wheeler gives as the mean square displacement of an alpha from eqp.ilibrium, 

uith the distance in units of L= 2,80 X lo-1.3 cmo 
mc2 

For the ground state, n1 = 0, ~ =- o, the equation gives 

'V (X2)av
1= lo228 x lo-1.3 em ... Since the radius of the cl2 nucleus may 

be taken as _?. .. 14 x lo-13 em.,, we see that the alpha is relatively localized 

in the carbon nucleus ... Consequently, the effective impact parameter is 

from the center of particle No, 2 to the center of the alpha rather than 

to the center of the carbon nucleuso More important yet, the possibility 

for the collision becoming adiabatic?~ is much lessened by the relatively 

fixed position and the rather weak oscillations (the binding energy per 

alpha-alpha bond is 2 .. 46 Mev)o If the alpha clusters moved freely iJ;l 

the carbon nucleus with a momentum corresponding to the 7 • .39 Mev disinte

gration energy, it would be_nearly impossible to disintegrate the cl2 

nucleus. at·the velocities availableo 

Presumably the carbon nucleus may be disintegrated either by the 

Coulomb field or by the high, short-range, specifict;Uly nuclear· forceso 

The energy analysis of the disintegrations observed indicated that many 

of them wre produced by light blows. Consequently, it is of interest to 

make-an estimate of the possibility of electro-disintegration, that is, 

of disintegration by the Coulomb fieldo Of course the Coulomb field may 

78, Fermi:: Orear, Rosenfeld, Schluter, Nuclear Physics, p, 29, 
University of Chicago Press (1950)o 
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be the effective agent even after penetration of the barrier~ Hcnvever, 

the discussion here will ~onsider penetration only to the top of the 

Coulomb barrier~ 

It is simple to compute an impact pars.me~er? ~in:>·measu.red from 

the center of the carbon nucleus to the center of particle No .. 2., such 

that the :inin:imum distance of approach will be the sum of the radii of the 

ttw particles,. From Chapter III, 

·· ... [ . z_·.ze2 ~1-/2 b • - R • 1 - -=1.....,2.___. -~ · nun - .. mm . 2 
. . . . Rru.n(f f Vo) . Hhere R - r· c + r -Thin- · · 2~., 

The quantity here called bmin, the smallest impact parameter for which 

there is no penetration of the Coulomb barrier.? was called ~ax in 

Chapter III 1..rhere penetration was, being consideredo For the application 

here, bma.:x: t..rill be defined as the maximum· :impact parameter at i..rhich 7,.39 l>iev 

can be delivered to the alpha,. The equation will correspond exactly to 

that for . bmin:; with 1\nax: = r!; +r2 + (distance between their surfaces at 

perihelion).,· That is 9 R is the p3 rihel:i.on dj_stance of part:i.cle No~ 2 · · 

with respect to the carbon nucleus as a Hhole, 1r1hatever the condition of 

impacto .. The instantaneous cross section for electro=<iisintegration. . 
should be apprOJti.mately proportional to lr r~ax = b~in) 0 

An approx:i.mation that should at least indicate th~ possibili-ty of 

electro-disintegration and give its dependence on velocity is. obtained by 

considering the alphE as a "freew particle and usjng the equation for 

energy transfer by momentum perpendicular' to the trajectory: 

W= 
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' ' . 
where p may be written as 

(R - rc + rQ(.. 

(Ref., _78, p ... 28) 

is the perihelion distance ~r.rit,h respect to an alpha 
presunied to be lying in the carbon nucleus tangent 
to the point of nearest· approach., In units of lo-13 em, 
R- r 0 + rGt. = R = e96) 

Another ex:pressiol;l for p is g: p = M2ve2 from Rutherford scattering theory, 

where._ 9:2 ~s the deflection of particle ·No., 2 in a s~stem '\.there the carbon 

nucleus initially was at rest., Rma.:x: can be found from: 

'1\na.x- rc+ ~ 

Rmin- rc + ro(, 
---

where W(R:m:tn) . is the energy transferred in Mev at Bm.no 

The calculation will be most nearly correc·t for the heavy target ,ele

ments" Consider a collision with Agl07., !he c12 nucleus will be co~si~ered 
initially at rest and the Afi1°7 nucleus passing by., We find that the 

equati~n gives an upper limit of the kinetic. energy of carbon nuclei beyond 

-which electro-disintegration should not occur o This upper limit. is at 

about 99 Mev for the cl2 with respect to tJ::e laboratory; at that point 

b:ma.x and ~n come togethero As the velocity decreases~ the gap betHe·em 

bma.x and_ ~.min 1.'1idens unti:l it reaches a maximum 1..rhen bmin= Oo At 80 Mev$! 

~ax= 7ol9, 'bm.n = 7.,20 in ~its of 10:....,13 cmo At this value of ·~in' 
V = 9ol3 Mev transferred to the alphao At 60 Mev, bmax = 7.,42, bmin.:=. 4.,515 
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(W = 12.;.18 Mev).'.· ,At.46 ... 911ev, bma.::c=-7.3, brnin= 0 (W=l5.58 Mev). For 

lo"t-rer energies, ~in stays at zero, but bmax does not become zero until 

the energy is just .under 25 Hey .. 

For the lighter elements of the errrulsion, calculation sho'vm a siD:-llar 

curve i' or b max and bmin o Houever, the upper energy limit is lm1er (e.g. 

i'or collision Hi thoxyg~n; it is at about 67 ~3 Nev ·kinetic energy of' the· 

J2 c 'ldth .. respect to the laboratory) e Also, the lm·rer ·energy limit 'iS 

lowered. 

These calculations .indicate tha:.~ electro-disintegration is possible 

and that it prefers rather ioH veloci·ties since energy transfer is more 

effective at lm~ velocitieso It has been tacitly assumed that there is no 

difficulty:uith the collisions becoming adiabatic at lou velocities. 

Al1other eJ~ression 

besid~s. (j"" = k;, 1f'" (b~a.x 

for the cn~oss section for electro-disintegration 

- b
2

. ) is obtained b;y- using the expression W 
mm 

for energy transfer per collision and fro~ it setting up the expression 

~' the energy loss in collisions per tL~it distance. 
Ax 

.Then -~··. XX 
u-=-~~--·I'Jk1··W 

Hhere · N is the number.· of nuclei per unit voJum~, k1 is a ·constant and -W is the average energy transferred. to the c12 per disintegration·~ The 

poor feature of this equation is that eA.'Peri.ment is the only"Hay. to 

de~·~rmi~e VJ ; theor;y- fails .. 

It is necessary to have a proportionality constant, k or k1, in the 
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equations for the cross .section because .disintegration quite evidently 

will depend· on the orientation of·the equilateral triangle of alphas with 

respect to the target nucleus.. Orientation probably accounts for the 

failure of strong blows ,in some cases to disintegrate the cl2. 

If we drop the restriction of considering only electro-disintegration, 

we find the additional' ca~es of disintegration by forces inside the Coulomb 

barrier. The forces are higher there, but also the probability of 

absorbing all or part of the carbon nucleus becomes important .. 

Stripping of an alpha from c12 or cl3 appears to be not greatly 

different.from stripping in the case of the deuteron.,79 ·The carbon 

nucleus is not as loosely bound as the deuteron nucleus, and the average 

separation betvreen alpha clusters is relatively not as great as that 

. between the proton and neutron in the deuteron., These factors reduce the 

cross sectiono In stripping of carbon there may be an effect analogous to ,., ... 
the Oppenheimer-Phillips process.80 In this effect, which occurs at low 

velocities, there is simple absorption of one particle ( the neutron in 

the case of'deuteron) while the other particle carries away the surplus 

energy and momentum.81 In the case of carbon, certain orientations at 

fairly low.velocities would tend to drive one alpha into the nucleus while 

the other t1-1o alphas were slowed down until they did not penetrate o The 

long-range alphas in impact disintegration illustrate the principle. 

79, R. Serber, Phys. Rev. 1(b 1008 (1947)o 

80. J·. R. Oppenheimer and M: .. Phillips, Physo Rev. ~' -500 (1935) o 

81. H. A. Bethe, P.hys, Rev,~' 39 (1938)o 
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strippj.n[; at louer velocities shou T!.p as impaet disintegr<::.tions. 'Yhis 

migh·t' be t,he· cl'i.sc if the cent:ei.f'u.ga1 pc•tent.i<e.l acts to prevent e.rnalgexilation 

of the stripped e.lpha into the nucleus, or if. it l;rings abou"'ii an ( o(. , 0.. t ) 

reaction Hhen ·the 2J. pha does e:ntei"" the nucleu~ • Howevel', the :importance 

should 1iot be overest:iJne.tecl. c~rJ. :hrrportant mechanism there 

should occur rnore s·tripping plus ( 0{, p) react:tons than do'·. 



FIGURE 32 

(Star No. 1 of Tables 5.1 and 5.4) 

This star is an example of the impact disintegration of the 

incident c12 nucleus into three alphas with very little energy de

livered to the c12 (1\10.56 Mev) beyond the 7.39 Mev necessary to 

disintegrate it. The disintegration probably was a true electro-

disintegration produced by the Coulomb field alone. The energy de= 

livered to the st~ck nucleus cannot be measured accurately, but 

must have been very small. Its track is not over 3/4 micron long. 

The c12 nucleus had traveled five microns before the collision and 

presumably had 109.2 Mev energy remaining (~2.4 Mev s.d. from the 

energy spread of the beam). The ranges of the alphas are (from top 

to bottom) 389 microns (32.20 Mev), 476 microns (36.32 Mev) and 

500 microns (37.50 Mev). The last alpha may have gone out the bottom 

of the emulsion near the end of its range. The sum of the alpha 

energies plus the 7.39 Mev to disintegrate the cl2 minus 0.09 Mev 

released by the Be8 totals 113.22 Mev)) more than would have been 

available unless the c12 had had more than the average energy by 

nearly two standard deviations. The top pair of alphas appears to 

be the pair that came from Beg in the ground state. A disintegration 

energy analysis confirms the assignment and gives the disintegration 

energy as 0.154 Mev. 
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FIGURE 33. 

This case of impact disintegration of cl2 is an example of the internal 

momentum adding on a component to the mass motion momentum of the alpha 

to give a longer range than would be expected on the basis of assigning 

to the alpha one-third the linear momentum of the cl2 at the time of col

lision. The cl2 had traveled 34-3 microns before disintegrating. The 

average range-of carbon ions on the plate was 163.0 microns. Therefore, 

the expected energy at the time of the event was 92.6 Mev. The long al

pha had a range of 654 microns and energy of 43.7 Mev., nearly half the 

energy of the cl2. 

The other pair o~ alphas is from Beg in the ground state. The knock-on 

nucleus gave a track 11 microns long just below the long· alpha. The 

energy,.-that went to the knock-on nucleus has an expected value of lL 7 

Mev. From the range and energy, the struck nucleus must have been light. 

The short spur at five o'clock is definitely present and could even be 

a double track. More probably it is not a real track but was caused by 

the intense ionization at the point of collision. 
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FIGURE 34 

(Star No. 36 in Tables 5.2 an~ 5o5) 

This star is an impact disintegration of cl2 with more than two= 

th_irds the linear momentum going to the ground st_ate Beg, which broke 

into the long pair of alphas. The third alpha is the short prong at 

twelve o 1clock. · It went out the top of the emulsion. The Beg pair 

of alphas had ranges of 553 microns (39.40 Mev) and 543 microns 

(39.20 Mev). The latter track appears slightly longer in the mosaic. 

Actually it dipped down, then back up and went out the top surface 

of the emulsion near the end of its range. Therefore 9 the sum of 
I 

the energies, 78.60 Mev)) is slightly less than the correct value. The 

energy of the c12 at collision was 103 Mev. The struck nucleus is 

at four o ~clock. It is twelve micro·ns long and is going down in the 

emulsion at an angle of 45 degrees. 

Delta rays can be seen quite clearly on the c12 track. There 

is also a straight spur at eleven oiclock just ahead of the event. 

What caused it is not known. It may be a very short proton track 

from an elastic collision just before the event. 

The heavy dark bar over halfway down the alpha tracks is a 

flaw on the surface of the emulsion. 
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FIGURE .35. 

(STAR NO. 17 in TABLES 5.1 and 5.4) 

This impact disintegration of cl2 is one that could not have been pro

duced by the Coulomb field alone but must have required the sharp speci

fically nuclear forces. 

The incident cl2 traveled 85 microns before the event occurred. Its .ex

pected residual energy was 74.4 Mev. The top pair of alphas is from Be8 

in the ground state, and gives a disintegration energy of 0.048 Mev. The 

upper alpha appears to have knocked-on a proton right at the end of its 

range •. 

The three alphas (top to bottom) had kinetic energies o~ 11.64, 10.44 

and 14.4.3 Mev., respectively. In the center of mass system the three 

alphas had 22.26 Mev. With the 7 • .30 Mev. (~7 • .39- 0.09) to disinte

grate the c12, this means that 29.56 Mev. was the breruc-up energy de

livered. The best value for the energy remaining for the knock-on par

ticle is 74.4- (11.641-10.441-14.4.3~7 • .30), or .30.6 Mev. Its range is 

28.9 microns. These values of range and energy, and the near equality 

in the energy delivered to each of the two colliding particles, indi

cate the struck particle also was cl2. If so, then it is impossible 

to say which was the incident particle. The orientations at collision 

must play a considerable role in determining whether or not a cl2 will 

be disintegrated. 
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FIGURE 35 
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FlGURE 36, 

(STAR NO. 41 of TABLE 5.2) 

This star is an example of the stripping and capture of one alpha from 

the incident cl2 by the struck nucleuso In the case shown, the Be8 was 

left in the ground state. The nucleus ~~ch absorbed the third alpha 

apparently was heavyo Its track is a barly detectable hump at the point 

of bendingo 

The cl2 had traveled 66 microns before the event occurred. Its expec

ted residual energy was 8lo6 Mevo The two alphas had 25.76 and 28.72 

Mevo, giving a total exactly two-thirds of the cl2 energy. The disin

tegration energy of the Be8 was Ool02 Mev. This star shows how diffi

cult it may be to decide on the diverging point of the two alphas in 

order to measure the angle which determines the. separation energy, or 

to measure the distance the Be8 traveled before disintegrating .. 

Cases of stripping with the Beg left in an excited state often occur. 

They are easily identified in the rather rare cases when no third track 

can be seen, by the fact that the cl2 suddenly breaks into two alphas 

tracks diverging at a wide angleo The star of Figure 22B is a possible, 

but not probable, strippingo The energy of the tHo alphas there is too 

low, compared to the cl2 energy, for it to be "probable". 
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FIGURE 37 

(Star No. 42 of Table 5.2) 

This star is a case of the stripp~ng and capture of an alpha 

from the incident cl2 nucleus, followed by an (oC,p) reaction in 

t4e struck nucleus. 

The fact that it is a stripping is verified by the ground state 

Beg pair of alphas and by the failure of a charge as great as the 

cl2 charge to appear in prongs. The light track is definitely a 

proton. It went out the top of the emulsion after 2g microns. It 

appeared to be of medium range, say of the order of 100 microns. 

The c~2 traveled 2g microns b~fore the event. Its residual 

energy should have been 99.4 Mev. Of this the two alphas got 68.06 

Mev, slightly more than their share. The energy of the alpha, 

theref~re, was 99.4 - (6g.o6~ 7.30), or 24.0 ~v. 

The disintegration energy of the Beg comes out as 0.061 Mevo 
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CHAPTER VI 

FISSION OF BISMUTH 

Fission provides serious competition to other types of nuclear reactions 

in the heavy elements even with moderate excitation. The fissionability 

parameter z?-/A falls off rapidly 1;-Jith decreasing z, but increases Hith 

decreasing A. Therefore, neutron deficient nuclides are especially subject 

to fission. . The .compound nuclei formed in carbon ion bombardment of heavy 

elements are already neutron deficient and they tdll evaporate still more 

neutrons because of their excitation. 

Both fQr the sake of getting a general idea regarding fission in carbon 

ion bombardment and for obtaining information which might be applicable in 

evaluating the competition 7 of fission in trying to produce trans

californium elements, J. G. Hamilton proposed that bismuth-impregnated 

emulsions be bombarded by cl3 ions. Bismuth vras selected for the target 

material for several reasons: (1) It is stable, has a single isotope, and 

is high enough in the list ofelements that the nuclides formed by carbon 

bombardment should have appreciable fission cross sections. The object was 

not to see ho'i-J far down the list an element could be macle to undergo fisslon. 

Such a program would give no statistical data because of t,he extreme rarity 

of occurrence, based principally on the amount of loading that can be ptlt in 

an emulsion. Further, fission appears to be possible throughout the nuclide 

chart. A~ it Has, the frequency of fission vJD.S about one per 200,000 tracks, 

for· -vrhich the survey time ran about 30 hours. (2) Fissj.on is expected not 
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to be the predominant reaction in bism.uth.~bo.."'!lbardment as it might. be 1-:ith 

heavier elements. -The fission cross section.should still be rising sharply. 
. - _,. : . . .-:_ .. ' ~--. 

Data regarding the rising part of the c·~~e should be of more use than data 

taken eyomqvrhere on a. nearly level plateau.. (.3)" Emulsions are commercially 
\ . ·t --

available 1.rith bismuth loadingo 

It is desirable to have an insensitive emulsion, such as I~ford D-1, 

to search for fission fragments, in order to get good contrast,between 

these fragments and carbon ions.:. On the other hand in D-~ emulsion, if 

c12 ions rather than c13 were u~ed, there might arise the possibility of 

confusing an incident alpha and a cl2 ion. In order to avoid this oossibil-
. - :· . ' . .. 

i ty, it ·Has proposed that cl.:;3 ions be used.. Their use fit in v!ell with the 

. general program since. comparison studies of cl2- and cl3 bombardments 't.rere 

desirable., 

The emulsion. used was Ilford D-1, 100 microns t.hick. The loading 'is 

Oo27 gm/cm.3 of bismuth at "normal hu.midityn. That is, one atom out of· 
. ~ . . '. . 

every 104 is. bismuth. ~ reply to an inquiry, ).fr. C. WallE;lr of. Ilford ' 

Limited, stated that 0 .••• the bismuth is included in the emul$i.on in the 

form of a 1.rater-so.luble salt which -vrill be more or less: uniformly d:Lstri-

buted. Lack of uniformity may result from migration of the salt 'lrJhen the 

emulsion is dried, .but this effect would be.small~" The nature of the 

bismuth salt is not stated.. (Dr. Harry Foreman,. of this laboratory, 
~-· _/ ~· 

prepared a ~ismuth salt by a chelation action of ethylene diamine tetra

acetate on bismuth subnitrate. 1\w atoms of bismuth could. bG .put. on sach 

molecul~, permitting a heavy ,loading. Emulsions loaded by soaking in this:.· 
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solu~ion were prepared, but all the emulsions studied were those loaded by 

Ilford, since there seemed to. be a better guarant~e of the amount and 

uniformity of loadipg.) 

The ba~ch of Ilford bismuth-loaded emulsions obtained had a considerable 

number of randoin specks as if from foreign matt~r, and the size of the 

s~ve~-bromide crystals was far from unifo~m. These defects sometimes 

interfered seriously with j_nt.o,,pretation of other stars but never of the 

fission reactions. Mr• \.aller 1 who examined the eml4sion batch, expressed 

the belief tPat the silver had become aggregated in sqme way~ 

The question arose as to whether fission events observed in the emulsion 

might come from oarbon ions o~ uranium or thorium in the emulsion. Mr. 

Wall,e~ states that, "We· have previously bee:q. asked whei;.her the bismuth 

salt we are Uf!ing may be contaminated with a ve;-y small amount (e.g., 1 in 

100 million) of a radioactive element, but we ·h~ve been unable to obtain 

this information". For an approximate evaluatio~ of uranium content, 4.2 

gramsofemulsion (containing 0.313 grams of bi~muth) were stripped off and, 

af~er ashing. in a oruc.il;>le, were analyzed sp~ottographically by Com-ray and 

Tuttle of the University of California Radiation Laboratory. They found 

strong silver lines, moderate (l. to 10 percen.t cont~n"f1) bismuth lines,. but 

could not detect tU'a!lium lines. The upp.er ;Limit for non-detection is about 

0.1 percent since ~anium li~es are not strong. This evidence, weak though 

it is, would rule out uranium fission. Unless the uranium (or other element) 

loading were greater than about one-fifth tl;le bismuth loading, which is 
. . 

heavy, the c;r9ss section would have to be larger than t~e geometric cross 



section., Observa.tj,on, of d.~cay, stars J'rom nat-qrally r~~ie>ac.~ive ... ato,J:nS .in the 
, ~ " ' • ·• I ,~' ,-o , • , , • I; • · ·; . , • .•~ , 1:, .~ ·, , •, ., , . , I •. 

emulsion indicate_s the l~~.i' of rttdi9activ:e- impurit~es ;i.s: ?ot ... P.~gher .'~han 

in ordinary emulsiono 

Plates vmre exposed at ~Jl:~: maximum t.ilt of. 8°51 1 to increase the pro

bability of both fission_ fragments :ending in the ~mulsio_n6 Eleven plates 

were examine<io The last tw plates have tracks of greate~ _range than the 

others because the beam energy had bee!l increased to abou:t 130.-Mev, from 

120 Nev, by balancing the dee voltages and increasing-the frequency., 
.. , . • ... . '-+· . 

Nine cases of fissic;m _w~re found in 1, 702,600 trS:cks that .produc,ed_ 

a total of 1121 events of .all kinds., All the cases. of fissiot1: 1.-rere un-

questionable_and.it is Q.o'!Jptfulif any were missed. There was.one case 

of fission where a third. part,iclE3, preswned to be an alpha,_ bu~ not.. iden~ 

tified . CE?rtainly; appears.. Photog::-aphs of . tvm of the fiss;i.on events are 

shn~~ in Figur~s 38,an!l 39!' In Fig. {t-0, ~~~ere is. a proje~t~(?.n;tra,c~~g of 

each C?f the events witq t~t:pert_il:}~n~. ?-a~a alongsid~.. X ,is_ th~ distanc~ 

to the event, R the. average·range pf, tracks-on the.plate,.E_is· the ~kinetic 
' • . ' • 1 • , ' ' ,·· -~ • ,. , ~ ' I ' J • • •• 

energy.of the c13 . -4th. ;re~p~~t ~o. :the .. laboratory.- at )the. tim~. of_: the event, 

and Ex is the excitation of. the_ compound nuc:j.eus. ~he ~p.gles g~ven are 
... ,,,_ . . •, - ' ' . 

the opening angle .. between the. two :fragments .and the ang1;~ l;>etwe_en one prong 
. :- ·, . · .. ·:.·. . . . '· . ·'' 

and the entering c~:rbon traqk.;_ The trac~ length of each.fragm~nt is giYeno 

In cases where ther~ .as a ~uclear collision, the length; i~- based .on a 

guess as to which partic*e was :i1he fz:agm~nto 

The rad~us for collision ~f c13_"{ith Bi~09 is 11..350 xl0~~3 em,, 

corresponding to a Coulomb .. barrie~ of_ 63.11 Mevo. Tp /~r.oss .this bar:r~er, 

13 . 
the C nucleus must have 67.04 Mev with respect to the laboratory since 

only 0.9414 of its.energy is available in the center of the mass systerno 

• 
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We may noli calculate the cro$S section for fission, 

n ---
\-!here n = 9, f J?i = 0o?78 X 1021 atorosjcm3 !I the density of biSmuth 

atoms in the emulsion, Ni is the number of tracks on t.he i th plate, 'd th 

-average range Ri, and Rs =74~6 microns, the residual range at the Coulomb 

barrier of 67.,04 Mev.. The calculation gives _(jf = 0.538 barn. The uncer

tainty ip.,, this value is·± 33 per(!ent from the expected statistical nuctua-
.:.:i' . '' 

tions. 

The geometric cross section, 1T' R2 = 4.050 barns., However, not all the 

:::::c ::·:.:::::l::y a::::b::c:::rea;::;::au( 1 o~~E~:Jgal 
is given'b'elow: 

Kicl3/Lal 1,30 120 110 100 90 80 70 67.04 

(Mev) 

crp 
1.96J - 1.785 1.580 1 • .3.3~ 1~0.32 0.656 0.,174 0 

(barns)· 

Residual 211.5' 185.7 161.5 139•0 ' 117.4 97.5 79.5 7k.6 
Range(p} '' 

,' 

' ' 

It.· is not fa~ _to compare these. instantaneous cross sections directly wi tp 

the. average .cross section given by equation (6.1) o An average value of' 



op \-lith r~sp?ct to r?D:ge. i:? :require¢!.· <3-S .a<function ~f t~1e ip.tial energy, , 

Ei• • The equation is~ 

-

fRdx 
13 

-

"rhere (rp ~s a function of range is given by the· table above. tr p(R) 

corresponds to _.-;1r;, ~ of the u~ual excitation function, and e~uatlon 

(6.2) converts tl~is value to th~ c;;.~ss se~tio~ as a ···function. ~f the 

:initial ep.ergy o . From a plot of <T"'p vs. R, an approximate vaiue of lrp(l~i) 
'., . • r .• 

~.was·-~~taiiled by taking a value of 200 ~icrons {Ei.:= 125.6 :·Mev) ·for .Ri 
·for all the. plates., . The result ~vas that U"p(Ej_ = 125.6 l'fev). ~ ._:1 •• 16 barns. 

The value of ~f found is almost exactly half the corresponding penetrability 
(:;':;··,:,-.-,, ... ::··~--···.·····- .;· ' . ., 

crpss section, implying that about 50 percent, perhaps more, of :all nuclem• 
. , . ' I. . . 

'· 
' 

reactions (excluding impact disintegration of the c13 nucl~us) are fission. 
! ' '·. ' 

' . . . ... 1 .. 
Calling the reaction "fission of bismU:th9 is somewhat a misnome~. · In . 

.;.. ~ 'alttlosth-every' case the nucleus. t~hich fis'sions ~lill be' ·a<jAc. Tliere ~Jill be 
l ' ' . -- j 

no single' isotope' re~porisible for'. all the events, but the most probab~e 

. · .. nuclEnl.s· is ·sC)Ac215 because it .has the ~los~d shell of 126 d~ui;o~s, giving 

strongbinding of' the last neii.tro'n'a.hd miling ;emd;al of one·more· neutr~u 

difficUlto It would· be produced by a (cl3, 'ln) rieaction,. -which one 1\Tou.J,d 
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guess to' be one of the most probable reactions in vie\!! of the large yield7 

of, 4n and 6n reacti.ons from the rather lou energy internal clZ beam on gold. 

An estimate can be obtained as follows of the most probable numbea~ of 

neutrons evaporated before fission. (Tb,e assumption, to be discussed later, 

is made that neutron evaporation precedes fission.) The eJccitation of the 
' ' ..!' 

'·compound nucleus is the sum of the kinetic energy of the cl3 in the center 

of mass system .and of the mass excitation, which is negative, 17.4-3 Mev. 

KE o;f' cl3jlab 
(Mev) 

130 120 67.04 

Ex of Ac222 
(Mev) 104.9 95.5 45·7 ' 

.. 

(For compar~son, we notice that the cases of fission observed had a spectrum 

of excitation energies of the compound nucleus extending from 66.6 :Hev 

to 91.5 Mev {Fig. 40). The lowest value is well above the theoretical . . 

lower limit.) Corresponding to any excitation a tempe~ature ~be 

assigned to the· nucleus, considering it as· a degenerate Fermi gas. Ex .:: 

a(kT)2, negle.~tin~ higher terms in T. The value of a is not vrell kp.own. 

\-Ieisskop# giv~s the equation: 

a- 3~35 
- 4 

uhere Ex, and kT are both meas1,ll'ed in Mev.. For A. = 222, this equation. gives; 

a= 11.3.3. Ih a later estimate, 82 Blatt _and W~isskopf give the value a= 10 

for odd values of A in the neighborhood of A :;:.201. Nucl~i with ewn b. 

82. J. ~ Blatt and v. F. Weisskopf, The Theory of Nucl~ar Reactions •. {A 
forthcoming book, issued in part as 01~ Technical Repor~ No. 42, and 
AEC Report NP-1587, laboratory for iNuclear Science and $ngineering, 
Mass. Inst. of Technology, 1950). 
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·pro'bably have smaller energy level. densities and consequent~ smaller values: 

.·of· ao~ "The appro~ate nuclear temperatures' kT, calculated with a ~ .10 

for. a few values of excitation are: .. 

.. 
Ex(Hev) 104.9 

. 
93.5 66.;6 45.7 

kT(Hev) 3.24 3.06 2.58 2.14·. 

The t1110 outside Yalues are the extremes of initial temperat~e f?r 130 Mev 

cl3 bombard.t'1J.ent; ··tlie t1-ro irmer ar·e the extremes in observed 'fission.~ 

Veisskop# ~t,~-~~s. t!1a:t each ne:ut.r-9~ e_v~porated v11;1l haye a most pr()1oable 

kinetic energy of 2kT irlJ:lere kT .is the temp~rature of the .nucleus aft~~ 

emission • 
;,, ·....... . ...... , .. .,.... ~ , ...... . 
For the first neutron evaporated, 2kT = 6.0 ·Mev and the binding 

. ;·,. 

energy 'is 6.5 Meiv. The binding energy is higher for odd A, v!here the~ is 

an even number of neutrons. The average valtl.e for even an.d odd riuclei is 

ini ti~llyabout ·7 .o 1'1ev.; It rises slowly to about 8.0 :Mev. as. A. dec!-eases 

to A ::i 21.2 .. · · :Fieanvrhile, the excitation has decreased ·rapidlY id th each 

neutron evaporated and the temperature had fallen correspondingly; The 

mi.Tri.ber ·of neutrons evaporated in· the ·observed cases of fission probably· 

was bettveen six and ten.. A more accurate est:L."Jlate could be made along 

the lines of the c~lculation in Ref. 78, p ... 163. 

The cases of fission produced by carbon ion bombardment are "fast 

fission", that is; the iritial excitation is high •. In such cases the 

fission fragment yield curve has been observed to have a single hump ili 

contrast to the double-hump CUr\'"Ei found in low energy fission SUCh as that 

fr~ u~35 .Plus .. thermal neutrons. In the single.-hump curve, s.ynu11etric 

.,··· 
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fission is more prOminent than a:rry other single partition, but slight. asym

~~try is the·; rtll~ •. Jungerman a.na.·wright8.3 found that ili the· case of neutron 

bombardment of heavy elements, the doubl,e~peaked curve began to appear when 

the energy was lowered to 45 Mev. 
• > 

The single-hump curve gives evidence that evaporation of most or all 

of the neutrons energeticallY possible cokes before fission. For fission 

fragments from,bombardment of bismuth with 190 Mev.deuterons, Goecker

mann and ~erlman84 found a single-hump Clll"ve with its maximum point cor

responding to the evapora~ion of about 12 neutrons .before fission. This 

displacement must have preceded fission since there were the appropriate 

number of f3+ emitters in the fission fragments, under the assumption that 
• .• r ., 

Z and A spll t proportionally. 

Further evidence was !ound by Jungerman and Wright, who measured the 

energy in individual !ission pulses. T.hey 6btained quite closely the 
... various 

same average energy for/Va.lues of incident neutron energy. They conclude 

that the actual fission must occur when the nucleus is in a relatively 

unexcited state and that the energ of the fragments is from the energy 

released qy splitting alone. 

On the other hand, i£ it· were nearly an exclusive rule that evapora-

tion of neutrons proceeded until the excitation was reduced below the 

binding energy of the next neutron before fission occurs, then there would 

hardly be reason to expect other than the asymmetric fission characteristic 

83. J. Jungerman and s. C. Wright, Phys. Rev. lfi, 1112 (1949). 

84. R. H. Goeckermann and I. Perlman, Phys. Rev., :fB, 628 (1949). 
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o~ such excitations~ , .·Asym.m~_tr::t.:c fission _gii(~S:,th,e greate~t fraction of 
" ' . ' .· - . ~. . '··. : ' 

the total e11e;gy :r-el~ase in-th.~:fi~s:i;on-pl;l].se_i"ti~elf.;.' thai;. is, i:,he minimum 
~ ~ ' • • '.,;.., • ': ,· ·'· ' - • ~ •• k. 

of energy i;s spent in- subsequent d~..,.eJF:c~tation.by_beta. and gamma emission.,. 
. - ~ . .. ·' . -· { . . . . . : ' . 

For symmetric fission pulses to exhibit nearly the same energy, the nuclei . ' ~ ' .· - . 

must· have.· undergone fission uhen tll_ey :heid more excitatio:rl than if all 

possible-neutron? had been evaporat~d. F'orther:- evide11ce ~f; fission inthe 

middle of the nuclide cha,rt., }!here the. fission thrE:Jsholc;i may be of th~ order 

of .30 Mev, shows that fission. m£l,y, ConJ.pet€). in. speed tJith. neutro:Q.. emission,., 
• • • ! ·' ·'· .,. .• .;.... •, . • .: ' . . ' : . ' •• . -~-

Despite +€lServations, it may be_accepted as a fairly accurate rule 
. .. ' . . ' . . ' .. ' . . ~ ·. 

that large yields in fission, l-lill 9ccw:- only _yhen the fission threshold. 
'.1 

···is lower than the binding energy of ·the last neutron that can be evaporated., 
. ·- - . . . . . 

The importance of fission c~pared to other methods of de~x~ftation such 

as ga.rmJla,-emission then Hill; depend approxim_ately on the gap between ne'lltron . . ' . . ' ; ,/ - ..... , _._,. . . .. 

binding .energy and fiss:i.9n t}U:-~shold ~Qmp~ed. _to the g~p between th;e. fission 

thrE)Sho~d and zero excitation., ~. Fission d9es< not, ~however, become important 
. . . . . . . -~:.. -~'-;, . _... ~ . . ~ 

immediately at. its thres,hold~ . The curv;e sk~tc?,ed below _shows the relative 

gaps in the. present case •. 
• 

. ... '\ 

... ... ' 
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~~Closed .shell; 12 0 neufrl)JIJS 
I 
i 

7 

2/fJ 216 
Number of 

The upper curve is the binding energy for removal of a neutron from 
. - 22 

actinium of the mass number sho1{no It is calculated from the tables 

of N. Iv!etropolis and G. Reitwiesner, using the value M-A = 8.939 ml1U 
. ' . . 10 -

for' the neutron, given by Mattauch and Flammersfeld. The calculated 

values do not take into consideration the effect of the closed neutron 

shell on binding. For Ac215 the binding will be higher by an unknown 

amount. Also sketched in is the threshold for fission, based on· z2jA, 

calculated~by Frankel and Metropolis85 on the Eniac. Even at Ac222 . . 

fission is possible. Its z2 /A is 35.67, _almost exactly the sa~e as 

- 222 

· that of u2.38. F~r Ac215, z2 /A = 36.8. 'The thresholds for photo-fission 

.85. S. Frankel and N. Metropolis, Phys. Rev. 72, 914 (1947). 
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f ' 210 or JlC 

approxLrnately 6 J.iev; :'or Ac2. 15 , · t 1 ' r:: 1\.I ::. approx~ma e_y 4·• ::> J.' ev, 

appro::;dmately 3 !1ev. 

It is interesting to calculate in detail the mechanics of one o:f 

t:be f · S'"' • eve ts i e 1· · · ' ,.....,. es · · t'1 .1-' e -... _ J.. oJ..on .n . .;o se .. 10V.J l"G a 6 ... e ., \·T:L · :1 u.n .o.cy. Consider U1e 

fission in Figure 38., The excitation 1cre.s 66 .. 6 Nev. In· order to study 

SJ'Iill11etric fission, assume 6 neutrons Here evaporated before .fission 

but no 1.1.et momentu:m (a fairly e.ecurc:cte osstun:ption). The fissiC:ln re<'ici:i:i.on 

The relation . bet'\-;een momenta of the 

f:1.S3ion .f?J~a011.entc in· the center r;f mass system nnd the laborator-.:r .sv:::;tem .l.. ·6. . '"' ~ ~ " ~ 

is sketched belcH,. 

~/lt" 
·---.... -·-----·-----··-·-·.,.·~-------....... _.,, ______ ..... _ 

roD 

The 
f2x 

~ r f.) I/ fion6 are: 

i) fjx - f,LcM 
SinB, .S•"n 6'tf 0 +) -- Pzx 

~ &x - &Lc!tf. -
Sin 82 Si11 90° 

3) P(cM fz/cM 



FIGURE 38. 

Fission of bismuth by cl3 ~ The data for t.Q.is star are given in Fig. 40 

and the event is analyzed in the text. This fission event had the least 

excitation of any found, namely 66.6 Mev. 'lhe initial compound nucleus, 

Ac222, probably evaporated 6 or 7 neutrons before fission. The fission 

seems to have been symmetrical or ne~rly so. Both fragment tracks are 
,, 

horizontal in the emulsion, ,The length of the track at 6 o'clock is 

11.5 p; of the other, 12.3 p (to include the two detached grains). 
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The solution of these equations gives: 

,. and the~ energy .'of e-ach fragment in the·'Center of mass system is 79 Hev. 

The energy Q-ffission· calculated from the masses is 163 .. .3Mev. (Mass 

of S9Ac21? :: '216.07925 Mass Units, mass. of Rli108 = .107 .. 95265, mass of 

Rhl08 = 1,07.95111)'.., The agreement is good~ · , 

It might be '¥rell to calculate tbe tninimum angle· be.t:ween ·prongs 

in symmetric .fission. · The. miniinum angle occurs. i.Jhen. t]1e break-up in 

. the center of mass system is exactly'· perpendicular to "{jhe ·entering 

· . momentum;,"and -when the latter is a maximum (130 Mev: c13).; Assume 

. 10 neutrons evaporated before fission. Th.e energy release. from 

mass differences. willbe·l66•5 11ev• The. minimum angle comes, o:u~ as 

No estimates have been made from rangef3 of .:t.be fragmen.ts .~s .. to .... 

vlhether the actual fission is symmetric. The rangef3 are so short in 

emulsion, the "hard" collisions so frequent, andthe range-energy 

relation so imperfectly' lmmm, that it appeared little information 

could be gained.' Consideration of the momenta, as above, indicates 

that a single-hump fission yield curve seems compatible 1vith the 

observed fragments. 

From the tracings of Fig. 40, notice hol.r many of the fission 

fragments had branching due to elastic nuclear collisions. The high 

frequency is explained by the theory of the stopping of fission 
"I •• '. 

fragments. See Ch~pter vii •. 

The fission event i.rith ~d alpha (pr'esumed), 
J : 

also emitted (shown 
. ·' ' - '. ~ . ; 
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in Fig. 39), cannot .of course,:. be. :takem as' an indication of the frequency of 

such an event~ Nevertheless, f'or·'.highly neutron;..def'icient nuclides such as 

are formed, it is not'·highly improbable that. a ·charged particle should be 

evaporated, ·either from tre par€mt; nucleus or from· one of the. excited· 

fragments. :Alpha eniission in fission of nuclides such 'as u235 and Pu239 

by slou neutrons is·well estab:;Lished,_$6,87,88 _The f'requency-is·low-

abput one in 250 events for '(J235; Alpha ~ission does not seem to occur t.rit..~ 

comparable .frequency in. fission by fast neutrons, an· indication that the 

alpha comes ··from the conipound:· nucleus, ·n.ot from one of the fragments, and 

that alpha emission is discriminated against by ~he speed of the reaction. 

Hm..;ever, the case is not one .of'· highly neutron-.defici ent nuclides such as 

carbon bombardment produces. 

. . . - .- . 

86. G. Fa.nmll,. E. Segr~, and G .• Wiegand, Phys. Rev. lJ:, 327 (1947). 

87. · L. Marshall, Phys._Rev. ]2,_ 1339 (1949). 

88. K. W~ Allen and J.-. T.. De't-1an, Phys. Rev. §Q, 18:;1. (1950). 
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FIGURE 39. 

Fission of bismuth by cl3 with an alpha emitted in addition. The event 

occurred after 30.9 microns. The excitation of tile compound nucleus was 

93.5 Mev. The identification of the third particle as an alpha is not 

certain, but its presence is. It shows up better under the microscope 

than in the mosaic. Its range cannot be stated since it went out the top 

of tPe emulsion after 6.5 microns. The fragment track at 8 o'clock is 

10.0 microns long, the one· in the forward direction is 13.5 microns. The 

fission fragments proba~ly get most of the forward momentum of the cl3 

ion but very little of its kinetic energy. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RANGE - ENERGY RElATION FOR CARBON liDCOO 

A. THEORY 

A range-energy relation for carbon nuclei is of' interest not only 

for its -practical use in calculations-for example, in finding the energy 

that a carbon nucleus carries ~to a nuclear reaction - but also for its 

theoretical aspects,.in that carbon occupies an intermediate position 

betw.:een light fast nuclei and fission fragments, two classes in which 

different types of stopping effects play the major role. Carbon lies, 

of' course, much nearer to the light fast nuclei - protons~ deuterons, alphas. 

For the light and heavy incident nuclei, the energy loss per unit 

path length may be written as the sum of two terms, the first giving the 

loss in electron encounters, the. second in elastic nuclear collisions .• 

7.1 

This equation corresponds to that given by Bohr.89 The subscript 1 denotes 

the incident particle, 2 the target atom. The ·first term contains the 

electron mass, ·m, but not the incident·particle mass. It depends on .the 

square of the effective charge, Z1*, of the incident particle. N is the 

89. N. Bohr: The Penetration of Atomic Particles ,through Matter •.. Kgl. 
Danske Videnskabernes Selskah.,, (Math-fys .. ·Meddelelser) J:&, No. 8 
.(1948) P• ,124. 

. ·.~ '' 



. number of ta.;rget atoms per unit volume, and it is multiplied by Z2,. 

(included in B£ ) to give the number of electrons per unit volume. B6 

...... 

is a logarithmic term, which m~y be ·called the "stopping number"; e; 

.·.denot~s that it is for electronic ·collisions. It l.rill be discussed helm~ .. 

'The second term is analogous to t4e first but concerns collisions 

with target nw:~lei. ·· Hence, the. single el.~ctron charge is replaced by 

.. ' ~ and the electron mass by M2• N is the number of nuclei per unit volUme 

and B·~ · is.· the logari t}:lmic . term pertaining to nuclear collisions. Notice 

that zl* has been replaced by zl. 

, · It is at'·once evident (ref. 891;p. 124) that because of the appearance 

'of th~ electron'mass in the denominator in the first term, M/Z2 compared to 

·M:2/Z2 in the second term, (there is a z2 included in Be of the first term) 

the energr loss to electrons is much greater than the loss to target nuclei 

except when the .incident velocity. becomes so lo't~ that the incident nucleus 

picks up electrons, making Zi* enough lower' than Zi to reverse the rela

tive magnitude of the terms. Indeed the first~term is the important one 

even for fission fragments over the large part of their range. 

Fission fragments always carry SQme electrons about their nuclei, 

giving a Zi* less than Z1. There :ts an approximate criterion, but a 

reliable one, given by Bohr (ref. 89.,). U6) that Hhen the speed of a 

nucleus exceeds that of the electron in a'given "orbitn, the nucleus in 

interaction '-lith matter will lose that electron. This is a sta'tistical 

criterion, the atom al~er~ting betwe~n losing and capturing &1 electron 

in the ·particular state, but we may be quite sure that for the larger 

part of the tinie ··a nucleus of velocity greater than that of the electron 

; ' 
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in its J.S. -orbit \.J'ill b€f cOinple'tely stripped';. . Hence,- beyond this velocity 

* ,. ':.zl. ·bedblnes zl." '·The domain.'where·"this is true. is, gene~ally con~iderable 

for l:l@t nuclei.. To discuss their energy loss, it. is ··fl.dvantageous to 

break the electroni~ ·stopping .term .,into two- parts; one where Zi,* = .z1 

. and the· other with Z1* <. · z1 ,. .. · These will be disCU:ssed succe.sai vely. · 

. lo dE/dx wh~n zi* :;.,' ~ .. ({3tripped .nucl~s}: 

QuantUm meChanics shoul4 give. -the complete solution, but in the p:r-aotical 

solution :Of' p:r-oblems-;, it has been :necessary to use approximations which 

. apply. c;mly unde:r- specific circumstanc~s. Tre se circumstances, or cri te;t"ia, 

will be discussed here since .they. delimit the · z'ones 1v-here carbon nuclei 

·behave differently f'Tom lighter, . or tram heavier, nuclei •.. The d,istinction 

between· the different treatmen~s can most easily be shown by discussing 

them in their' :historicaT orde:r-o, .. 

Af'ter the discove:r-y of the nuclear atom by ~therf'ord, early attempts 

. were made to account for 'the. quite de . .fini te range of alpha'"-partieles ~s 

being due to the cumulative· .. ef'fect of a large number of small ene:r-gy 

loses _to electrons bound around the nuclei i.l'l. th~ target atoms. J.J~ Thomson 

.and ·c. G .. Darwin gave separate; treatments, considering the binding of the 

electron to the_ nucleus.. . N .. Bohr?Q in 1913, ga:v~ an equation for._~ the 
., . 

:rate of ~nergy loss to electron$,, in which t}le treatment was classic~l, 

the essential contribution being in .his demonstration that ~he enf?rgj' . 

. . transf~:t:. to the .. electr.on· through the interaction of its Coulomb field with 

that_ of the incident nucleus did not involve the b,inding of. tJ)'e electron 

to _the p~ent n-q.cleus if the time of collision, ~ , was much_ shorter than 

the .period; ·T , of the electron in its orbit.· These may be,called 11 f'r~e0 

90., N., Bohr, Philo Mag., {6) &2, 10 {1913). 
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collisions~ If we speci:f'y the impact parameter, b, ·as the perpendicular' 

distance from the center of the target atom to the incident path of the 
-

nucleus, then ?v ~ bv , . v being the incident velocity. 7'.::: ..L ~ L 
f., . .,. )' u 

if d is the orbital size and U.. the dorbital velocityn. Hence, to have 

1: << 7' , t;re must have . the impact paramet~ b less than 1>xna.x = v or 

For ~b >. bmax' adiabatic condi tions-·begin to set in; the energy 
.. ·.. '-<"··' . -~ • • 

transfer is no longer independent of the binding to the nucleus, and as 

b increases fur_ther, the possible energy transfe:r falls off as. e-b (Ref. 77, 

p 29). 

The Bohr equation may easily be derived (Ref. 77) by considering the 

incident nucleus as having a well-defined impact paramete:r;- uith respect 

to the ~arget atom and considering the energy transferred tJ;lrou~ ilnpulses 

for bmin < ·b < ~ax , where an ~pproximate bmin is given by the fact 

that ~bt m~e energy can be delivered to an electron th?ll l/2 m(2v)2• 

Z. 2 
bmin= m1!:z • The resulting equation is: 

..;dE/ dx ::: 4 -Tf z1
2e'*N 

-m v2 7.2 

Now e2 - v0 , the orbital velocity of an electron in the ls-orbi t in y--
the hydrogen atom, and h y :. I, the ionization e!lergy for a given 

• ,:·.-¥ • 

electron. In practice, for an average over all theelectrons, :we must --replace. I by Ie ' I must come from experiment since attempts to derive it 
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;t;h~():t;!i'ltica.:j,.ly· have been unsuccessful (Ref 89,. pp 97-99). We get 

) ·.- .'. 

b max. 
··• brrii'n . : 

,:,. 

21r m vJ 
IZ1 v0 

0 

. .. . __ After ~eisenberg formulated the uncertainty principle, and 
< • .. ~ .... 

. Schrgdinger the 14ave mechanics, in 1924 and 1925, ·the implications in the 
j ·~ ' • 

asstunptions under the derivation_ of the Bohr equation could be seen more 

clea.:r:"ly<> In the first_ place, . in order to have a definite impact parameter, 

we must be able to describe the incident particle by a wave packet w.i.th 

dimensions s~ with respect to atomic dimensions, a. That·is, the 

de Broglie wave length, divided by 211, ~de B; mu.~t .satisfy the 

requirement:~ :;.: de B < < ao (If the ui:tcertainty in the impact . para-

·'. me.te~, .. Ax, -~er~ of the order of a, then from A p A x ~ t we get •, t ,. . 
AP·,~ ~. But we must have A pc(<. p = MJ,. v. Hence ~<M1 v or j{ . · .. ~· ' 

M · (=~de B) << ao) IV 

... 
A further condition is found from the fact that to calculate the 

impulse transferred we must have. the uncertainty in the original momentum 

much less than the change in momentum of the incident particle during the 
" . 

collis+dnj .. ;Vlh:lch is .·the transferred momentumo The perpendicular impulse 
.. ,·; 2 . v 

is appro:r.imately 2 zl e (Ref o 71, P• 28) or -v""Where Vis the 
vb 

potential energy of the electron in the incident particle 1 s field •. 

A p <:'< . p transferred gives +<<¥-.. · In a Coulomb field, this 

becomes, using the same distance element on both sides, Z1 e
2 

;>)> 1 
1; v 

or, more closely, 
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The criteria for Bohr's; energy-loss equation thus are: 

(a) . :~ <<. 1' 
'• ., -·· -., ... 

,•,·,( 

. (b) . )r·de B << a 

(c) tl->> 1 

These condit:i:dns Diean that the equationrequires a well-defined orbit 

throughout and a strong interaction~ It is, therefore, entirely classical$ 

It· is illuminating to notice that the energy loss through collisions 

may _be derived from the Rutherford scattering law. \<1illiams91 has given 

an ~speci~Ji-.good dis'cilssion of this derivation. Since the incident . 

heavy par_ticle·-''iS denected. through a very small angle, its momentum 

transfer to the electron is closely M1 v &, measured in the laboratory 

frame of reference,. and the _en,ergy transfer ·is (Ml v &)2 • If this 
2m 

give& 
term be multiplied by the 'Rutherford scattering law which / the probable 

distribution in eo, and'l;ly the ntunberof collisions per unit distance, 

NZ2, and the whole 'integrated from 6min to emax' the result should be 

the Bohr energy-loss equation. 

91• E,. J. Williams, Rev. Mod. Phys. l:z, 217 (1945) •. 

~-..... 
· .. ;·' 
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~(M1 v e)
2
, 

Zm 

and 

dCAJ 

d w .:;: Z"JT"" sin & d e 

In ~ !:" , Z.i = 1 since the deflection is due 'to' an' electron_ •. 

·Sin & ~. e, while ~ax ~ ..!.- and a is found frOin the moment'l:llll. .. Ml' "''llin . 

transfer at bma.x= 

zz eZ 
. Ml v ~ = --=1--

·We get. 

v bma.x 

= z2 ·.ln &max 
e. . .. . nun 

--· 

'·or.~= 

' '. 

Z ~leZy 
M

1
· v.3 • · · 

. . ' ·' ~. 

a result 1.vhich.differs from the previous .one only by a factor. of Z in the 

log term;. the .difference, could be. eliminated by closer evalua~ion •.. 
. . ,• ' . •' . ' ' 

The Rutherford scattering la~r was derived on .a classical basis, but 

later was found to be .strietly true quantum-mechanically, for .. a Coulomb 
. ,.1 ' 

fieldo~ Hence, despite the conditions for the validity of the Bohr.equation, 
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it ·-vras -thought it might hold in the region of ueak interaction, where 

t\ << 1 •.. 

In 1930, however, Bethe92 de:r;-ived a somevJhat different expression 

for d.E/dx using B~rn 1 s. first approximation for. the treatment of collision 

problems. The essential conditions for ·the validity of Born's approxima

~ion. are: ?1. 

(a) )\deB << a 

(b) ~ << 1 

The Bethe equation is93 

41T Z 2 e4 1 

Hhere t~e "stopping number0 B ~ ·-

N 

2m v2 
T 

Bethe's equation ~if'fers fromBohr's only in the argument of' the logarithm, 

uhich, in the·Bohr ~quatio~, is fc times that in the Bethe equation. 

B£: B~ ":" Zz ln rc . . Wllllams91 has explained the reason for this 

. discrepancy between Bohr's and Bet~e 1 s equations. Although the Rutherford 

scattering laH·is correct both classicallyand quantum-mechanically as to 

the distribution in8, tl1e. re~ions uhich give scattering into the angle e 

are different in the classical and in the Born derivation of it. In the . . ' - . . . ~ 

2 
classical case, we sat-r from momentum transfer, Hv 8 = 2 Z1 e , that is, 

b v 

92. H. A.: Bathe, Ann. d. Physik ,2, 325 (1930). 

'93• Jf. s. Livingston and H. A.. Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys. 2, 245 (1937), p. 263 .. 
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scattering into ·the angle & is from c011isiol,1S 1'iith \m. :iJnpact paratueter 

b: 2 zl e~ 
N :v2. 9-

In the vlave treatment, in Hhich no impact para.1neter is 

d~fL-1.ed, scattering into· e- comes from ,the regi~m 1-1 v e . The ratio 

betvjeen the two is seen to be·"( ·• . Accpr¢l.ingJ.Y, He f3ee that at ~ = 1 

the two· treatments come together~ (See also ref. 89, P• · 77) Since the· 

differing factor is in a logarithmic terra, the divergence between the two 

is not rapid near r( = 1: Hm..rever, the difference is detectable in its 

effect on the range of a particle; as ~iillia.ms ·has shoun. 94 Both Bohr's 

and Bethe's equations are to be regarded as good approximations justified 

by quantum mechanics in the .region of their validity, respectively t'(>) 1 

and tt, << 1. As the application of eitP,er is extended beyond its domain, 

it gives too high an energy loss and, hence, a shorter range than is found 

experimentally~ At ~ ~· 1, both err on the high side in energy loss. 

Williams has studied from experimental data the'optimum·point for changing ··. .. . ' . . 
from one treatment to. the other and fi~ds it to. be at about V(:l.2 for our 

definition of tL co (Actually, William~, and inal:l.Y other :n-iter's, ·.use. the 

criterion li 1.::. ~ However, ~as · 4?fined above is se~e_cted by Bollr 

(Ref. 89, Po 18) as appropriate.) What can we say ·no1-1 as. to t):le range-

energy law that should be fulfilled· for carbon nuclei ·compared to lighter 

nuclei and compared to fission' f'ragrnents?. rn ;this connection, "consider 

otlier ways 'of ·writing 11. . Since ~ m .v0 , :• ·:orbital vE'iloCit;;i- of the 

electron :in the ·Bohr hydrogen atomi and· z1 ~ =· z1 v0 :=. ·VK ., the. 
1r 

.:-; 

94. E. J. Uilliams, Proco Roy~_Soc .. , London' A ;Q.2, 108 (i9.32). 

. ~ .· 
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velocity of a K.-electron ar.out.td the incident nucleus, vre have 

~ .2 Zi e2- v· 
- - 2 zl· .Vo =2 K - 1\v v v 

and at )(= l;e2~ v = 1.67 vK. As noted earlier, Hhen v = vK, a nucleus 

begins to alternate capturing and losing the K-electrono Since fission 

... .fragments ·never,: lo.se their .K~electrons, their velocity is always less than 

VK and; hence, for them, the Bethe equation is invalid,.the Bohr.equation . . 

sui table (mocU,fied to have Z1 * rather than z1). The table belmr shows 
.. . . -· . .. 

the ;deviation of cl2 nuclei from the lighter nuclei. 

TABIE.7.1 

At v= 4 • .391 x 109 em/sec A.t'11 =1.2 
Nucleus: E(Mev) Range Sl-~ 

tt 
E(Mev) Range (f) vK( em) E(Mev) 

in emulSion . sec 
at v.=vK x lo-9· 

. cl2; 120 194.· .598 29.8.3 25.,7 la310 lOo 7.3 

... 
~·. ... 40 561.8' .199 ... 1.10 3o73 Oo4368 Oo.398 

d 20 1115. .100 0~138 f'l2o 0 .. 2184 Oo0497 

p 10 5'57.5 .;100 0.069 1<1 -o 0 .. 2184 Oo0248 

The ranges for alphas and protons are those given by .,.Ulkinsl8 for Ilford · 

nuclear emulsions of density 3.9Zgm/cm3• TI1e ranges for carbon nuclei 

are those found e:x:per:i.Jnental~ in' the present research.;. It is apparent 

that for alphas, deut.erons and pro\:;ons of the'.initial energy given by the 

t~e Crocker 6o-inch Cyclotron, almost the whole range in emulsion is given 

by:the :Bethe equation. However, for ·carbon nuclei: f.he Bohr equation gives 

., .. ·.··· 
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a better approxi.nuitimT at an appreciable residual range. It is to be under-. 

stood tha.t changing the type of stopp;i.ng la,,r ">.Jill not greatly change the 

range of the carbon nuclei.;: .. The 'tv.ro la\-is are tlie same 'except in the 

logarithmic term and there they differ by the argument in the _Bohl· equation 

being 1/~ times that of the Bethe. equatio~. , .This .means that, in the 
. . . . 

valid domain of the Bohr equation, it gives a slightly smaller stopping 

than the Bethe equation and, hence, a longer range, "i-rhich we expect to be 

realized experimentally. 

It 1vill be noticed in Table 7.1 that the velocity of the nucleus 

reaches the velocity of its K-electrons at a point not greatly lol.rer than 

the cross-over point to the Bohr equation. The effect of the consequent 

.electron pick-up (to be discussed l~ter ) .. will, be a greate~ eff'ect. _in 

extending the range ·-than is the .functional change in going from. the Bethe 

to the Bohr equation~ 

It is. -,;.rell kno-vm that so long as we use a single functional relati6n 

for dE/dx, 1.--re may get a simple relation betHeen the. ranges of particle.s of 

various masses and charges .(Ref 93, p. 269). The region -vrhere such a 
' • < • ' •• 

procedure is useful is only ~n the Bet~e region,. ~~<1.: 

'1 --- 2 z, l "'f. ·_ 
dE 

, . R0 }:lein.g the residual. range 

at which the f~ction changes and v 0 the corresponding velocity. Since 

the change is gradual, the relation will be more accu.rate, but less: useful, 

the higher -v1e take Roo Ue need only one constant. ; hen:ce, ·we could 
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extrapolate the.law down to R0 :: 0 and calculate a corresponding v0 if 

we wish. 

2 . ) 
FJ.(v) = z~ (R-Rg + 

·M 

Inverting the :t'ullction, we ~et 

v = ~; ( z2(R-Rg) + c~ 
H: ) 

or E/M = F ( z2(!""!!sJ + c) 
If we absorb '.zf-Rg in c, .we see that for stripped nuclei of differ,ent ... M 

masses and charges, if VJ. ~ 'V2' then 

(z.2M~l -- fzM2 '2 + c. whic~ implies \ r 

Hence, an elegant way of plotting range-energy curves is to plot 

7.7 

7 .. 8 

z2 MR vs +· · The curves in the region ~ << 1 should differ by only an 

additive const~t in their abscissae. The experimental range-energy curve 

for c12 nuclei will be compared to that of alphas and protons by this 

criterion,. · 

In the ori'ginal dl9rivatic;m of Bethe 1 s equation, in order to have a 

weak enough interacti~:m to permit. use of Born ~'s approximation, he assumed 

that the velocity of the incident nucleus was hi~1er than that of ru1y of 
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the' electrons in the stopping· materi.al, ·a serious linlitation on the use 

of the equation if the stopping material nuclei are heavier than the 

incident nucleuso ··:,,·,·. 

Mott95 showed that the limitation could be remedied, since he prove~ 

that a quant'4ffi--mechanical 'solution of tb.e problem ·:in terms of impact para,.. 

meter for ~ <, 1 and ~de B << a ( eq., 7.3 (b)) gave the same ans1...rer as 

the Born wave approximation, and, hence, except for close slow collisions, 

the lllaitation of Born's method to fast collisions could be removed, down to 

the limit ~~lo 

equation, putting 

This per,rnitted Bethe (Ref. 93, po 265) to modifJ· his 

Be!' = z2 1n M,.,..,cl( ,;here CK takes care 

of the diminished stopping, and consequent increased range, due to the 

fact that the incident nucleus is no longer able to knock out the K-

electrons from the stopping material. cK has been evaluated by Bethe. 

Similarly, a c 1. could be defined, but it \..r~uld be useful only f~r a 

light incident na.cleus in a heavy 'targ:~t, since the us·e of the·. corr~ction. 

is based on the assumption that r<l, C:: 1, that is, that the incident nucleus 

has not gone into the Bohr region nor started to pick. up electrons i tsel;f.' • 

...rAdd:i.lig cK has not affected the validity o.f the form '( 7.7) for the range-
. . ' .. '. ' '•'' 

energy relation.. Notice that for alphas in hydrogen or carbon nuclei in, 

say, beryllium, the cK correction cannot be used; there yill be a 

correction due to failure to excite the K-electrons, but before that tL~e 

the incident nucleus l-Jill have started picking up electrons ..• 

95. N. ·F. Hott·~ Proc·o· Camb .. Philo Soc: 27, 553 (193i). 
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This is the region to which fission fragments are born, and the region 

any nucleus :must enter ~~Then its velocity falls below v ~ VK (at V\_~2, 

not far inside the Bohr region). The c12 nuclei enter the region at about 

10.73 Mev, -vrhen they have a remaining range of about 9.2 microns. Alphas 
- - . 

enter the region at about 0.4 Mev and protons at 0.025 l"iev \.Jhere their 

residual ranges are very small. Even so, the capture of electrons by the 

alpha is principally responsible for extending the alpha range _beyond strict 

proportionality to that of protons, so that eq. (7.8) becomes: · 

Rp (E) = 1.0069 Rc(, (3.973 E) - 1.~ in emulsi on.l8 In air the 

constant is about 0.2 em. We.must expect the electron pickup; effect to be 

much larger in extending the range of carbon ions with respect to alphas 

and protons. For instance, the experimental deviation from proportional-

ity is given by the equation below, which must not be used for carbon ions 

below about 40 Mev .• 

--
or, 

7.9 

In comparison with the expression written for protons and alphas, 
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Eq. (7~9). shows how nearly :the relation is .t1~e' that. a:..· cl2 nucleus of the 

three times the energy of an alpha will have one- third the range., 

For c13 nuclei ~s compared. to ci2, the effect of electron pickup 

and of change over from the Bethe to the Bohr region will be exactly 
. 

the same for identical velocities. Hence, we expect a strict proportion-

ality at the same velocity (Re£. 93, p .. 271): 

Ll3e004f.8 
~.ooo60 

fzZa(v~ . ' 
~.c12 __ 

13 .• 00428 

'12.00060 
7.10 

:From the residual range of 10 microns down, carbon ions might be ex-

pected to behave somewhat like • fission fragments of small charge. 

Actually the comparison will be found·to hold for a much shorter range 

of about 2.,3')1•.- A' quick glance a~ the behavior of fi~si~n fragments will 

give a b~sis for_comparison .. 8~ 

Stopping by electron collision is by far Predomd~t for fission 

fragments until their velocity falls to v =; v0 ,_ __ t_he. velocity of the ground 

state electron in hydrogen. At that time· they have covered about two

thirds of their rangeo. The rate of energy loss through electronic 

collisions per unit path length· varies as ( Z1. *>2;· ? • + v- Since a f;Lssion 
- I 

fragment from its _·origin has -_a ~11 _ coJ!e of. K 1 and L ~lec~r,ons, and since 
. . ·- .. ~ . ;:; . . ' 

the electroni~ stopping term cuts off at v~ vo, before all the valence 
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electrans are picked up, we are concerned only Hith intermediate shells 

where the Thomas-Fermi. statistical description may be used (Ref. 89, p. 101 

and 116)to give the estima~: ~* ,._, z1
113 v/v0 , valid fo~ the region 

v0 <. v <; ZJ,.2( 3 v0 .. Therefore, we see that dE/d.x is roughly. independent 

of the velocity, in marked contrast to the case of a particle of· fixed charge, 

where the ionization increases rapidly as.the particle slows down. Even· 

for fission fragments, in case of the lighter group, the ionization may at 

first increa~e slightly as ~he velocity decreases. 

In the case of carbon nuclei we cannot use the Thomas-Fermi statistical 

method to give zl*• The carbon nucleus has a kinetic energy of 10.7 Mev 

when its velocity. is that of the sixth electrono It picks up the two 

K electrons in tliis region. Then its charge will be fairly constant until 

it reaches the velocity of its fourth electron,. at 1 .. 4 Mev. In Fig. 41 . . 
- • < , 

are indicated the o12 kinetic energies correspondlng to the velocities of 

its v~ious electrons, with an approximate curve dra1m for Z1*. We must 

not expect electrons to go from ~ero to full time occupancy of an electronic 

state at any well-determined point, nor is z1* to be interpreted to 

correspond to the actua.:J_ charge that exists, since the effective charge 

may be less in a stopping substance li~1ter than the incident particle 

than it is in a heavier (Ref .. _89, p. 118) .. 

We may think of the o12 ion as reducing its charge by two units in 

the neighborhood of v = · 6 v0 , but behaving then like a particle ~f 

fixed charge - for instance, its ionization loss per unit pat}f increasing 

as l/v2 - until.the kinetic energy falls to the vicinity of 1.4 Mev; and 
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3V0 4V. 5V0 
VELOCITYOF"INCIDENT CAR"BON NUCLEUS 

EFFECTIVE CHARGE OF CARBON IONS 
IN REGION OF ELECTRON CAPTURE 
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the ion begins to pick up L electrons. Here, possibly, we may use an expression 

like Z1* = .z1l/3v/v0 , if we limit it to the region:: v0 < v;< 2o5 V0 o It has 

. been.sketched in on the graph to show how it fitso In this region it appears 

that the carbon ion should behave much ·1ike a fission fragment in that the 

ionization will not increase as the velocHy decreases. In llford E-1 emulsion, 

it is noticeable that near its end the carbon track appears to thin down a 

little and, within 2 to 4 microns from the end, may even have a gap or two. 

It is of passing interest to notice the effect of electron capture on 

the Bragg ionization curve for carbon nuclei compared to that for alphas. In the 

region of stripped nuclei, dE/dx for carbon nuclei is, according to the equation, 

nine times as high as for alphas of the same velocity (still almost true after 

entering the Bohr region, since the only change is entry of z1 under the long 

term). But at about 11 Mev the carbon nucleus begins to reduce its charge (at 
N N 

v = 6v0 , while the alpha does not reduce charge until v = 2v0 ). From v = 6v0 

to approximately 2.5 v0 the carbon ionization may increase, but not at the 

rate expected by l/v2 since its charge has fallen from six to four. Indeed, 

at v : 2 v
0

, dE/dx for an alpha equals the value a carbon nucleus had at 

v = 6 v0 • The increase in ionization from 6 v0 to 2 v0 is the only edge the 

carbon ion has on the alphao In emulsion an aipha track a few microns from 

its end may become fairly comparable in density to a carbon track at the same 

point. A Bragg curve made by recording oscilloscope 11 pip 11 heights from an 

ionization chamber shows a wide low peak for carbon ions. 

3. Nuclear Collision Region: v<. v0 • 

Loss of energy through electronic collisions is the important mode 

until v = v0 quite closely. At that point Z1* decreases very rapidly because 
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of the pick-up of the valence electrons; therefore,, elEi:ctronic stopping becomes 

very smallo , If a n~w ~ffect did not com~ in there would. be· a long tail added 

to the rangeo The new effect,'is nuclear collisions, which have been rare 

occurrences thus far~ Now the factor M2 in the denominator, lilhich kept this: 

stopping term small, is overbalanced by the decrease in velocity~· ... 

or·course, the nuclear ~ollision region is an extremely small part 

of the range f'or a proton or alpha, and not nmch larger for·a carbon nucleus 

(its energy is only 0~25 Mev· vJhen it enters the region),o·' If we compare· the 

nuclear collision term with the electron term for· carbon ions and for fission 

fragments, we see that although it appears as the same.furiction for each,· 

~amely, varying as (z1;z1*,)2, this does not denote the same level of 'signifi

cance for c~bon and fiss:i. ;n fragments at a given velocityo At v ~-· v
0

, 

Z1* is not essen~~ially different for the two particles, ·and decreases to~-.rard 

zero at about the same velocity' bu·t zl is' . of course' of the order of siX 

to nine times greater for a fission fragment.· Hence, the nuclear·stopping 

term is a relatively much larger effect for fission fr&gments, as is. evidenced 

by the beJ;J.ding and.branching of a fission .. fragment track in the latter half of 

its rangeo A.. carbon track w·ill often be bent into· a hook-shape at its very 

end but branching there is fairly rare o Further, the branching from nuclear. 

collisions in the early part of the 'track is less frequent for carbon ions 

tha..11. for fission fragments since the cr~ss section (Refo· 89,. p; 43) for nuclear ,. 

collisions varies as Zi2o Correspondingly, it is noticeable in. the emulsions 

containing. c12 and alphas together that branching occurs 'nruch m:o're .frequently 

for·carbons than for alphas-o One further pqint to·remark on is thatuhen 
.• 

M1 > M2 , the deflections of the incident particle are not large in nuclear 
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collisions, and the slowing-down process is: comp~able."to.tl.1at·from electronic 
is 

collisions. This/the usual case for fission·fragments, the exception being 

for heavy stopping materials. But when M
1 
~ IV.!z,. the elastic nuclear 

collisions produce large deflections and disperse the beam., This process 

accounts for the sm.all hook-ends often observed on carbon tracks. 

When the.incident particle is deflected in a nuclear collision, the 

struck particle is also displaced, though often.the displacement may not 

be sufficient that it could be detected as visible branching~ Just as the 

R~therford scatteri.IJ.g l~1.r gives a forward-peaked max:i.m.Ulll in the laboratory 

system for the incident particle, so it gives a peak towards 90 degrees 

for t}le struck particle~. The displacement of atoms in the target materials 

is studied under the name of •radiation damageno96 The much greater 

capacity of carbon ions, as compared to lighter ions, in producing ra.dia tion 

damage has stimuiated interest in their use for this purpose •. 

4. Region of gas kinetic collisions. 

',l'he nuc],ear collision term in Eq. (7.1) holds fora considerable distance 
·.;... . 

below v0 , but doas not hold for v<.< v
0 

• The. nuc].ear collisions continue, 

but a different type of equation must be used (Ref. 89, p. 136), and the 

collis~o~ cross sections became larger until, at the very end of its 

velocity, the particle is brought to rest or to equilibrium (in case the 

stopping substance is a gas) by gas kinetic collisions. This reglon is com-

pletely inconsequential for carbon ions in emulsion. 

96. J. C. Slater, J. Appl. Phys. 22, 237 (1951). 
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5o Straggling in Range; 

Since -the stopping of a nucleu·s i.s · almo/3t, entirely due . to small · · 
.. 

energy losses in collisions.? ,_the statistical fluctuation in the nui•nber 

·these :eollisioris per tihit length will. sholr' up in a fluctuation of .the ene:rgv 

lost per u:r..it disttU1Ce traveled 8-i:td.$ hence, of the expected range :oeyond 

that interval.: The total range to br.:J.:.ng ·a .. pc-u·t:i..cle 'to rest may fluctua tc 

considerably.· For particle~ as heavy as rmclei, we need not concern m:r.r

se'l ves t.ri th ·range ··straggling fro:m · B-'llother source: C",.u:>ved. patbs . from 

For .'small energy ;Losses, the probability function for the enermr loss 

for any given thickness ·vrill be closely gau.ssian; consequently, the ·.mean 

square· fluctuation in energy may be evaluated G.r.Ld transformed to mea.'l1. squar·e 

fluctuation of the range (Ref~ 89.:; p~ 12?}. For a particle traveling among 

nuclei heavier than itself, the resulting ex'Pression for straggling.from 

electronic col~isions is: 

··a;; { ]·. e ~R 
R 

-- {y m )1/2 
\4 Ml 

•' 

·Hhere _Clt {R}is the f3tandard deviati·on in range, H1 is the mass of the 

incident particle, and m the mass of an electron. For alphas in ern:tii.sion 

this gives a ran~ straggling compared to the total range of close' to one 

percent; for carbon nuclei, 0.6 percent, for fi.ssion fragments~ o.i. percent. 

Straggling frqm nuclear colli.sions may also be calculated. For alphas 

and carbons it is at most a fe~-1 percent of the straggling from electronic 
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cellisions, and, hence, is negligible. For :fiss'iori 'rragnients~ ho1'1ever, there 
... ·:··' 

is a large contributi~n in t.he cl~se riei~hborhood. of v 0~·· where . the residual 

rang~ is abbut ;ne..::third ofth~ total-rang&~ ''I'his.may'give a·reiative 

stand8.J::d straggli.D.g c£ about 3 percent of the totil range (Ref •. 89, Po '138). 

For carb(:m''t:he residual range at v =vo is so Small 'that the contribu:tion 

to the total ;range straggllng vJOUld be extremely Small, even if the carbon 

~-rere' in· a meq.ium lighter thki itself rather thar;J. one heaviei~, ivhich tends 

instead to sc~tter the carbon nucli:h:i.so In measuring the ranges 'Of.'carb6n 

nuclei in 'erinilsioris,in this research, it was easy' to straighten oitt visually 

the small eD.d. hocks to give a cloSe measurement of the actual distance·' 

traveled.· 

B. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND RESULTS. 

Indesigning apparatus to obtain a range~energy curve, the objective 

set was to get an "absolute" relation in the sense that the energy would 

be obtained from measurement of the curvature in a known magnetic field 

and the ~ange of the same particles would be recorded in emulsiono At 

the same time it vas desirable to obtain "relative" range-energy data, 

with the range and energy of the carbon ions compared directly to that 

of another type of particleo Relative sets of data may show up errors 

that would go undetected on an absolute ~easurement basiso Since alpha 
'. '·· 

particles are accelerated along W1i th the .. .c12 ion.s, , .it was convenient .. to 

use them as ·a. relative standard,; the range-energy relation for them·has 

been measured by many experimenters and cannot be far wrongo If a12 ions . ' . . 
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13 were to be used, the~e was no necessity for making measurements on G 

i?ns.. .Dir~~t .proport,i~nality should ~old very;· closely •. 

An. ide13,l way to measure the energy is by setting up three narrow 
!• •.• 

slits in the nearlY: uniform magnetic field between the pole tips and to 

adjust. these. slit.s .so that a few particles deflected up or dow~ fr~m the 

beam platterwill.pass through the slits.;. Hubbard and ~cKenzie97 have 

used this ·metll,od to obtain precise range-energy data f~r protons. It was 

not practicable on the Crocker Laboratory sixty-inch cyclotron to set up 
. . 

the necessary apparatus inside the tank. However~ the same principle could 

be used on the external beam without. the necessity of scattering it.out of 

the median plane,; .•. ThEil accuracy of 'measurements would be l:i.mited principally 

by the size of the beam available but should be quite ·adequate. 

The prerequisites for measuring the energy in the external magnetic 

field are that the field strength and the slit positions shoul~ be accur-

ately known;. . The slits must,o;f course, be narrow, spaced as far apart 

as possible, and there must be a means of detecting when they are adjusted 

so that the, maximum beam is passing through them. · 

The magnetic fiel4 is falling off rapidly in the region traveled by 
.··· ' 

the external,b~~ .... Unless it were made nearly Uniform,· ,it wo,D_d ~ot be 

possible ·to measure it accurately and, also, there would be a large error 

in the calculated energy from any small error in measurement of the absolute 

position of the slits. Accordingly, steel plates to unifor~ze the field 

were designed* For symmetry the inner and outer edges were circular arcs 

97. E. L. Hu,bbard and K. R. MacKenzie,· Phys. Rev. 85, 107 ·(1952). 

* I am indebted to Professor Wilson Powell for a discussion of the 
practical aspects of design of uniformizing plates. ·It was not 'possible 
to follow all his recommendations, e.g., that the beam be kept in the 
central portion onlyo 
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which were placed at the .. corresponding radii with ~aspect. to the center 

ot the pole: tips· (Figure .42) • . The. inner faces were made parallel and as 

clo~;te to each other as feasible (actually·9/16.inch). The outer.stirfaces 

were then tapered, with the amount of taper calculated on the enginee~ing 

approximation that., ··considering the ·magnetic field above and. below the 

f ...... . 
plates as undisturbed, the magnetomotive.force H•dl (measured along 

any field line) that originally was present in the region occupied by the . . . 
p1a tes would ·all be placed . across the gap between the ·plates ... · The ·basis 

for the approximation is that H in the iron is very small: ·Jiliiron = Hair• 

It t 1 .and t 2 are the plate thicknesses at the inner and outer radii, one 

could be found in terms of the other by H1 (2t1+w) = ~ (2t2+W) where W 

is the gap .between the inner faces. For the inner arc at the .35-inch radius 

and the outerat.the 47~inch radius, suitable thicknesses were one-half 

inQh and two· inches.. For ease of machining, the taper was .made uniform. 

Two-inch boiler .·plate was used. In Figure 46 is shown a composite of: meas-

urements of the magnetic ·.field between . the pole tips and of . the. field 

between the plates. The field beyond the plates was measured with them 

in position. Figure 4.3 is a photograph made during the measurement .of the 

field between the plates. This measurement was made witl:l a Gene:;-al Electric 

fl-qxmeter and a specia.Uy constructed small. coiL Relative measurements 

of the field were. taken along four radial lines, approximately at slits 1, 

2 and 3, and at the center of the photographic chamber. Along each radial 

line, the field was measured at half-inch intervals.. One absolute measure-

ment was taken on each radial line.. At the inher and out.er edges, the 

field varied rapidly, but it was relatively uniform in the middle region. 
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DEFLECTOR 

BLOCKING PROBE 

RANGE-ENERGY ~PPARATUS ON CYCLOTRON 
(SHOWN WITH FULL ENERGY BEAM). 

FIGURE 42 

;,· 
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FIGURE 43. 

The apparatus for obtaining range-energy is shown in 

position with the-faceplate removed. Measurements 

ot the magnetic fi~ld with the General Electric flux

meter are being madeo The blocking probe is in the 
.. 

port at the extreme right of the picture. 
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:I!"'IGURE 44 

The sagitta-measuring arm with its three slits to measure 

the beam energy and the photographic plates to record the 

range are shown in their relative positions. The top guide 

plate for the center slit has been removed to expose the slit 

to.view. The st~inless steel micrometer which moves the center 

slit can be seen through the lucite window. Numbers 1 and 3 

slits are fixed with respect to the arm. The pivots at these 

points for the adjusting rods. are directly over the s-lits. 

Behind the third slit is the scintillator head in position. 

The light is transmitted do1m a lucite rod to the photomulti

plier tube in the magnetic ~hield. Below it is its amplifier. 

After the beam is located, the scintillator is retracted 

enough to permit the beam to pass to the photographic plates. 
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FIGURE 45 

A combined blocking probe and ionization chamber are shown 

in this picture. The blocking probe was desirable to elim

inate stray be~m in off-center orbits from coming out between 

the dees. To use the blocking probe effectively, it was nec

essary to know where the maximum of the deflected beam lay~ 

this was the function of the ionization chamber. After loc

ating the beam, the probe was moved out the amount necessary 

to put the slit where the chamber window had been. Later a 

longer, more effective blocking probe was used, separate 

from the ionization chamber. 
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DISTANCE {INGHH) 

MAGNETIC FIELD-USING PLATES, 
SHOWN IN POSITION, . . 

TO UNIFORMIZE THE FRINGING FIELD- ..... 
FIGURE 46 
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In the area where the beam would be measured, the field was uniform 

within about three percent. 

Since the field was relatively uniform, it was not necessary that 

the absolute position of each slit be measured with great precision. 

The only precise measurement required was the position of the middle 

slit with respect to the two outer slits. To satisfy these requirements, 

the beam arm, or sagitta-measuring arm shown in Fig. 44, was designed. 

The·-·first and last slits are fixed on the arm, but the arm can be moved 

as· desil:·~d by rods attached to bearing collars centered over these slits. 

The middle slit is centered between.the other two and can move in and 

out in a ·ahannel• It is on a plunger loaded by a phosphor-bronze spring 

so that it always presses against the. end of a stainless ~teel micrometer. 

The micrometer is adjusted by a rod lea<:ling tlu'ough a-Wilson seal. Its 

one-inch throw is extended by inserting gauge blocks. The setting of 

the micrometer; after' :the slits are adjusted for maximum beam, can be 

read through a lucite window •. From this reading.and a value previously 
. ; '. 

found for the line~ .. c)f' sight measurement of t'he three slits, the sagitta 

of a circular arc. through .the three slits can be obta'ined.with an accuracy 

of approximately 0.001 inch.• The non~uniformity of the.field will cause 

a deviation .from a circular arc, but the co~r~ctlon can be calculated 

w:i,th the circular arc as the first approximation. 

The adjusting rod attached to the third slit is made of two tubes 

with a lucite rod inside.· On the inner· end of the rod, an anthracene .. 

crystal. vas,_,,cemented to give scintillations from pf!.rticles coming through 

No. 3 slit.· The lucite rod conducted. tbe light pulses to 1,!here the 
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magnetic field was small enough,.that"a 1P~21 photomultiplier tube could 

be shieldedfrom it. After the beam was located, the :!.n.ner stainl~ss 

steel tube could be retracted a little more than an .. inch to ·permit the 

beam to pass to the·phot9graphic plates which then ~:re shoved :i,nto . 

placec. In order for individual scintillation pulses to showclearly on 

an oscilloscope screen to permit adjusting to pick up the beam, a "pulse-

stretcher" vas added to the amplifier by K. D. Jenkins. 

The photographic plates were brought up in a cassette, which:was 

pumped down after posit~oning it on·the apparatus. Then a wedge-action 

vacuum lock could b~ ·opened to permit shoving the .. plate ·holder into position. 

The· plate holder c,ould. be. maneuvered by :two rods and located with ,respect 

to No •. .3 slit by means of notches. The plates ~re inclined to the 

horizontal at an angle of 4°45·'.. An especially large plate holder was used, 

holding two plates .3-1/4 x 4-1/4 inches, in order· to get a.long trace of 

the beam pencil .. · The lowest energy for. wh.ich the beam arm C$.1:1 pe.used.is 

about 40·Mev ... For range-energy da't!a. below 40.Mev, the.beam e~ tna1; energy 

could be pass"ed through a thin foil whj,.ch would give: little. dispe:rsi9l\, . 

and the new energy could· be measured by the curvature of the center line 

of·the beam on th~ two plate$; 

In addition, the length of trace given by two plates was desi:red·in 

order to experiment with the capture and loss of electrons by carbon ions 

out near·the end.of their range •. When the first·and second.electrons 

began' to be picked up, traces of c6, c5:'·' and cf.·. beamS; should be .seen. 

The separation of th,e traces would be>adequate;at least O!l the second 

plate·~ .A few accUrate points;on the capture and 'loss of .electrons .by 



· carbon: ·nuclei would ·be ·of considerable interest Tor comparison with theory 

since the'pic'k.;.;U.pof the two inner electrons Should·be essentially dif'

fe~ent for ·carbdn··ions passing through a foil of greah:ir atomic ·number, 

say alwnintrili.;or·gold,·c6mpa:red to their·passing through one of less atomic 

number, for e:x:a.mple, beryllium (see reference 89, Chapter 4) .: 

The entire region between the plates had· to be in vacuum,. with no 

other ~gnetic -material than the two field~u'niformiz,ing plates •. The 

sealing strip around the .~plate edges, the face-plate a$sembly, and the 

·photographic.:c},laiilber. vacuum lock were made of brass. All these.·were hard

so.ldered ·to the steel plates. The high heat required and unequal· shrink-

. age~caused 'warping. of the brass and. cracking at soldered joints. Great· 

difficulty' 'WB.S•. had in obtaining a vacuum ·tight. system.· .·other than that,, 

the appa:ra. tus .f'unctione<;i well .... 

· · The second·diff·icUlty was in getting a carbon beam intense enough 

that the three':.:narrowslits could be brought into adjustment to pass it. 

· · The procedure -was· as follows : Nos. 1 and 2 slits were retracted. A 

criioderately narrow beam entering the·plates 'Was obtained from either the 

blocking ·p:rrobe ·slit. or the slit i.n front of the 'foil· wheeL· :No. 3 slit 

vas moved in or out t'o .find the linlits of· the . beam and. its approximate 

maximum •. Then No. 1 slit W'as moved into position with No: 2 still re= 

· tracted. Finall;V, No. 2 was moved· in until., first, the inner face of 

the slit cut· out .the beam,· and .then the beam reappeared: through. t.he 

slito During adjustments of slits Nos. 1 and .2, the: beam often ·faded . 

irito the·'background of random pulses •.. No points could be obtained with 

the slits open 0.010 incheso .· Two good points in the range~energy curv~ 
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were obtained' with the slits open o.020 .inches,.· and two more with ·them 

open 0.040 irtches.;< Even w:tth the ·latter ·slit ·Width, the center of the 

energy dis·tributio·n is we11 determined, although the energy spread 

passed is higher than desired. 

· As a first approximation, the beam· energy could be calculated from 

the measured sag:ltta under the assumption tha~ the magnetic field ·was 

uniform. Whert the range-energy points based on this afi~sumptionwere. 

plott(3d,.they weir,e found to be unifo:rmly of too low an energy for the 

range· measured. · This error could be .. ·seen from the points found fo;c' the 

alphas that came ·through the· slits at the same time the carbon ions didc. · 

The error was large, corresponding to a magnetic field nine percent 'too 

low. ThEf accllracy of the General Electric fluxmeter was expected to· be 

within one-half percent. The· only source of error seemed to· be tha.t 

the absolute field· measurements may have been taken where the. field . 

vas changing rapidly or ·that the area used for tne coil was in err.or.,. 

The coil had 'been des·troyed and measurements ·could not be repeated. 

-However, ~'ch~ck measurements were made with a ·Ravtson~Lush rotati.ng-:--c<?U 

Gaussmeter. The average of readings 'with it in,dicated the· original:.,, :.::. 

absolute values were, as predicted, nine percent too lm..r. · However, .the 

Rawson-Lush could·not give individual readings of the field·that·were· 

accU:ra te enough to use. . Its :accuracy is only 2 ~ 5 ·percent. of 'fUll . ·. 

scale (12;ooo oersteds)~ Indeed, the motor rotating the·coil could be 

heart:!. slowing down as the probe was moved in beyond the center of the . 

plates. 

'Absolute energy values for the measured ranges had to be foregone., 



Fortunately, the ::relative alpha. staq.<;iard- vas ..• ~~ys prese~t, although 

the •nUII).be::r of. alpqas th;at. could be found on some of; th~ plates it.lS.S 

lower than desireQ.., .•.. The data.- from thes_e .points, fo.j:' both carbon ions 

and a1phas,are given in Table .7.2 •. 

The data of Table .7 .z do not specify wrtat 1t'alue of energy corres

ponds to .the measured ranges. It is k:nown that._ the pl.C;>Jnentum per unit 

charge \f8.S th_e. same for·. the carbon .and helium i.ons. • Assuming that 

charges and: masse~. are v.vell established~ v.•e c:.an calculate t~t the 

energy of the· carbon ions wa'S 3,.00196, times that. of the alphas •. From 

that point on, the actual value of .the ca!"bon energy will 'Qe determined 

by the range-energy data, assumed for the. alpha •. In the lot.r energy 

pa.Xt of the curvej ·calculated from knock-on protons~- the f?nergy will 

simiiarly depend. on .the proton range-energy data, used •. In_the,present 

work,' the data given by·Wilkins1 .8 (which is in-agreement-with :tpat of 

Rotblatr nas been usedo . The, numerica:l values (pl_otted in Fig._ 47) for 

the measurements made with the slits areg . 

... 

R ±cr{'R} (microns) 1:73.63+0.20 61. 86± 0 •. 14 54_.511:.0.12 45.29±0.10 

E (Mev) 112 .. 02 56.52 52.20 4.5.4:3 . ' 

Notice that it is tr{a}, not O"'{R} , which is of interest. . The accuracy 

of the carbon ion curve.in the ·region determined ·by the slits (from 

45 Mev up) should be about that of t.he alpha· curve 1 which is ,presumed 

to be of the order of on.e percent. 

Because of the unknmm rrrignetic. fiel,d strength, .tl;le yery ,low energy 

points could not be obtained by the proposed method~ nor would i.t be 
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TABLE 7.2 

GOHPllliATIVE Pu-\NGES (HIGRONS) IN ILFOH.D E-1 EHULSION OF cl-2 AND He4 

IONS OF THE SAME HOHENTUM PER UNIT CHARGE 
' ' ·-·"' 

Run No. !Particle ~Jumber o ~!ethod of 
with Tracks Measurement -- crfa} 

True 

t{~2~' 6'~~2R)~ Slit Measured R ~fR} '?!..2_ 
Openin11 - : , ... MR 

RUN I 012 125 '' Superstage _ 173.63 2e20 0.20 520.8? -. 
0.020 11 niicrometer 21.59. 0.85 
Slit A~p4a :125 , Superstage 499.62 - 6.70 0.60 499.28 

micrometer 

12 '• ... , 
61.68 1.43 0.14 185.57 RUN II c 100 Reticule 

0.040" ,, 27 ._18_ 0.76 · .. ' 

50 Super stage 158.39 4.54 o.6L~ 158.28 Slit Alpha. 
micrometer -, . '· 

RUN II .. 012 100 Eyepiece 54.51 1.16 _0.12 163.52 
0.040" reticule' 24.45 0.77 
Slit Alpha 44 Super stage 1'39.17 - 4.50 0.68 139.07 

micrometer 

RUN IV 012 100 a)Reticule 43.31 0~-39 ' 0.04 
0.020" b)Superstage 44.96 1.26 - 0.13 
Slit micrometer .;. '.· . . -

012 100 Calibrated 45.29 0.98 0.10 135.87 
eyepiece 24.70 0.61 

.Alpha ''ll Calibrated lll.25 1.77 0.53 111.17 .. 
eyepiece 

" 

The value used for the smooth curve through.the data in Fig. 47 is as f6Tlows: 

Weighted average t:/~2R~ = 2(21.59)-+ 27.18 + 24.45 + 24.70 = 23.90 ± 'N0.?5~ 
lM J 5 

True (z2/M)oc, = 1-_- 0.000692 _ 
'I ~ • 

True (Z2/N)cl2 = 3(1 - 0.000050) 

Under the columns headed fl' , the values given are the estimate, s, of (!' from the 
sample. 
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. . 
possible to evaluate accurately any data on capture and loss of electronso 

' . 
~ ad~itioJ:l, the.near-zero beam th;rough the slits prevep,t~d get:ting .the 

desired fia.ta • 

. To o~tain_ ~ng~-energy point·s below 45 M~v, a method somewhat simUf,l.r 

to that used by Rotblat9B,99 was employed. By measUring the angle between 

the carbon ion and a knock-on proton, and froni a kndwledge of the energy 
-, 

of the pr_oton based on a. measurement of ·its range,· the energy of the 

carbon ion after the collision can be calculated to plot against its 

range. rhe :;~o: ~lab ~ _ ~)2 
. ~ cos2 (Q+f) 

'Me 

or Ec = Ep (2.~9849) , 
. . cos (Q+p) 

where Q+f is the a.ngl~-between the proton and the carbon ion after the 

collision.- In. the original survey of plates exposed to study nuclear 

events, coord~tes had been set down for many proton knock-oris. The 

most suitable o~ these near the end of. _the range were now analyzed, •. The 

resulting_ poin1:;s are plotted a~ open triangles in Figure 47. Each · 

point is from a single knoc~-on. The accuracy is not high compared to 
. . . 

that of Rotblat; he used at least BOO tracks at each energy point. The 

values of the cl2 range and energy_calculated from the individual· 

knock-o~ e.vents are:: 

98. . J. Rot blat, .Nature 165, .387 (1950) •. 

99. J. Rotblat,. Nature 167, 550 (1951). 
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R(u) E(Mev) H(u) E(Mev) R(u) E(.Mev) 

4o9 6o25 1.3.4 16. 9.3 18.1 20.68 
6 • .3 8.50 1.3.7 14.04 20.3 24.82 
6.8 9.60 1.3.7 14.92 2L9 27.96 
7.5 7.96 14.5 19o72 2.3.0 24.50 
7.8 3.44 16.2 18.28 23.4 28.02 
9 • .3 12.78 16.9 21.35 27.4 JOo65 

1L4 16.97 17.1 20.52 28.8 28.69 

The ol2 energies shown were calculated after calibrating the microscope 

vertical adjustment against a standard of depth obtained from the Film 

Group of the Univ'ers?-ty of California Radiation Laboratory. Also the 

proper emulsion shrinkage factor of 2 • .3 \-!as. used. The dispersion of the 

individual points is probably due primarily to uncertainty in measuring 

the angle Q + 5' between t.he ol2 and the proton after the collision. If 

the angle· is 60 degrees, an error of one degree vlill give about six percent 

error in energy. A judgment as to the true angle might be in error by as 

much as three degrees. 

It will be noticed that the difference between the z2R/M for carbon 

ions and for alphas begins to decrease long before the·expected pick-up 

of the innermost electron by carbon. This is the effect to be expected 

as the velocity enters the cross-over region from the Bethe equation as 

the velocity enters the cross-over region from the Bethe equation (t't._<l) 

to the Bohr equation ~1). The optimum cross-over point,~= 1.2 is at 

29.8.3 Mev. The divergence appears to begin slightly aboye that value), 

as is predicted. 

As the curve enters the region of electron pick~up.~ a conceptual curve 

as to what the shape should be has been drawn in to give the best. fit for 

the points. 
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